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Success Begins at Jharkhand's
Best Boarding School

Taurian World School, Ranchi (TWS) was founded on 30th June,
2008 by Mr. Amith Bajla, a young social entrepreneur at an early
age of 35. He hails from Deogarh, Jharkhand, wherein his family
has been associated with multiple educational and religious
institutions, including the Rama Devi Bajla Mahila College, Ram
Krishna Mission School and the DAV school. He is an alumnus of
the London School of Economics and his vision is to establish
100 such schools in our country.
Taurian World School is a +2 co-educational residential cum
day boarding school affiliated to Central Board of Secondary
Education (CBSE), Delhi vide Affiliation No. 3430229.

Vision: Taurian World School's vision is to become the World's
leading scholastic institution by 2020 by providing holistic
education to our students
Mission: Taurian World School strives to create responsible
citizens who are confident and prepared to shape their future
and that of their local and global community. The school will guide
its graduates to meet their potential, recognizing and developing
their individual talents and characters. Taurian students will be
passionate learners, empathetic towards others, and ready to
take the lead in their chosen field
Spread across 64 acres of lush green undulating land, amidst
natural valleys, away from the pollution of the city,
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Taurian World School at Ranchi, India, has a zero pollution
ambience with a natural environment that is reflected
throughout the campus.
Based on a dream to create an ideal ‘educational
environment’ and to redefine ‘learning’ in terms
of facility and ambience, the entire campus was carefully
planned to inspire the children and make them think out of
the box.
The campus is equipped with facilities and built forms that
are efficiently positioned to make maximum use of climatic
factors. Each building unit detailing is built to create spaces
that reflect the vibrancy and flexibility of their surroundings
and have natural day lighting in an attempt to make
students realize the vastness of the world and help liberate
their young minds.
Upon entry, one is welcomed by a sleek state – of – the – art
sports and culture facility block. Its roof – top cantilevering
basketball court serves as a viewing deck to the entire
campus, especially the sporting facilities and the semi
olympic swimming pool. It also demonstrates the value and
importance of open spaces, by transferring a usual ground
function to a higher level without losing its characteristics.
Not only does this increase its visibility, but it also adds a
dynamic hierarchy to the open spaces.
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T

he administration building acts as a check point preventing outsiders penetrating farther into the campus. The central admin block is sandwiched
between a large laboratory block and a library all of which are centrally located. The admin block then dramatically opens up into a large court yard
bound by class rooms on the opposite side, a pleasant route that carries them into the secured environment of shades, greens and courtyards.
Beyond the class rooms and courtyard, the campus opens out into spaces of different shapes, sizes and textures based on the activities they house.
Scattered across the site one can find, a children’s play area, open air theatre, workshop area, an amphitheatre, tennis court, football field, cricket pitches
and finally a geodesic of animals.
The journey terminates into the hostel blocks and staff quarters which have been designed in a horse shoe form with grass roof tops and individual court
yards. The slanting roofs help prevent heat absorption and promote rain water harvesting.
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FRIENDS
PHILOSOPHERS AND
MENTORS

A

t Taurian World School we understand
how important it is for a child to have
a loving and caring environment especially
at school and more so at the boarding
school.
Our day, weekly and term boarding
facilities, provide students a comfortable
living environment. With full-time faculty
and coaches residing on campus, the
school ensures that students remain safe
and that discipline is always maintained.
In addition, male and female wardens
along with house masters reside with
the students, and provide a caring and
nurturing environment to help shape their
lives.
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A

s most teachers live on campus, boarding students have full and free access to approach
any teacher for support. In addition to this, regular structured prep classes are conducted
for the Boarding students and for re-inforcement classes are also conducted by subject
specialist teachers for students in the morning.
6
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FOCUS ON CARE
Fresh food : Along with a sound education, students also receive the best culinary delights.
Wholesome and home-styled meals served in a hygienic and lively cafeteria, sees students and
teachers sharing interesting moments with a lot of food for thought.
In keeping with providing food made with the very best produce, the cafeteria at Taurian World
School adheres to a chemical, artificial flavour and preservative free mode of food preparation and
sources most of its fresh vegetables and fruits from the school’s very own organic farm and all of
the milk products from the school’s dairy farm.
Security : Our campus is equipped with 200+ security cameras across the campus and has 24
highly qualified security personnel trained in school safety and crisis preparedness planning to
ensure a constant vigil. This 24x7 security also includes female security personnel, stationed at the
girls hostel. The school also has an 8 feet wall topped with razor sharp barbwire.
No student can leave the school campus without first going through the rigorous safety and security
process at the office.
The safety and comfort of our students and staff travelling from the city to school and back are
of paramount importance too. TWS has a fleet of air-conditioned school buses that adhere to the
highest safety standards. Manned by well trained drivers and attendants, our transport service
operates throughout the city of Ranchi.
Medical Facilities : The school also follows a highly stringent safety norm and in conjunction with
the Indian Government’s Department of Health and Medical Services maintains a well-equipped
dispensary, with 3 full-time health staff, and an ambulance on standby to ensure the very best in
emergency health and medical care,
Laundry : To ensure that boarding students lead a hassle-free life in a clean environment, the school
has it’s very own Industrial Laundry divided into washing and ironing sections.
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WORLD CLASS FACILITIES FOR HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT
Taurian World School offers a myriad of co-curricular activities and students are encouraged to explore the
school’s extensive sports infrastructure that includes :
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Aerobics to improve physical fitness



Lawn tennis



Manicured hockey fields



One-of-a-kind elevated night lit basketball court



Athletics and various other track and field sports



Cricket field with net practice facility



Gymnastics to develop strength and agility



Horse riding with thoroughbred horses



Soccer field



Squash courts with viewing walls



Variety of martial arts



Semi-olympic sized swimming pool



Yoga facility under qualified instructors



Professional pool



Well equipped table tennis club.
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IF MUSIC IS THE VOICE OF THE SOUL, THEN ART
MUST BE THE VERY ELIXIR OF LIFE.

T

aurian World School focuses on a multitude of extra-curricular activities
that shape a student’s talent and help channel their creative ability.

Be it an interest in the arts, music, dance or any other form of expression, the
school has always been a beacon of light for all students who wish to explore
their innate talents. Along with following their passion, students receive formal
training in Arts (visual and applied), community services, all forms of dance,
dramatics, western and cultural music and public speaking.
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To help students hone their talents and skills and to prepare them to take centre stage, students
are offered facilities like an open air amphitheatre, art gallery, and an exclusive music and dance
room. All these and so much more, help our students not only to paint their destinies but also to
shape their dreams.
Taurian World School encourages its students to engage in social development and contribute
towards social causes.
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PROGRESSIVE CURRICULUM
Besides offering infrastructure spread over 64
sprawling acres that is benchmarked against the best
internationally, we offer our students top quality and
wholesome experience. Taurian World School boasts
of academics, sports and co-scholastic activities that
are second to none in the entire Eastern region. Our
students are exposed to age appropriate learning
which they apply to their daily lives. In a true Gurukul
form, the school strives to provide its students with
practical knowledge, enquiry based learning, exposing
them to holistic development.
We have widened our admissions to a number of
children who have varying special needs.
The SEN Department staff members are specialists
in various fields including, Sensory-Motor Integration
Therapy, Behavioural and Cognitive Therapy, Basic
Speech Therapy Techniques and Early Developmental
Therapy including Psychoeducation to the parents.
Our team of four full-time Special Educational Needs
(SEN) teachers work with those students who present
the most complex learning needs. SEN teachers work
with small groups or on a one-to-one and have a range
of resources to develop language skills, fine motor
skills, numeracy and basic social skills. Much use is
made of digital resources and multi-sensory learning
aids. Students who display behavioural problems are
counselled and given strategies to manage their own
behaviour so that it doesn’t hinder the learning process.
Sports coaches also work with students who have
physical developmental needs. This might include
building up stamina, muscle strength, balance, posture
or gross motor control.
Wherever possible, these children are integrated into
mainstream classes in order to develop their social
12

skills. Additionally, they are given focused time out of the classroom to work on their particular
area (s) of need.
The Department, when required, sends children for testing and offers support to children, their
parents and their teachers once it has been determined that a cognitive or behavioural need
is present. Progress of the students are regularly reviewed and support strategies are shared
with all carers in order to aid the students in their development.
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What’s on the cards?
Quantum Cards is an early childhood learning tool. It breaks the myths and complexities of learning
and is designed like an encyclopedia to stimulate the 2 pathways of learning viz. visual and auditory.
It is scientifically proven that everyone has the intelligence and potential to be a genius. Each child
is much more capable than we perceive. Using QC, helps stimulate the auditory and visual learning
process which increases the memory power and retention at childhood up to six years of age. From
seven years onwards education is taught as a knowledge building exercise. The regular use of Quantum
Cards on species of dinosaurs, reptiles, birds, animals and endangered species to series of fruits and
vegetables, air and land vehicles, religions and impressionist paintings and names of Indian Presidents
and Prime Ministers, and also encyclopedia of National flags in primary section has made the
teaching-learning process more interesting and meaningful.
Brainsmith is dedicated to create innovative learning materials that stimulate young minds, instil a
sense of curiosity and foster a lifelong love of learning. The vision is to help young children learn in an
honest, factual and most importantly joyous manner!
The large 11*11 inch cards are known as Quantum Cards “launched under the brand name Brainsmith,
and is a venture co-founded by Mrs. Tejal Bajla and Mr. Akshay Jalan, this September.
Tejal graduated from Kingston University, London with a BBA in management studies. Her early career
path was in the banking sector at Morgan Stanley. She later quit her career to raise her firstborn.
Tejal aspires to share her learnings with mothers like her, who want to inspire their children to reach
their highest potential. She is resolute in her mission to help every parent understand the importance
of early child learning and brain development, through the products she creates at Brainsmith.
Akshay is the operational and research genius behind Brainsmith. He has merited his Engineering degree
from Birla Institute of Technology, Mesra. He was elected by BASES, Stanford University’s E-Bootcamp
in their top 100 college entrepreneurs’ category. He has worked with Indian Business School, Hyderabad
at the start of his career.
Purpose:
Tejal’s passion for finding engaging material to stimulate her son’s mind, was the genesis of Brainsmith.
The journey behind Brainsmith is Tejal’s exploration of following the traditional methods of teaching while
bonding and engaging with her son in his early learning stage. Eventually discovering new developments
in the field of Early child learning and development, she created the first set of ‘Quantum Cards’.
Her experience in honing early child development learning tools came from studying courses like, "How
To Multiply Your Baby's Intelligence" at Glen Doman’s Institute, Philadelphia. These courses strengthened
13

her belief that brain growth and development can be accelerated
in young children with the help of the right tools and methods.
Benefits of using Quantum Cards are:


Early sensory(visual and auditory) development



Parent-child bonding



Accumulation of encyclopedic knowledge

How to use?
Following are step-by-step instructions on using Quantum Cards:
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Take one full set of 10 Quantum Cards.



Sit about an arms length (approx. two feet) from your child so
that you and your child are facing each other.



Place the cards in front of you. Start by enthusiastically
introducing the topic, for example “I have some Musical
Instruments to show you!”



Then, one by one, quickly move the back card to the front and
announce its name, for example “piano,” “cello,” “bass drum,”
etc. Moving the back card to the front instead of the other way
around allows you to look at the name before you present it to
your child.



Flash through the whole set of ten cards as enthusiastically and
quickly as possible. The whole process should take about 1520 seconds. (Note: If your child is able to speak, allow them to
repeat the name after you present it to them. This allows you
to check their pronunciation and also helps them remember
better).



Children love learning quickly and without anxiety, so try to
make your sessions very fast, organized, and enthusiastic.
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Where is it used?
Quantum Cards are age agnostic. Our wide and differentiated variety of
topics backed by authentic encyclopedic content and our great visuals
make them appealing for children of all age groups, not to forget some
adults too.
The objective of the product varies with place and kids age and can
be used at following places home, schools (learning aid and library
resource) and activity centres.

Testimonials:
Amu loves playing with her Quantum card sets. She even has her favourite set, Flags! She can
even name them and identify them when I show her the cards - Abhilash Joseph, Bengaluru
Hey! Just wanted to share that my daughter is super enjoying the cards. These cards are so
engaging and interesting that now I see my daughter playing with her cards on her own. And
whenever she goes for an outing and sees some object similar to that of cards she would point
and name the same. - Rima Parekh, Mumbai
Website: www.brainsmith.in
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Chairman’s Message
It is a matter of pride to pen down the message for the annual school
magazine. My heart fills with immense pleasure as I perceive the progress
being made at Taurian World School (TWS).
With changing times it is imperative for us to constantly innovate
with forward looking ideas and with people being the change agents,
transforming the institution, it is essential to treat the school community
as partners in progress.
The seeds of an idea sown in 2008 has quickly come to fruition and the
major credit for it goes to our committed and supportive management,
dedicated teachers and staff, caring and co-operative parents past and
present, who have together as a school community, taken a risk on the
unconventional and have helped introduce many first time concepts.
I am confident that with the continued support and collaborative effort,
TWS will accelerate its momentum towards its objectives and continue to
engage our students in a journey full of joy and discovery and help them
lead by example to become dynamic global leaders.
I extend my warm wishes to the Principal, Staff and Students of TWS as
we embark on a new academic session. May you continue this journey on
the road of excellence.
Success comes to those who work hard and stays with those, who don’t
rest on the laurels of the past.
Amith Bajla
Founder & Chairman
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Principal’s Message
Dear Parents and Well wishers,
With the kindling of knowledge comes the onus of executing the right
action and dispelling ignorance. Without one, the other is in vain. The aim
of education must be to nurture character building and assimilation of
ideas. It must allow the child to grow in all spheres of life. True education
must foster the potential of each child and provide the right direction,
allowing true progress to happen. It must lay far more emphasis on
imparting wisdom than a mere exchange of information.
Having been an educator for many years, I earnestly understand
the consequential and pivotal role a good institution has to play in a
student’s life. I believe that it is of paramount importance to impart the
right values in students along with giving them top-notch education. The
education system at Taurian World School, besides providing an allround education intellectually, socially, emotionally and physically, offers
guidance in critical thinking, social openness and purposeful research.
We, at Taurian World School have adopted an approach to education
that is in tune with each child’s unique needs and skills, and one that
prepares the child to become a well-rounded adult.
We should be aware that no significant change comes without struggle,
and that, even with struggle, change is not immediately obtained. We
must render our efforts anew and strengthen the ties that bind us
together to serve a cause greater than ourselves.
Let us put our hands together to make learning a lifelong experience.
May harmony prevail all around!
Dr. Subhash Kumar
Principal

“Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think.”
-Albert Einstein
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“If a country is to be corruption free and become a nation of beautiful minds, I strongly feel there are three key societal members who
can make a difference. They are the father, the mother and the teacher.”

- A. P. J. Abdul Kalam
I feel delighted to be a part of the Taurian Fraternity and to be contributing in shaping the young future citizens of our nation. The Senior School
years are of immense importance and go a long way in the all-round development of the nation’s youth.
The current academic session has been very eventful because of various new initiatives taken not only for the students but also for the teachers.
This session saw the launch of the Taurian Talent Search, Taurian Mathematical Concept Test, Professional Development Day, Univariety Career
Guidance Programme, NCC-Army Wing just to name a few.
We believe that all stakeholders are an integral part of the Taurian family and we leave no stone unturned to develop a strong bond between the
parents and school because it is through this partnership that children reach their full potential. Taking a step forward in this direction we initiated
“COFFEE WITH PRINCIPAL” which served as a platform for parents to have a candid chat with the principal and at the same time interact with
other parents. We also had “CONNECT” – our Parent Teacher Conference where our teachers discussed the progress of each child at length with
the parents.
The year gone by has been very satisfying and fulfilling for each member of the Senior Secondary Section. We have successfully conducted various
co-curricular activities to elevate the general awareness, self-confidence and communication skills of our students. We have also nurtured and
honed the latent talents of our students so that they are able to make a mark in academics as well.
The Senior School years is the stage where the kids feel the adrenaline rushing up very easily and the teachers in the senior secondary section deal
with this sensitive stage with utmost patience and a calibrated approach towards every situation. The individual differences and the emotional wellbeing of each child is taken care of by the entire Taurian fraternity.

Message

As I reflect on all my days spent in Taurian and the huge responsibility we shoulder as a school I am reminded of the following beautiful lines which
aptly sum up the relationship between the home and the school –
“I dreamed I stood in a studio

They were proud of what they had wrought.

And watched two sculptors there,

For the things they had worked into the child

The clay they used was a young child’s mind

Could never be sold or bought!

And they fashioned it with care.

And each agreed she would have failed

One was a teacher:

if she had worked alone.

the tools she used were books and music and art;

For behind the parent stood the school,

One was a parent

and behind the teacher stood the home!”

With a guiding hand and gentle loving heart.
And when at last their work was done,
Madhulika Agarwal
Sr. Secondary Academic Coordinator
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“The freedom to make mistakes provides the best environment for creativity. Education isn’t how much you have committed to
memory, or even how much you know. It’s being able to differentiate between what you know and what you don’t”.

- Anatole Franc
I wish to extend a warm welcome to our dear parents and children. I am sure the journey so far at Taurian for every child must have been truly
enriching. I firmly believe that every child is blessed with a virtue but what we need is to help the child discover that potential of his and work upon it
to reach greater heights.
This academic year has been filled with a whole lot of new opportunities providing various platforms to our young learners to develop and polish their
talent and nurture their skills. Apart from the various new initiative taken this year in both curricular and co-curricular domain, the highly appreciated
and most welcomed initiative was the introduction of ‘Time of India – Students’ Edition’ newspaper for the students and the Taurian Talent Search
(TTS). These new strategic initiatives have leveraged the students to develop immense vocabulary, general knowledge, general awareness, a good
reading habit and an element of competitiveness.
We are working to harness a mind that is free, not obsessed with anything, neither angry about the past nor worried about the future. We work to
guide and help our students to instill confidence in education, broaden their vision and deepen their roots.
I would urge our parents to ponder on a holistic, healthy education system that will retain the virtues and values which we all are naturally endowed
with. Education must attend to all facet of life.
I would like to thank all our parents and stakeholders for their support, beneficial feedback and warm wishes for the Taurian family. I would like to end
with the quote:

“There are two gifts we should give our children: One is roots and the other is wings”.

Vijay Akshit Paul
Middle School Academic Coordinator

Message

-Anonymous
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“Don’t wait for some distant day to come; it may be too late before you have begun. Realise that the only important thing in life is
what you do with the time you spend here on earth”.

Once on my journey, I was reading a short story…..Two men, both seriously ill, occupied the same hospital room. One man was
allowed to sit up in his bed for an hour each afternoon to help drain the fluid from his lungs. His bed was next to the room’s
only window. The other man has to spend all his time flat on his back. The men talked for hours. Every afternoon when the man
in the bed by the window could sit up, he would pass the time by describing to his roommate all the things that he could see
outside the window. The man on the other side of the room would close his eyes and imagine the picturesque scene.
One fine morning he woke up to find that his friend (person near the window) had slipped in to eternal sleep. He was very sad.
In the evening he requested the hospital staff, if he could be shifted to that bed so that he could sit and enjoy the roadside view.
The staff was surprised to hear about the roadside view and she said that the window faced a blank wall only. Moreover the
man was blind so he could not even see the wall. The man asked the nurse what could have inspired his deceased roommate
to describe such wonderful things outside the window. She said, “Perhaps he wanted to encourage you”. After that I have often
wondered, what life would be like if we had nothing to draw inspiration from.
Heights by great men reached and kept were not attained by sudden flight, while their companions slept, were toiling upwards
in the night”.

Message

Nothing can be achieved without hard work. Hard work is the key to success and sweet indeed are the fruits of hard work.
The Taurian flag flies high and every member of the Taurian family stands tall today with confidence and contentment. While
we bask in the glory of our students, we also applaud and support one another in our endeavours to take the school forward.
We have remained consistent with the ethos of our school to produce minds in sound bodies, in a holistic and joyful manner.
What remained constant are our unflinching, undaunted and resolute CORE values – Commitment, Opportunity, Respect and
Excellence.
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I feel proud to be a member of the Taurian Family – cohesive and productive families with values that are simple yet mould
young lives at the core.
Swati Sarkar
Primary Section Coordinator
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Dear Readers,
Each issue of our school magazine is a milestone that marks our growth, unfolds our imaginations, and gives life to our
thoughts and aspirations.
A committed and supportive management, dedicated teachers and staff, caring and co-operative parents blend harmoniously
to create a child-centric school. It is natural to find in this ambience, the intensive use of a variety of thinking activities,
strategies and group dynamics that bring the classrooms alive. Factors that motivate us to go through a continuous process
of reflection and implementation of a well balanced curriculum to ensure that the children who walk into the portals of Taurian
will not just love their school years but truly be prepared to face life’s challenges.
Teamwork is the hallmark of Taurian. It unleashes a wide spectrum of creative skills ranging from writing to editing and even
in designing the magazine.
I take this opportunity to thank members of the editorial team for their collaborative effort and dedication in retracing and
bringing to life events of the year and making this dream come true.

Message

Leslie Ann Kwan
Coordinator Students Affairs
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PRIZES, AWARDS &
ACHIEVEMENTS
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Taurian World students: Jharkhand’s #1
co-ed boarding school

Mr. Amith Bajla, Chairman at the Education World Night Award Ceremony 2016

TWS is Jharkhand’s No.1 Co-ed Boarding School and ranked 15th at the National Level
It is a matter of great pride that because of the combined efforts of all the stakeholders, Taurian World School has once again been awarded by Education
World, as Jharkhands No.1 Co-ed Boarding School, 2016 for the 6th consecutive year and ranked 15th at the National Level, a leap of 8 positions up from
the previous year.
Taurian has also been recognized by the Govt. of Jharkhand as one of the key Education hubs that has contributed to the development in the State and
was featured in the Make in India Week in Mumbai in February 2016.
The Management is delighted to convey sincere appreciation and congratulates all the parents and the Taurian Fraternity for having achieved this mile stone.
We look forward for many more laurels to come in future with our sustained and combined endeavour. “Coming together is a beginning, keeping together
is progress and working together is success”. – Henry Ford
24
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Institutional Awards And Certifications
The education world is changing fast in India and Taurian World School prides itself on being at the forefront of
these changes. TWS has in a short span of eight years been :

Powered By



Ranked by Education World India School Rankings 2016 as Jharkhand’s # 1 Co-Edu Residential School for the
sixth consecutive year and ranked 15th at the National Level a leap of 8 positions from the earlier year.



Recognized by the Govt. of Jharkhand as one of the key Education hubs that has contributed to the development in the State and featured in the Make in India Week in Mumbai in February, 2016.



The Telegraph Jharkhand Journal 2016 featured Mr. Amith Bajla, Chairman, as one of the great personalities
who have contributed to the educational development of Jharkhand.



Dr. Subhash Kumar, Principal and Mr. Vijay Paul, Academic Coordinator, Middle school were felicitated by
Prabhat Khabar, for their outstanding contribution in the field of education on 10th September, 2016.



Mr. Kundan Singh, Mathematics Teacher for Senior Secondary Section was awarded “Best Teacher Award” and
Master Kartikey Vats Shekhar of Grade X-C, and Ms. Ora Chandan of grade VI-A was Awarded “Best Student
Award” by Hindustan on 16th January, 2016.



Bestowed an “Award for Outstanding Performance 2013-14” from Prabhat Khabar.



Bestowed with the ‘International School Award 2015 -2018’ by British Council.



Credited as a National Geographic Explorer (NGE) member school



Registered on the French Embassy website as a school that teaches French in India.



Awarded CBSE Sports Promotion Award 2013-14 and honoured by CBSE to host the following CBSE Sports
& Games
- CBSE East Zone Swimming Championship 2016
- East Zone Lawn Tennis Tournament for two consecutive years 2013 & 2014
- Cluster II Table Tennis Tournament for two consecutive years 2013 & 2014



Rated among top 5 star school in India by Pioneer in January 2016



Ranked as one of the best Residential Schools by “Go Getter”



TWS featured in a leading architectural magazine: Society Interiors Magazine October 2013.
25

Dr. Subhash Kumar, Principal and Mr. Vijay Paul, Academic Coordinator, Middle school felicitated by Prabhat Khabar, for their outstanding contribution
in the field of education
26
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The highest education is that which does not merely give us information but makes our life in harmony with all existence….
Rabindranath Tagore
28
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STAFF
REFLECTIONS & ARTICLES
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Key to success
Success: A word towards which everybody is attached. It is a progressive realisation of worthy goals. Now the question is how to
achieve Success? There are some points which one always keeps in mind to achieve success.


The key to success is to know about ourselves. Analyse who you are, what you wish to become and what short comings are
impending hindering you.



Everyone has a will to win, very few have a will to prepare to win.



Success is not the destiny, it is a journey.



Perseverance and persistence is the key to success.



One should never be afraid of failure. The period of failure is the best season for sowing the seeds of success. In fact failures
are the highway to success.



One may fall but must bounce back rapidly. There is no such thing as failure, in fact both success and failure are nothing but results.



To get success we must keep our mind open because the mind is like a parachute, they only function when they are open and for this we have to
manage our time as we manage our money.



Plan out your work and work out your plan.



Control your thoughts and with the aid of your thoughts you may create whatever you may desire.



The key to success is your mental attitude, the way you think, feel and believe determines your destiny.



Do your best today and forget tomorrow. Every tomorrow is determined by every today.



Practice makes one perfect, but it is not very correct, actually “Perfect practice makes one perfect”.



Be attentive because “where attention goes, energy flows, where the energy flows things grow”.



Resolve your aim first, try your best and give proper time to implement your decision.



Discipline and hard work leads to success as there is no short cut for success. “Do the best and leave the rest”
As it is said in Bhagwat Geeta :

ßdj~e.k;~ok/khdkjl~ls ek Qys"kqdnkpuÞ
Mr. Shyamji Chaubey
Sr. Secondary Chemistry Teacher
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The Fire That Blesses Is The Fire That Kills
For a falling star I looked that night,

Cold fingers slowly kept creeping way down my spine,

and wished for everything to go right.

As ugly truth revealed they loved not me but what was mine

When the dreamy night turned to dawn,

What am I? A chattel, furniture or a cheque blank?

Lighting up March skies and the lawn,

Puzzled I asked, or is god playing a small prank?

And birds swooped in wanton delight,
To breakfast on worms after a hungry night,
I woke to the sounds of happy commotions,
Of a house reveling in exciting emotions.
Sounds of the ‘shehnai’and smells of the holy fire,
Gave my heart the musical strings of the lyre.

Are Dresden dolls sold as more valued commodities?
And human dolls just commercial necessary oddities?
I now know with dismay as understanding horribly sinks,
Why female foetuse’s float in under waters stink.
Then strong arms pinned me in my kitchen’s Waterloo,

Decked and shining, I was the princess, the bride,

A trembling leaf in a storm, drenched in kerosene blue

Waiting for my prince to claim me with pride.

THE FIRE THAT BLESSED WAS THE FIRE THAT KILLED

The fire had blessed the union in sacred surety,

I return now to ask, have you incinerated the grime?

And hopeful desires trembled at its purity.

Living after removing evidences of the crime?

In the horizon the romantic moon loomed,

Why did you reduce me to a burning mass left to die?

Never dreaming so soon all would be doomed.

Then have you begun hunting for another bride to buy?

Entering a new threshold my feet were pressed,

Dear hard-hearted fathers have you, your daughters
forgotten?

And lighted lamps all the way seemed to bless.
Red little footprints walked into the unknown web,
The spider beckoning, luring with an invisible jab

Dear heartless brothers have your sister’s memories gone
rotten?

Sad and happy tears shone to wash out what’s old,

All we daughters dear, know clear deep in our heart

To help bring in the new into the marriage fold.

To fear those very vows that say ‘till death do us part’.

Flooded with lavish gifts the blushing bride stood,

Explain to us the irony, how the fires that unions bless,

And missed the gleam of desire of a greedy brood.

Help nullify, reducing to nothing, a union that becomes a mess

Trinkets precious, ornaments, cash and brocades,

Oh! You confused men out there, who goddesses do worship,

Could not appease rituals handed down decades.

Remember to revere them, and then bring them home to whip.
Ms. Chandramukhi Singh
Sr. Secondary English Teacher
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Importance of
Social Science in shaping
the future of the students

Why is physical education
important?

In this modern world, we want our children to be
a doctor or an engineer. Sometimes we

A weak person who has a weak body or mind can
never be master of a strong soul.”
-Swami Vivekananda

give them no option for choosing the subjects of
their own choice. From the day they are going to school we are shaping
their minds by telling them that they have to study Science or BioScience as they have to be a Doctor or an Engineer. But what about the
other subjects which they are studying in school? Aren't those subjects
important? Now-a-days studying Social Science is also very valuable.
While a child is studying Social Science s/he has to study History, Human
Geography, Political Science(Civics), Geography, Economics, Demography,
Psychology, Sociology and a lot more. All these subjects have their own
importance and play an important role in shaping the future of the country.
Social Science as a career offers options like Anthropologist, Economist,
Post Secondary teacher, Social Psychologist, Social Worker, Survey
Researcher, jobs in Civil Services, Political Scientist, Remote Sensing,
Mining and Metallurgy, Industrial- Organizational Psychologist, Sociologist,
Geographer, Urban and Regional Planner Archaeologist, Historian and a
lot more. Believe me the pay scale is also very attractive. Parents should
encourage their wards to broaden their spectrum of career choices and
also to study and choose Social Science as an alternative career option.
Ms. Sugita Mukhopadhyay
Social Science Teacher

Physical education is important because it helps students stay physically
active, develop interests in different types of physical activity, builds
teamwork and other social skills, sportsmanship and respect others. It also
improves focus and academic performance. However, physical education
programs are increasingly being cut back in schools, which proponents
argue is detrimental to students.
Physical education helps students increase physical activity, both in and out
of school. Children enrolled in physical education classes not only improve
their own health but also learn to have a more positive attitude toward
physical fitness in general. Children learn to draw a correlation between
physical health and general well-being, which resonates outside the gym or
classroom. Students who take physical education courses are more likely
to be active outside of school, participating in a variety of sports and other
physical activities. Students can also use P.E. class to learn which sorts
of physical activities they are interested in. Through exposure to a wide
variety of activities, students can discover which ones engage them the
most, making them more likely to continue exercising regularly.
Even moderate physical activity can improve both attention and brain
function, helping kids concentrate better in class and perform better on
exams.
Mr. Avinesh Tripathy
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,d lR;
euq"; rc rd egku ugha gksldrk tc rd fd og
vius fopkjksadks O;ä djds ijh{k.k u djs] euq"; ds
fopkj gh mls egku cukrs gSa] vkSj f'k{kk fopkjksa dks
tUe nsrh gSA ftlds fopkj egku gSa mls gh f'kf{kr
dgk tkldrk gSA vr% dgk tkldrk gS fd&^f'k{kk
euq"; ds fopkjksa dk vknku çnku gh ugha djrh
fuf'pr gh fopkjksa dh tUenk=h gS
fe=ks! Hkkjrh; laLd`fr us fo'o dks fuf'pr gh laLdkj]
lekt] lkfgR;] laxhr*]f'k{kk] lH;rk] Hkk"kk] Hkko] vkfn
ls iwfjr fd;k gSA bZ'oj] tho] lR;&vlR; dh ifjHkk"kkvksa ls vkdk'k e.My
fuR; gh xqatk;eku gksrk jgk gS vkSj gksrk jgsxk oSfnd lkfgR; us gh Hkkjr
o"kZ dks çkphu dky ls fo'o xqý gksus dk xkSjo çnku fd;k gSA ;g fdlh
Hkze dk çrhd ugha lR; dk lk{kh gSA D;ksafd ukyUnk r{kf'kyk tSls f'k{kk
dsUæksa dk mn~Hko vU;= çkIr ugha gksrk ;gh gekjh laLd`fr gS] lH;rk gS vkSj
bls vlR; ekuus okys Hkkjrh; vkRek rks ugha gksldrs] D;ksafd Hkkjrh; vkRek
ds Loj vej gSaA ;g laLd`fr e`R;q ls vejrk dh vksj ystkus esa l{ke gSA
le;& le; ij lalkj dks bl dk vuq'kj.k djuk iMs+xk ge fdl çdkj vkt
ik'pkR;rk ds xqyke gksdj e/kq&e[[ku NksMdj fiTtk] oxZj dks [kk jgs gS ;g
lkspuh; fLFkfr gSA vkt ds okrkoj.k es ekuoh; lH;rk dk euq"; ds }kjk
fdl çdkj fouk'k fd;k tkjgk gS bls dkSu ugha tkurk ijUrq vkt ds Hkkjr
ds _f"k D;ksa pqi gSa] D;ksa lR; ls eq[k Nqikjgs gS lTtu yksx dHkh Hkh yksd
fuUnk ds] ;k vieku ds Hk; ls lRdk;ksaZ dks ugha R;kxrs ^lTtuSo bZ'oj%Hkofr*
fuf'pr gh vkt bu lHkh ladYiksa dks çdV dj.ks ds fy,] mUgsa QyhHkwr ;k
iqf"ir] iYyfor djus ds fy,] ;k vU/kdkj ýih jkf= dks Kku ýih çdk'k
}kjk u"V djus ds fy,] fuf'pr gh Taurian çfrc) gS Nk=ksa ds lokaZxh.k fodk'k
ds fy, rRij] mgsa LokcyEch cukus ds fy,] ;g ,d vuwBk ç;kl gS] blds
laLFkkid fuf'pr gh /kU;okn ,oa lEeku ds ik= gSa muds vFkd ç;kl ls gh
vkt ;g Kku & dqVh gjh&Hkjh gS vkSj blh ç;kl ls Kku dk fodkl laHko gqvk
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gSA ekuoh; fØ;kvksa dk mn~Hko ]f'k{kk ds fodkl ls gh lEHko gksrk gSA esjs er
ls Taurian bu lHkh lksikuksa ij [kjk mrjrk gSA blls tqMs çR;sd O;fä ls eSa
vkxzg djrk gwa fd bl Kku ;K esa viuk iw.kZ lg;ksx çnku dj ekuoh; ewY;ksa
dk ifjp; nsaA
/kU;okn !

esjh csVh

ekrk firk us I;kj ls ikyk ftls dHkh
HkkbZ us Hkh ix&ix iS nqykjk ftls dHkh
xhrk dqjku lk ifo= eu fy, gq,
llqjky esa tkus ls D;w¡ Mjrh gSa csfV;ka
ekrk firk ds eu esa ?kqV ?kqV ds thjghA
vieku frjLdkj Hkh ix ix oks lgjghaA
thou Hkh viuk dj fn;k vkSjksa dks lefiZrA
fQj xHkZ esa funksZ'k D;ksa ejrh gS csfV;ka
[kkfrj ngst dh ;gk¡ tyrh gS csfV;k¡
vijkf/k;ksa dh HksaV Hkh p<+rh gS csfV;k¡A
bZ'oj dk oks ojnku nsoh :i Fkh dHkhA
iSlsa ds fy;s ns'k esa fcdrh gS csfV;k¡A
viuk ugha fn[krk dksbZ tc ?kj ls fudyrha
gSa xSj gh nqfu;k¡ mUgSa viuk u le>rha
dksbZ rks vkvks lkeus viuk dgks mUgSa
lp esa gekjs ns'k dh iw¡th gSa csfV;k¡
vjfoan 'kekZ
laLd`r f'k{kd
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esjk cpiu
esjh ;knksa ds iUus esa
ogh >wys ogh vk¡xu
ogh feêh eq>s yk nksa
ogh fdLls rqEgjs chp

esjs cpiu ds lk;s gS
eq>s fQj ;kn vk;s gS
ogh d'rh eq>s yk nksa
eq>dks [kh¡p yk;s gS !!

fpjS;k dksbZ tc Nr ij oks ehBk xhr xkrh Fkh
eq>s yxrk Fkk dqN ,sls fd oks calh ctkrh Fkh
fd mldh rku ij esjk ;s eu ;w¡ >we tkrk Fkk
tSls dkUgk dh eqjyh ij xksfi;k >we tkrh Fkh !!
dHkh r[rh is r[rh Fkh dHkh r[rh is nkuk Fkk
tgk¡ brokj dh Nqêh Fkh vkSj ijlksa dks vkuk Fkk
dHkh R;kSgkj ds ekSle dqN geus ;w¡ ltk;s Fks
gekjh bZn fnokyh dk dk;y ;s tekuk Fkk !!

Think before you Think
The unheard, the unseen
let ‘It’ never be mean.
Tough may be the time
but never let ‘It’ mime.
They say your eyes are the window to soul
and ‘It’ is the potencia to accomplish your goal.
Elevate ‘It’ day to day
for solely ‘It’ takes you to life’s bay.
Thus,
Think before you think
for ‘It’ is your ‘THOUGHTS’ that never let you sink.
Ms. Farhat Nasim
Primary Teacher

dHkh gj lky tc geus fQjaxh dks Hkxk;k Fkk
crkÅ D;k fd fdl rjg ls viuk [kw tyk;k Fkk
'kgknr fy[k gh nh Fkh geus Hkkjr ek¡ ds pj.kksa esa
dqN ,slk nkSj Fkk oks ftlus vkalw esa Mqck;k Fkk !!
tgk¡ Vksyh esa gqMnax Fks ogh¡ gj 'kke gLrh Fkh
tgk¡ vk¡[kksa esa 'kcue Fkh ogh¡ xfy;ksa esa eLrh Fkh
dHkh tc xksfy;ka pwju dh ,slk Lokn nsrh Fkh
tekuk ;kn gS jkrksa dk tks rc [okc nsrh Fkh !!
fgek¡'kq xqIrk
foKku f'k{kd
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The Art of Photography
Photography – an art of presenting the beauty of
the world through your eyes. I remember the time
we had to wait for weeks or sometimes even months
to be able to finally see the moment we captured.
When we had to be very sure of making a choice
in anticipation, of the moment we wanted to keep
in store with us and when getting the best shot, if
you really want to ‘just express your emotions’ was
a tedious and expensive job. But thanks for the
advancement in technology and the development
of various designed cameras and software, it has
become a commodious task now, even for the little ones, not to mention the
innumerable benefits it holds for them.
We often say one needs to have the “eye” of a photographer. To see not
just the objects but the ample amount of splendour beauty and emotion it
holds. Like Elliott Erwitt said - “Photography is an art of observation. It has
little to do with the things you see and everything to do with the way you
see them”. Some retain this ability as a gift and some develops it overtime
through a study of observation and creation.
There are various websites and offline course you can opt for if you want
to imbibe the art of photography, blogs where you can easily acquire
knowledge about the basics of photography like exposure triangle, ISO,
shutter speed, aperture, use of lights, rule of thirds etc. Software which
enables you to add that extra tinge of creativity to combine to the output
your camera has already captured to finally present a mesmerising and
memorable image.
Photography for the kids offers limitless amount of benefits, some exciting
learning and experience of developing their creativity and thought process.
Right from holding the camera to constructing a splendid image – each
step comes with a set of skills and lesson within itself. To begin with, it offers
a new set of skill which adds up to the child’s development as a learner.
They are able to work on their observational and viewing skills which in turn
help them to improve their ability to focus. It even provides them with the
platform to be innovative and creative and be better in their presentation
skills. For the tiny tots, holding the camera and clicking that shutter button
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itself works to improve their motor skills. But photography is not just about
‘clicking’ pictures, it’s about capturing a story – which further helps a child
to develop their own ideas on design and expressing their emotions thus
constructing their own world their way. It’s a lot helpful to raise the self
esteem of those children who have a lot to say but fewer words to put
them into writing. The objects they want to put inside the frame of the
camera have more to it than just colours. In such a competitive world,
photography can be considered as a stress reliever for individuals of any
age – try capturing the beauty that the colours of sunset plays on the
ocean water or focus on the vibrant and colourful wings of the butterfly.
Once you start focusing on these things which we usually take for granted,
it brings you a step closer to actually ‘living’ your life. Photography also has
a tremendous effect on your patience, since you are often not likely to
control the scene you wish to capture. It’s all about staying on one topic or
subject for an extended period of time which requires a lot of effort and
practice.

So go ahead, let your child play and explore this new era of photography,
let them capture the souls and create their own stories in their mind and
present it to you by bringing together their emotion and creativity for
“There are no rules for good photograph, there are only good photographs”
– Ansel Adams.
Taniya Ghosh
Primary Teacher

Photo Credit to Taurian Primary
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E-Book vs. Printed Book
The race is getting tighter now. With downloadable music already set to completely replace CDs, the next round of the format
battle begins. Who will come out on top: e-books or printed books?
In this era, Information and Communication Technology (ICT), has revolutionized the whole world of knowledge. Library is not the
only exception to this. In the 21st century most of the published material e.g magazine, journals, books are now available in the
electronic format. The ICT environment is very challenging for a school library because there is a flood of electronic information
and the school library has to maintain an updated collection to fulfil the needs of its dynamic users. We all are aware of the
technology wave, especially in the light of smartphones and its increasingly popular usage among children. This further adds to
the challenge of school libraries to attract students to read printed and published material available in the form of books and
magazines.
Avid fans of printed books claim that there’s still nothing like the smell of paper and the rustle of the pages as the reader flips
gently through the book with their fingers. There’s something intimately rustic about the entire experience, they claim, Books
have physical beauty; Books have provenance, printed books are collectible, Books are nostalgic and it’s one that cannot be
derived from the cold, electronic e-book version.
On the other hand, those who prefer the e-book often say that the device takes a whole lot of weight from off their shoulders
– literally. Packing for trips is bad enough as it is, but it becomes doubly so when confronted with the task of choosing which
book to take. With the e-book, however, readers can take hundreds of books with them on a journey, and only takes up a few
square inches in their carry-on bag.
Apart from these physical considerations, however, studies have shown that when it comes to reading comprehension, printed
books are still a better choice. One such study was recently conducted by the Joan
Ganz Cooney Center at Sesame Workshop. The study found that literacy building in
children is more effective with a printed book than with an e-book because of the
centralized focus on the story and the opportunities for interaction between the
child and the parent reading the book with the child. While e-books also deliver the
story, and encourage children to participate with interactive add-ons, there is no
conversation and nothing to encourage the child to verbalize or explore using language.
In fact, the research concluded that sometimes “click-through” added features can
actually detract from the reading experience because of all the interruptions.
There’s so much overlap and differences between the e-books and the printed books.
It would just come to personal preference by the time we have to decide which one
we are getting. The bottom line would be asking us the question of whether we’d like
more convenience or traditional. What do you think?
- Ayan Mondal
Librarian
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Lets Learn French
A world language
More than 220 million people speak French on the five continents. The OIF, an international organisation of Frenchspeaking countries, comprises of 77 member States and governments. French is the second most widely learned
foreign language after English, and the sixth most widely spoken language in the world.
French is also the only language, alongside English, that is taught in every country in the world. France operates the
biggest international network of cultural institutes, which run French-language courses for close on a million learners.
The language of international relations
French is both a working language and an official language of the United Nations, the European Union, UNESCO, NATO,
the International Olympic Committee, the International Red Cross and international courts
A language for the job market
The ability to speak French and English is an advantage on the international job market.
A career asset
The ability to speak both French and English is an advantage for finding a job with the many multinational companies
using French as their working language, in a wide range of sectors (retailing, automotive, luxury goods, aeronautics, etc.)
The language of culture
French is the international language of cooking, fashion, theatre, the visual arts, dance and architecture.
A high standard of teaching
French teachers are renowned for their dynamic, inventive approach and high expectations. Since French has a
reputation for excellence, students tend to be highly motivated and attain a high level of proficiency.
A creative language
French is often heard on the stage. Teachers like to put on plays in French and involve their students in French-language
theatre festivals. Learning French helps children to express themselves and gain self-confidence before an audience
Promoting linguistic diversity
Speaking French makes a major contribution to preserving linguistic diversity in the world and avoiding the exclusive
domination of a single language in today’s globalised world.
Language for higher education
Speaking French opens up study opportunities at renowned French universities and business schools, ranked among
the top higher education institutions in Europe and the world.
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Le Françau's Aujourd' hui,
x

Une langue parlée dans le monde entire



Plus de 200 millions de personnes parlent français sur les 5 continents. La Francophonie regroupe 70 États et gouvernements.
Le français est la langue étrangère la plus largement apprise après l’anglais et la neuvième langue la plus parlée dans le
monde.



C’est également la seule langue avec l’anglais que l’on peut apprendre dans tous les pays du monde. La France dispose
du plus grand réseau d’établissements culturels à l’étranger où sont dispensés des cours de français à plus de 750 000
personnes.
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x L’ langue des relations internationales


Le français est à la foisune langue de travail et la langue officielle à l’ONU, dans l’Union européenne, à l’UNESCO, à l’OTAN,
au Comité International Olympique, à la Croix Rouge Internationale… et de plusieurs instances juridiques internationals



Une langue pour trouver un emploi
Parler français et anglais est un atout pour multiplier ses chances sur le marché international de l’emploi.

x Un atout pour sa carrière professionnelle
Parler français et anglais, est un atout pour trouver un emploi auprès de nombreuses multinationales françaises et
francophones dans des secteurs d’activités variés (distribution, automobile, luxe, aéronautique…).
x La découverte d’un univers culturel incomparable
Le français est souvent considéré comme la langue de la culture. Tout cours de français s’accompagne d’un voyage culturel
dans le monde de la mode, de la gastronomie, des arts, de l’architecture et de la science.
x Un enseignement de qualité
Les professeurs de français sont connus pour leur dynamisme, leur inventivité et leur exigence. Le français ayant une
réputation d’excellence, les élèves sont souvent motivés et ayantde bon niveau.
x Une langue creative
Le français se parle souvent sur une scène de théâtre. Les professeurs montent des spectacles en français et font participer
leurs élèves à des festivals de théâtre francophone. Apprendre le français aide l’enfant à s’exprimer et à prendre confiance
en soi devant les autres.
x Promouvoir la diversité linguistique
Parler français contribue d’une façon importante à protéger la diversité linguistique dans le monde et à éviter la généralisation
exclusive d’une seule langue dans un monde globalisé.
x Une Langue pour une education de haute qualité
Parler le Français , vous ouvre des opportunitesdans des unviersite's de renomme et des affaires de classes parmi les
meilleurs institutions d’ecudation d’europe et atravers le monde.

At Taurian World School, we like French, We learn French and we speak French With Expert teachers.
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Every Child is a Born Artist
All children make the most amazing art! Picasso
has often confessed that he borrowed freely
from the creations of children and always had
their artwork hanging in his studios! While I was
a child, my parents had set up an “art table” for
me. My “creative arena” was always setup and
ready for me to play, build things, break things,
make things and create endlessly.
Drama, music, dance and other types
of visual arts foster creativity and
imagination in kids. These activities
also help young children develop
their senses through exploration and
discovery. They let kids express how
they see the world and their place in it.
Kids can use creative play to communicate
their feelings. They might not always be able
to say why they’re angry, depressed, happy or
frightened, but in an encouraging environment,
tthey might be able to use arts activities and
e
experiences to express their feelings using
pa
paint, colour, movement and mime, dramatic
gestures, singing or dancing.
ge
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Sleep Tips to Help Kids' gain appropriate Weight
Many kids enjoy taking an object and
pretending that it’s something else. A
block of wood could be a boat that
sails to faraway places. A stone could
be a frog, hopping from leaf to leaf in
a lily pond. This kind of dramatic play
develops imagination.
Kids like to listen. They also love to get
involved in musical plays. They’ll often
start singing to themselves while
they’re involved in other play activities.
Kids also enjoy banging on drums, and making sounds using
real or home-made instruments. Songs and music play are
good forms of self-expression.
As with music, kids will often start moving and dancing without
any prompting. Sometimes, it might even seem like they’re in a
trance while they’re dancing – they can be very self-absorbed.
In fact, lots of things are going through kid’s mind while they
are dancing - exploring fantasies, thoughts and feelings.
Renu Kumar
Primary Teacher

Healthy living to most people means both physical
and mental health are in balance or functioning
well together in a person. In many instances,
physical and mental health are closely linked, so
that a change (good or bad) in one directly affects
the other.
Does your child get enough sleep? If not, it could
affect more than sleepiness at school. Studies
suggest there may be a link between skimping on
sleep and being overweight. Sleep shortfalls may
increase hunger hormones -- so kids eat more.
Also, kids are less likely to get exercise (and burn off calories) when they're
tired. To help kids and teens get a good night's sleep:








Remove TVs, computers, and gadgets from kids' bedrooms.
Avoid large meals before bedtime.
Develop a regular bedtime routine.
Set firm bedtimes and wake times.
Make sure the bedroom is quiet, dark, relaxing and not too hot or cold.
Help kids quiet down a few hours before bedtime.
Heavy studying, text messaging, or video games should end in the
early evenings.
 How much sleep do school kids need? It depends on the child. But
here are some general guidelines from the National Sleep Foundation:
ͻ Ages 3-5: 11-13 hours
ͻ Ages 5-12: 10-11 hours
ͻ Ages 11-17: 9.5-9.25 hours
Mr. Partha Ghosh
Senior Executive Infirmary
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"There are only two lasting bequests we can give our children — one is roots, the other wings."
Stephen Covey
There is a huge difference in the way we were raised and how we deal with children today. Technological developments have
provided amazing tools that have been accessed by adult and children alike. Both the child and the adult are sharing the same
space in the virtual world. Therefore in a child’s imaginary world (s)he thinks (s)he is capable of doing what an adult can do. So,
children do not like being controlled, judged or advised. But when they face real life situations and day to day challenges they
struggle. This is because, emotional and social development of a child and an adult is different. Here the virtual world and reality
does not meet, and all the confusion begins. Sometimes children find it difficult to sort through their problems alone. They are
overwhelmed by classwork, restlessness due to not being able to cope, worried about a friend, feeling low in self-esteem, exam
phobia, not able to concentrate, adolescent issues and disconnect with parents, etc. Due to various issues student’s performance,
their emotional and social behaviour gets affected. Hence, they need help and support.
Along with intellectual development, emotional and social developments are very important to make the internal environment
of a child calm and peaceful. Emotional development refers to the personal skill to recognise and control emotions in a broader
sense. Specifically it aims at developing self-confidence, self-esteem, control feelings, attitude, perseverance, concentration and understand others
feeling. Children having Emotional development are generally confident, feel secure, take responsibilities and appreciate others, can relax better, can
manage their behaviour, failures and cope with any situation. Social development helps in creating better understanding of the world. Specifically it aims
at developing skills for building relationships, sharing, taking turns, team participation and caring for others.
In order to achieve these emotional and social skills we at Taurian World School work with children in various ways to make them feel valued. Listening
and communication, child centric and inclusive approaches are central to our day to day functioning. Here we promote the development of children by
creating an environment which is stimulating, well planned and organised, personalised to a child’s needs, encouraging participation in all physical, mental
and creative activities. We try to expose them to appropriate challenges to meet the individual and group development needs. Parent’s involvements and
feedback are also an important part of our planning.
We want every child to be happy and positive in their approach towards life. Our school counselling programme aims at creating a listening, thinking and
trusting corner in school for the students. We talk about different aspects of personality development. Students are listened to and supported to focus
on their feelings, experiences or behaviour, with a goal to facilitate positive change. We help them understand their circumstances, walk through them
emotionally, reduce confusion, help them understand what’s working, what is not working, lead them to take their own decisions which brings positive
changes in their attitude and behaviour. They meet us regularly to talk about their progress, their challenges, and we find ways to work with them.
Parents, teachers and students are three sides of a triangle. We believe in working together with the parent for the benefit of the child. Parenting talks
and sessions are also offered which equip parents with tools to support Social, Emotional development in a child.
Every child is special and unique. At Taurian World School we support them to realize their potential.
Tanushree Sengupta
Student Counsellor and Life Skill Trainer
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TWS...
ACADEMIC ACHIVEMENTS
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS
The management and Taurian fraternity,
congratulate all Grade X students for
successfully clearing the CBSE Board
Examination 2015-16. Special recognition
goes to our 10 young meritorious students
viz. Sayantan Majumder, Ishita Diwedy,
Aman, Akanksha, Shreshtha Angel Bara,
Garima Singh, Samik Ajmera, Shubham Raj,
Ayush Kumar Narsaria , and Kartikey Vats
Shekhar, who secured 10 CGPA and were
felicitated at a press conference in Hotel
Radission Blu, Ranchi on 8th June. 2016
Grade X overall school results:


19% students achieved 10 CGPA



56% students achieved 8 CGPA



Average CGPA 8.33

Grade XII overall school results:
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14 (Fourteen) students appeared for
Science Stream and top score was
78.40%



10 (Ten) students appeared for
Commerce Stream and top score was
85.50%.

Shrimati Smriti Zubin Irani, the former Minister of HRD, Govt
of India sent a congratulatory note to the Principal, some
teachers and students for the commendable academic
performance of our Grade X students in the CBSE Board
Examination, 2016.
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Taurian Excellence Award
The Taurian Excellence Award Ceremony was held on 18th June 2016 to coincide
on the eve of Father’s Day. It was an honour to have parents grace the occasion
and witness the felicitation of their wards.
Sl. No. Student Name

Class

CGPA %

1

Saksham Raj

VIA

10

2

Rakshat Kumar

VIA

Progress

3

Rahul Kumar Bhagat

VIA

9.6

4

Pradat Nelson Bhengra

VIB

10

5

Pratyush Pawan

VIIA

9.8

6

Shreya Rai

VIIA

9.8

7

Gunnica Arya

VIIA

9.8

8

Nancy

IXA

9.4

9

Toshan Martin (Commerce)

XIB

84%

Hearty congratulations to our students from class 6 – 9 and 11 awarded for
showing significant improvement and outstanding academic performance in
2015-16.
Sincere thanks to all the faculty and parents for their support in guiding and
motivating the students who brought laurels for themselves, family and the
school.

“We cannot always build the future for our Youth, but we can build our youth for the future”.
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Thank You Taurian
We, Mr. Umesh Choudhery & Mrs. Ritu Choudhery, parents of R. Nikhil Choudhery (student of your school between 2014-2016, Commerce Stream) take
this opportunity to thank the Principal and Taurian School Management for making the School second home for our son and giving him the platform to
develop his personality and skills which has made him confident to face the challenges in life after school.
We would also like to thank your faculty, staff, sub staff and every member of the school, who have gone out of their way to support him whenever he
needed it. We thank Ms. Leslie who has always guided and motivated our son. We would like to appreciate her student friendly approach and concern
which reflects in gesture of keeping the Admit Cards of Students appearing for Board Exams and handing over to them on the day of examination.
We also want to thank Ms. Silvina who was always there to answer our calls & resolve our queries. She has always cooperated with us and lined
up things for us efficiently, valuing our time. I also appreciate her concern for all the students and helping them out with office related issues. Your
Accounts department has always handled our queries very patiently and resolved them at the earliest.
When Nikhil Joined in Class XI, leaving his home to join hostel, Mr. Rajeev was his first warden who guided him and made him comfortable in his hostel. We
want to extend our sincere thanks to all his hostel wardens, Mr Rajeev, Mr. Krishnendu for their student friendly approach, Mr. Samuel Michael and last
but not the least Mr. Keith for their support and going out of their way to help the students and being there for them when they required motivation. Mr.
Keith also motivated the Board students to study and also kept in touch with their teachers about their performance. He also helped the students wake
up for their studies at whatever time they requested him to during the exams preparation period.
We also want to extend our heartfelt thanks to Ms. Mariam and all subject teachers for given individual attention to each child and always motivating them
to do well in studies. Our special thanks to his Class teacher, Ms. Puja who gave sets of photocopies to each child of Economics to help them prepare for
their exam after school hours and she knew how to handle each student with her student friendly approach. His sports coaches especially Basketball
coach has made him physically fit.
We cannot forget to thank the school doctor Dr. Partho Ghoshand Mrs. Ghosh for taking personal care of sick students and at the same time attending
our calls very patiently and informing about the students health.
Also thanks to the Hostel Mess. Nikhil has never missed home food as the school has not only catered healthy food but also student friendly menu.
Lastly, we also have a suggestion to kindly devise a strategy to retain your good faculty as teachers leaving in mid-session puts the students under
pressure especially students appearing for Board Exams as it takes time for them to adjust with the new teachers teaching methodology.
We would like to conclude by thanking each member of the school for their student friendly approach and nice helping nature.
We wish good luck for the School to achieve many milestones in the coming future.
Thank you all. Mr. Umesh Choudhery & Mrs. Ritu Choudhery, Parents of R. Nikhil Choudhery, Adm. No. 1008
It gives us immense pleasure to highlight some of the other outstanding academic achievements secured by our students who participated in various
External Examinations and International, National, State and School Level Olympiads :
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Respected Sir/Madam,
The Grade X Board Results are out and my child Sayantan Majumder of XA (2015-16) has got a 10
CGPA.
I don’t know what to say. It seems that it was only yesterday when I with a heavy heart sent him to the
Boarding of Taurian World School to learn how to live life and acquire knowledge. Today when I look back
to my decision I feel so glad about it. Two years have gone by and today when I hold the marksheet of my
child I am just speechless. On behalf of my whole family I would like to take this opportunity to thank each
and every one at Taurian from the core of my heart. Today when I think back I remember I used to ask
my child that whether he is able to understand the concepts or not and how he used to assure me that
his teachers are always there with him to help him out. I remember how Principal sir used to assure me
that we are always there for him, Mrs. Madhulika Aggarwal, the coordinator who always believed in my
child that he can achieve this milestone and supported him whenever he had difficult times. Ms. Priyanka
Shukla, the Class-teacher who always kept me updated about my child’s performance and supported
him every time he required and all the subject teachers who cleared every concept with perfection
removing all the doubts and also special thanks to Mr. Bal Vikas sir who cleared his most biggest phobia
of maths. And indeed the love and support he always got from Mr. Kevin David, his music teacher and Mr.
Keith David, his hostel-parent made him achieve this. And last but not the least his classmates who were
always very supportive as I came to know and encouraged him always to perform better. Also I would
like to congratulate TWS for the fantastic results and lastly I would once again Thank each and everyone
of the school for their love and support and blessing my child without which I think this milestone would
not be achieved by him. My Best Wishes to the whole team of Taurian World School and to each and
every Student. Thanking You, Mr. Joyanta Majumder, Father of Sayantan Majumder, X-A (2015-16),
Adm. No: 914

Kindly convey our heartiest Congratulations to
each of them. We wish them a bright future.
Mr. Shashikant, Father of Hitesh Kumar Dubey,
Class 10A, Adm. N0. 1013

Many many congratulations to team Taurian
World School. I hope success rate in terms
of both quality and quantity will definitely be
improved by next year. Shobha Kerketta͕
Mother of Kriti Toppo

Thanks to Taurian world school and my family
for supporting me in each and every possible
way. Kartikey Vats Shekhar, Adm. No. 605
Class X our young achiever who secured 10
CGPA in the CBSE 2016 Board Examination.
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Respected Taurian Management,
I Mohit Bothra Of Class 12B [Ex-Student (Batch-2015-2016)] Want To Thank The Whole Taurian Management Who Played A Majestic Role In
Shaping Me Towards A Future Which Is Delighted With Excellence.
Actually, Taurian Has Done A Lot To Me In Those Two Years. I Would Like To Share My Experience With The Management. How Taurian Actually
Made Me To A Human From Almost An Animal.
I Joined Taurian In 11th Grade And Studied Commerce. Everything In Taurian Is Just Amazing & Extraordinary. I Give My Extreme Regards To Our
Honourable Chairman & Our Worthy Principal.
CAMPUS
The Campus of TWS is Just A Dream Come True For Any Student. Mr. Amith Bajla Sir Must Have Sweated Day &Night To Make Thousands of
Students Dream Come True.
DISCIPLINE
Actually Taurian Taught Me The Right Meaning of This Word. I Am A More Disciplined & Enthusiastic Man Now Just Because of Mr. Rakesh Sir &
Mr. Rajeev Sir.
BOARDING
The Boarding Is Just Like A Second Home To The Students. It Never Reminded Me of My Home When I Was Studying In TWS This Was Only
Possible Due To My Wardens Mr. Keith Sir, Mr. Samuel Sir & other Wardens Too.
ACADEMICS
I Got 86% In My 12th Boards Exam Which I Even Never Dreamt of. But, Thanks To The Teachers: Ms. Puja Mam Who Spent Her Uncountable
Minutes To Achieve Me 95 In Economins. Mr. Kaushlendra Sir, Mr. SantoshSir, Mr. Avnesh Sir To Helping Me In Scoring 90 In Ph.E I Would Also Praise
My Co-ordinators Mrs. Mariah Mam & Mrs. Madhulika Mam.
FOOD
I Will Give An Extra 5 Stars To The Food Which Is Actually Finger Lickin Good That No Boarding School Can Offer To The Students. The Credit Goes To
Mr. Gagan & The Hr Staff For Serving Us The Best Even On Holidays.
It Cannot Be Concluded If I Don›t Give My Worthy Gratitude To Mrs. Chloe. Mam, Mrs. Leslie Mam.
I Just Thought of Expressing My Joy And Views on The India's Most Happening School Around The Globe.
I Thought This Mail Would Be A Best Way To Express My Happiness & Joy Which I Witnessed In My Last 2 Years Of My Life.
At Last Thank You Taurian For Letting Me Witness This Proud Moment That I Was Also A Part Of This Different School Of Thought.
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By education, I mean an all-round drawing of the best in child and man in body, mind and spirit…….
Mahatma Gandhi
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Concours Romain Rolland State French Olympiad
3 students secured the 1st position, 3 students secured the 2nd position, 4 students secured hre 3rd position and 16 students qualified for the National
Level Examination in December, 2015

Sl.No.

1st Position

2nd Position

3rd Position

1

Saksham Raj

Khyati Raj

Bhavya Choudhary

2

Gunnica Arya

Andrew O’conner

Khushi Chaubey

3

Harsh Kashyap

Anusha Kaushal

Kshitz Singh & Hitesh Dubey

STUDENTS WHO QUALIFIED FOR THE NATIONAL LEVEL EXAMINATION
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Saksham Raj

Bhaskar Thakur

Pulak Jain

Harsh Kashyap

Khyati Raj

Anshu Ranjan

Vibhu Agarwal

Anusha Kaushal

Bhavya Choudhary

Arti Kumari

Andrew O’conner

Hitesh Dubey

Khushi Chaubey

Ishaan Diwedy

Kshitz Singh
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National Science Olympiad (NSO)
Results of the NSO, held in October, 2015, was declared in December 2015. Our students won
24 Medals (9 Gold, 6 Silver and 8 Bronze)
AUTONOMOUS ROBOTICS ZONAL COMPETITION
20 students participated in the Zonal Competition of Robocup 2015, organized by Virscent
Technology Pvt. Ltd., an IIT Kharagpur Alumni Venture. 8 students won a Certificate of
Excellence and 12 students won Certificate of Participation.
ROBOCUP-2015
STUDENTS WHO WON
CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE
Sl.No. GRADE
1

X

NAME OF STUDENT
Kartikeya Vats

2

X

Kumar Praful

3

X

Kunal Rai

4

X

Ishhan Kashyap

5

X

Abhishek Kumar

6

X

Ankit Ray

7

X

Arman Mohit Kujur

8

X

Chandramouli Kashyap

STUDENTS WHO WON
CERTIFICATE OF PARTICIPATION
Sl.No.

GRADE

NAME OF STUDENT

1

X

Shoumil Chandra

2

X

Nitish Pandey

3

X

Farhan

4

X

Shaili Kulkeria

5

X

Akriti Shah

6

X

Gaurav Kumar

7

X

Sayantan Majumder

8

X

Shubham Raj

9

XII

Harshit Singh

10

XII

Nupur

11

XII

Prabhash Kumar Shah

12

XII

Yamini Singh
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International Mathematics Olympiad (IMO) 2015-16
The IMO was conducted in December, 2015 and results were
declared in January 2016. TWS students bagged 41 Medals (8
Gold Medal of Excellence, 10 Gold, 11 Silver and 12 Bronze).
The outstanding performance at the International, State and
School level is by no means an easy feat and we specially
recognize the sincere efforts of Mr. Kundan Kumar, Coordinator
of the IMO programme and all our Teachers, Mrs. Sujata
Singh, Ms. Sumaiya Ambreen and Mr. Arunangshu Chowdhury
who went beyond the call of duty to prepare our students to
compete in this International, State & School level examination.
Special thanks to parents who also played an instrumental role
in coaching their ward’s at home. Hearty congratulations to all
students.

Jharkhand Science Environmental Fest
Students from grades 9 and 11 under the guidance of Ms.
Priyanka Shukla, Biology Teacher, participated in different
events in this competition on 17th January, 2016 and received
great appreciation for the concept of their model and poster
making. They also received certificates of participation.

British Council Reading Challenge Award 2015
162 students from classes 1 to 8 were awarded by the British
Council with Certificates, Medals & Letter of Commendation for
their excellent performance. Our sincere appreciation to Mrs.
Chloe Hill Bhandari, Head of Academics (LKG-X) and Mr. Ayan
Mondal, Librarian, under whose leadership and guidance our
students have been able to accomplish these results.

Learning is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere. Chinese proverb
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6th SOF International English Olympiad (IEO)
Our students did exceptionally well and broke all previous records to bring home 34 Gold, 10
Silver and 8 Bronze Medals bringing the total medal tally to 52
10 students ranked in the first top ten positions at the International Level.
16 students ranked in the first top ten positions at the State Level
10 students ranked between 11th – 25th at the State Level
10 students ranked between 26th – 95th at the State Level
This is by no means an easy feat. We are particularly proud of the high standards being
consistently met by our students.
The management and staff congratulate all students and mentors (Mr. Kundan Singh, Ms.
Sumaiya, Ms. Sujata Singh and parents) for such resounding achievements. We are indeed
blessed to have a team of dedicated and cooperative faculty. They are the sculptures,
always ready to walk the extra mile to guide and prepare our students to compete with the
best at international, national and state level competitions with such success. This glorious
victory goes a long way in nurturing our students to become self confident, realize their full
potential and challenge themselves to achieve even greater heights.

TWS Bags 52 Medals (34 Gold, 10 Silver & 8 Bronge)

Primary Students Ace In International Benchmark Test
All students from grades 3-8 sat for the International benchmark tests in Mathematics,
English and Science, administered Australian Council of Education Research (ACER) in a
single day back in November 2015. The tests are such that the students are not coached for
the exams and cannot prepare for them in any way. They give a snapshot of the students’
ability on that given day.
We are extremely happy with the results for Mathematics as each of the primary grades
tested – 3,4 and 5 – scored better overall than the national average. More excitingly, in
Grade 4, students scored better than the national average in each subject, and better than
the international average in Science and Mathematics.

Students with High Distinction

Across all three grades a large number of individual students did exceptionally well, earning
themselves certificates of distinction and even high distinction.
This is a huge achievement and means that our primary programme stands proud nationally
and internationally.
Students were presented with their certificates by the school Principal, Mr DR Singh.
Staff were also felicitated with certificates and an extra token of appreciation was given to
the Grade 4 team, of whom we are particularly proud.

Students with Distinction
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2nd Level IMO & NSO Result
Master Advay Kumar of grade 5 ranked 3rd at State Level.

Hindustan Olympiad 2015-16
8 of our students from Grades XI and XII participated in the District Level “Hindustan Olympiad 2015-16” organized
by Hindustan Media Ventures Pvt. Ltd. in January 2016 on our school campus and won Certificates of Merit. 50,000
students from across 700 different schools in Jharkhand also participated in this Olympiad.
Sl.No. Student Name

Class

Stream

Rank

1

Ankit Sourav

XII

Science

1st

2

Mrityunjay Pathak

XII

Science

1st

3

Nupur Kumari

XII

Science

2nd

4

Aniket Agarwal

XII

Commerce

1st

5

Sheetal Kumari

XII

Commerce

2nd

6

Shivam Singh

XII

Commerce

3rd

7

Sourav Gandhi

XII

Maths

2nd

8

Sourav Mishra

XI

Commerce

2nd

Advay Kumar

Work hard in silence let success make a noise
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Reading Challenge 2016-17
To rekindle the love for reading and nurture reading habits in our children we once again conducted the Reading Challenge organised by the British Council.
The six week reading challenge was delivered for the Younger Group, 5 to 8 years (classes 1 to 4) and Older Group, 9 to 13 years (classes 5 to 8) from 1st
week July 2016 to test their powers of observation, their ingenuity and their logic with specially-devised activities.
The theme for Younger Group Reading Mission challenged children to find their way around a labyrinth that introduced them to fantastical creatures from
the world of legend and mythology. The theme is the work of top British illustrator and writer of children’s books and comics, Sarah McIntyre.
The theme for the older Group was the Mythical Maze.
Students received Certificates of achievement and Medals from The Reading Agency, UK and British Council.
Please continue to encourage your children to enroll and participate in these external examinations. Their participation in such competitive examinations
helps build their confidence and motivates them to challenge themselves to achieve greater feats.
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CLASS OF 2015-16
Grade XII Farewell 19th February 2016
Grade XI students hosted a farewell party “Highway to College” for Grade XII students. Also in
attendance was Mr. D.R. Singh, Principal, Dr. Mariam Joseph, Sr. Secondary Coordinator, teachers and
hostel wardens.
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Grade X Welfare Assembly 5th March 2016
A special assembly was organized for wishing grade 10 students “best of luck” for their final board examination.
The function started with lightning of the lamp by the honourable Principal, Mr. D.R. Singh accompanied by
Guests of Honour, the Chairman, Mr. Amith Bajla, Head of Academics (LKG – 10), Ms. Chole Hill Bhandari,
and Academic Coordinators, Dr. Mariam Joseph, and Mrs. Madhulika Agrawal. This was followed by
Saraswati Vandana by Ms. Priyanka Shukla, the class 10-A Teacher, and a song "God will show the way" by
music our department.
Ms. Madhulika threw light on the importance of the function in her introductory speech.
The Principal in his message marked that it is not the 'farewell' but the 'well fare' wishes for the children
of grade 10 and went on to narrate a story of Nachiketa, to inspire the children to do their best.
Ms. Chole Hill Bhandari, Dr. Mariam and the Hostel Warden Mr. Keith also expressed their good luck
message to the children.
Students of different sections took to the stage to share their experience in the environment of Taurian.
The Chairman in his good luck message to the children stated that it is not the last but a new journey for
the children of grade 10. Addressing the audience, he recalled and shared his school days after listening
to Sayantan Majumdar’s experience on the year gone by.
The function ended with the poetry of Mr. Bal Vikas the class teacher of grade 10C and the school anthem.
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A huge batch of students from different parts of the country joined Taurian World School in the year
2012. I was also one of them. Now the time has come when in a few days we will part ways. We might
be studying in different corners of the country, but the banner will always stay with us “Become a man
of value, rather than a man of success”.
KARTIKEY VATS, Class 10 C

Respected Chairman, Principal, Teachers and my very near and dear friends, I feel honoured to stand
before you to share my beautiful experience and memorable years spent at Taurian. In a span of two
years at Taurian, I have created a lot of sweet memories which I would cherish the whole of my life and
yes, I would create more at Taurian.
I take this opportunity to thank all my teachers, well wishers and friends who have given me the
opportunity to show my talent. I remember the day I started my classes in grade 10 with full enthusiasm
and zeal, the love and respect my class 10A gave me, the small fights on notes and hiding the pens
and letting them search the whole school, but always united and helping each other in every sphere
and I am sure we will be united for the rest of my life. And how do I forget the valuable contribution of
my class teacher who was so supportive and handled our class in such a lovely and friendly way, yet
sticking to all the rules. She is none other than Priyanka ma’am. Thank you ma’am, thank you so much.
I also like to thank our Coordinator ma’am for helping us every time we needed her with a counselling
and helping hand. Our Principal Sir, who is our role model for making us understand the real values
of education. Thanks to all my teachers for their contribution to my development. Keith Sir, for being
such a fatherly person in the hostel. This year taught me many new things such as the preparation of
Olympiads and other co-curricular activities.

SAYANTAN MAJUMDER, Class 10 A
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It is really sad to think that after just a few days our worlds will change and paths too, but the promise
of being always united would never change. This is a bitter truth of life, that one who comes has to go
someday. Wishing you all Best of luck for the examination and a happy life ahead.
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NEW INITIATIVES &
DEVELOPMENTS
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T

aurian is known for it’s vision and initiatives and during the academic session 2016-17 introduced the following as part of TWS’s inclusive education
programme:
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2 year Scholarship Award to deserving students seeking admission in Grade XI for the academic session 2016-17.



French as an optional subject till grade X and students appearing for the CBSE Board examination can now opt for French as one of the five subjects.
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Primary End of Unit Celebration and PTM for secondary and senior secondary section continue but with a new approach. The Parent Teacher Meets
now referred to as “Connect” is an occasion where we get to bridge home and school. It is a golden opportunity to actively participate in the holistic
development of your ward and meet the coordinators, class teachers, all subject teachers, sports coaches and hostel wardens.
“Together may we give our children the roots to grow and the wings to fly “

We celebrated our students learning at the Parent Teacher Conference meet held on 15th July 2016. Each class participated enthusiastically to show
case their learning. In spite of the heavy rains we were very encouraged by the overwhelming response of the parents who took active part to make
the event a great success.


Times of India NIE (Student Edition)
This was introduced in July 2016 for students from grades 6 - 12 as part of our initiative to strengthen thinking, writing and communication skills across
the campus. NIE is the Times of India student edition. It is a very good tool of learning and is issued from Monday through Friday. This resource is being
judiciously used as a teaching tool
y to make a scrap book in the middle school
y on bulletin boards in the school and the class room
y to generate debate from the topic- NIE
y initiate group discussion, panel discussion, role plays etc



Univariety Career and University Guidance for Grades IX – XII
As part of our tradition of putting the student’s interest first, we have in collaboration with Univariety successfully launched the career and university
guidance program for students from classes 9 – 12. Univariety is part of a Singapore based ‘International Education Gateway’. The program will
support our students and parents with their query related to subject combination, choice of career and course they would like to pursue in college. It
will also assist with university planning, application process, and scholarships across multiple countries including India. The expert team at Univariety
will also train the in-house counsellors at the school about the nuances of higher education choices.

Career and University Guidance
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National Cadet Corps (NCC)
TWS launched it’s first NCC training on 3rd September, 2016 as part of its student development program. The training was conducted by Hawaldar
Ramesh Mahli and CHM Pradeep Oroan, NCC PI staff from Jharkhand National Cadet Corps. Bariatu, assisted by Mr. Sujeet Kumar Singh, ANO from
TWS. During the 2 ½ hour training they they were introduced to the Aims and Moto of NCC. They also learned about discipline and it’s importance
in our day to day life and about infantry weapons. This was followed by a drill in which students learned to stand at ease, attention, Left/Right and
about turn and some marching.
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Master Somya Vardhan of IX B ADM. No. 521 and Ms. Anouksha Sarkar of IX A ADM. No. 1137, have been appointed as Sergeants. They will be
responsible for leading the troops and will be guided by PI Staffs and ANO.


Taurian Talent Search
In this competitive world it is imperative for us to have good communication skills and to develop quick thinking and fast decision making processes.
Towards that end, “Taurian Talent Search” (TTS) was taken up by our Academic Team to impart and enhance the global and general knowledge
awareness that encompass the everyday life of our students.
The question paper is set based on questions from core subjects like English, Mathematics and Science as well as questions from the Times of India
NIE newspaper, school bulletin boards and GK. Students have to attempt 100 questions in 90 minutess which triggers their thought process and ability
to develop speed in solving and answering questions. These tests are conducted at two levels, Section I for Classes 6 to 8 and Section II for Classes
9 to 12.
The TTS held on 23rd July was a great success and the students took the test with great enthusiasm and zeal. To further encourage our students, a
unique reward system has been devised. The first top 3 scorers are selected. Then we take 5% of the next top scorers and put them in Gold Category.
Similarly after Gold category, we apply the same methodology to filter the Silver and Bronze Category holders.
Awards given to the winners were:
1st Rank – Certificate + Book worth Rs. 500/2nd Rank – Certificate + Book worth Rs. 300/3rd Rank – Certificate + Book worth Rs. 200/Gold, Silver and Bronze Categories – Only Certificates
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Bagpipe Band
We have included one more activity “The bagpipe band” for our Primary students who train and practice under the guidance of the Band Master,
Mr. Wilshan Kullu. The bagpipes have a reputation of being one of the most difficult instruments to play in the world. There are challenging for sure, but
the hardest? Who knows, but one thing is certain, the effort is worth it. Nothing sounds like a bagpipe and all that effort is worth it.
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COFFEE WITH THE PRINCIPAL
"Coffee with Principal" is conducted for each section (Primary, Middle
and Sr. Secondary) on a monthly rotational basis with parents. The
objective of holding such meeting are to (a) recognize students
achievements (b) share concerns and (c) take suggestions, consolidate
and work together as a team-school community.
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Taurian Mathematical Concept Test
TMCT has been designed by the maths department
(Mr. G.S. Pandey, Mrs. Manju Prasad, Mr. Bal Vikas
Tiwari, Mr. B. Satish & Mr. Arunangshu Choudhary) to
test and enhance students learning.



Taurian English Concept Test
TECT has been designed by the english department
(Mrs. Chandramukhi Singh, Mrs. Caroline O' Connor
& Mr. Durgesh Singh) to test and enhance students
learning.

Student led morning assembly
All the above have been designed to make the school a child centric and progressive one. A step towards building a strong school community and
nurturing global citizens.
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ANNUAL DAY
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ANNUAL DAY 2015
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Taurian World School celebrated the Annual Day Function and launch of the First
Yearbook 2015 on 22nd December, 2015. It was honoured to have Shri Amit Khare,
IAS, Principal Secretary, Finance Dept. Govt of Jharkhand grace the occasion as
Chief Guest.
The introductory speech delivered by the former Principal, Mr. D.R. Singh, highlighted
the achievements of the institution.
He thanked and congratulated all students, teachers and members of staff for the
beautiful Annual day presented. Everything was well planned, well organised and
promptly executed. The concept based nature of the program i.e. the Sufi song, circus,
enlightenment through yoga and 5 elements of nature (Air, Fire, Water, Earth and Sky);
the sequence, the enchanting music, beautiful choreography, excellent teamwork, and
sincere effort to bring maximum students on stage was really appreciated.
He also congratulated the faculty and students who received Recognition Awards for
their excellent performance during the academic session 2015-16 :
Teachers:
1. Ms. Nibha Singh, Best Teacher - Sr. Secondary Section
2. Ms. Taniya Ghosh, Best Teacher - Primary Section
3. Krishnendu Pramanick, Best Sports & Games Coach
Students:
4. Ms. Nupur Kumari, Best Student - Sr. Secondary Section
5. Ms. Ishita Diwedy, Best Student - Secondary Section
6. Ms. Gunnica Arya, Best Student - Middle School Section
7. Ms. Pihoo Mishra, Best Student - Primary Student
The Chief Guest, Shri Amit Khare IAS, in his address congratulated Mr Amith Bajla,
Founder and Chairman of Taurian World School for his vision of setting up such a
World Class Institute in the State of Jharkhand. Mr. Khare appreciated the facilities
and said that it compares with some of the most renowned universities around the
world. He encouraged students to make the best of the opportunities provided to
them as various career opportunities has grown with time. He also expressed his
gratitude for being invited as Chief Guest on this very special occasion and thanked
all for putting together such a grand show.
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TAURIAN NIGHTS 2016
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ou could feel the excitement and energy in the air as students of Taurian World School put their best foot forward to present “TAURIAN NIGHTS”
before their parents and the Guest of Honour (a) Maj. General M.L. Mohan Bahadur, GOC, 23rd Infantry Division, Ranchi, Jharkhand (b) Shri
Sanjay Prasad, Commissioner Income Tax & Appellate Judge, Indian Revenue Services, Ranchi, Jharkhand and (c) Shri B B Pradhan, Addl. Director
General of Police, Ranchi, Jharkhand on the auspicious occasion of the Annual Day Function, on 25th October, 2016.
It was a mystical evening in which Aladdin and Jasmine wished upon the shining stars and with the magical rub of the lamp had Gini fulfill all of their
desires and transport the entire audience to the wonderland of Taurian World School. Students were thrilled and pulsating with enthusiasm as they
brought the stage alive with a fusion medley by the School Choir.
This was followed by a wonderful
by the Primary students. Then the
mesmerized with Kavi Sammelan an
relations but also play a significant role

performance of Sleeping Beauty,
Senior students had the audiences
expression which not only nurture our
in inculcating moral values in us.

The Junior Students brought to life
Festive Dance performance showcasing
from Gujarat, Dahi Handi a fun filled
celebrating Mere, tumhare sab ke liye

the art and culture of India through a
Dandiya and Garba, a popular dance
dance celebrating Kanha’s birth and
Happy Diwali.

The Senior Students performed a
an adaptation from George Bernard’s
Professor Higgins struggles to turn a
Society.

beautiful enactment of “My Fair Lady”
Show play “Pygmalion” in which
vulgar flower girl into a Lady of High

The Primary kids did a musical drama
“We are going on a bear Hunt”. A
fantastic hunting journey in which they
overcame different obstacles. This
was followed by a dance performance “Inspiration” by the Senior Students in which they conveyed the message “United we stand, divided we fall”
The evening came to an end with an “All Religion Prayer” – a history of Indian civilization celebrating “Unity in Diversity” – showcasing that there are
many faiths, but the spirit is ONE, in me, in you and in every man.
The Management takes the opportunity to thank all students and the Taurian fraternity for putting together a grand display of talent and thanks all
dignitaries and parents for gracing this occasion. Sincere thanks to the media for their support and coverage of the event.
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TWS’ INCLUSIVE EDUCATION
PROGRAMME
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TWS's Inclusive Education Programme

A

t TWS we recognize that every student is unique and is very special in his/her way. Towards that end, we promote the principles of Inclusive Education
by providing various facilities and teaching strategies in the form of Individualized Education Programme (IEP), Speech Training, Guided Reading, Peer
Tutoring, Collaborative Learning groups, Computer Assisted Instruction, Inclusive library facility and Physical therapy etc. for the overall development of
every child.
Under the IEP in TWS the students are exposed to a number of facilities and engaged in doing a lot of co-curricular activities such as music, sports and
games, yoga etc along with their academics for a holistic development.
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It's no secret that music has an undeniable way to change a person's mood. For years, health care professionals have used music therapy to help patients
find comfort, fight stress, or even ease pain.
At Taurian we also use music to break through barriers in the lives of children with special needs. Music is used to provide a positive outlet for creative
expression, forging new friendships and learning a thing or two about life along the way. It has been one of the top motivators for our children with special
needs to totally come out of their shells.
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"All of us do not have equal talent. But , all of us have an equal opportunity to develop our talents.”
- A.P.J Abdul Kalam
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CSR ACTIVITIES
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GRADE III VISIT TO PARASNATH ORAON PUBLIC SCHOOL
Grade 3 students have been exploring the lives of children all around the world in their unit on ‘Children’s Lives’. As a part of their unit, they visited Parasnath
Oraon Public School in the nearby village, Hazam. Our students were really excited to meet some new friends over there. Their main objective was to
explore the life of those underprivileged children and find out about the risks and challenges they face. Our students observed the classroom condition
and the limited resources available to the students of Parasnath Oraon Public School. Our students also interacted with these students and asked them
various questions regarding their school facilities and their needs. They also enthusiastically went through their notebook work and even taught them
some of the craft work they had learned at Taurian. The visit was a good experience for our students, they could observed the real life struggles of the
underprivileged children in today’s world.
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Social Commitment
In continuation of our support to the
200 children of Parasnath Oraon
Public School in Village Hazam, Taurian
World School bus took the children
to the Ranchi Science Centre for an
excursion on 24th January, 2016.
The gift of sharing and caring is such
a rich experience especially when it
is received with simplicity and joyful
hearts.
Our Principal, attended the Republic
Day Celebration on 26th January,
2016
and
Independence Day
Celebration on 15th August, 2016 as
Chief Guest and distributed snack
packets, books and stationery to the
children on both the occasions prior to
attending our own school function.
We are thankful to the management
who in their commitment to serve
society have brought about many
smiles on the faces of the children.
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Social Hub of Campus Life
Dining is a vital ritual in society as it brings people together for a common purpose. However, it is interesting to see how good dining habit is produced and
sustained within a dining hall on a School campus when it also acts as a social platform and gathering space for the entire student population.
Ask a student at Taurian World School and without hesitation s/he will tell you that it is impossible to avoid anyone, thanks to commons. With a huge
campus and only one dining hall for the student body, commons is the social hub of campus life. It provides a space for everyone to come together and
bond with one another in between classes and enjoy meals. The seating arrangement for the entire student body and teaching staff have been placed
in such a manner that every table accommodates six students with one or two teachers. Teachers take care of the students social behaviour, table
etiquette and also ensures that no food is wasted.
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SCHOOL EVENTS
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Republic Day Celebration 26th January, 2016

Inauguration of TWS’ National Level Cricket Pitch 19th March 2016

We were honoured to have Dr. G.S. Dubey, In-Charge Vice Chancellor
and Director, Birsa Agricultural University, Ranchi as Chief Guest for the
Republic Day Celebration.

We were honoured to have Mr. A.K. Singh, Chief Engineer of Jharkhand
State Cricket Association (JSCA) inaugurate the TWS cricket grounds on
19th March which was prepared to meet National and International level
standards with the help of JSCA team over a period of six months.
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International Earth Day 22nd April 2016
Our earth is going through rapid environmental and climate changes due to global warming. In an effort to fight some of the damage of climate change
and a commitment to help deal with greenhouse gases students and staff of TWS embarked on a Go Green campaign - “Hug a tree” to commemorate
International Earth Day on 22nd April 2016.
Students and staff reflected on ways to help preserve the health of Mother Earth and made “Go Green” posters and clay models. They posted the “Go
Green” posters on the oldest trees on the school campus with a commitment to help preserve the health of all the plants and trees, as it reflects the
interdependence that exists among human beings, and other living species and the planet we all inhabit.
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TWS Welcomes Dr. Subhash Kumar, as Incoming Principal For Academic Session 2016-17

The Principal welcomed all students and in response to the impromptu
topic “Discipline” conveyed that there are two types of discipline


Self discipline : a natural discipline which is a reflection of how one has
conditioned his/herself to in various areas such as conduct, behaviour,
respect, punctuality, etc.



Imposed discipline : A discipline that is followed by command. Example
in the military when given orders to fire, whether s/he like to kill or not,
s/he has to fire.

The Principal also emphasized on communication skills and announced
that teachers would get an opportunity to talk once a week on any general
awareness or value based topic asked by the Master of the ceremony or
student. The English language will be used judiciously over the campus and
teachers will lead the way.
It was a pleasure to welcome all our students back after the long summer
vacation in the morning assembly which was led by the newly constituted
Activity Committee headed by Ms. Harinder Kaur and her team. The
assembly started with a Hindi song sung by the school choir followed by :
1. Thought and word for the day
2. Announcement of major news headlines of the day
3. Student impromptu topic
This set the tone for our regular morning assembly which are “Student
Led”.
Everyday a new thought and word for the day is shared and the meaning
explained to help students reflect on the message and enhance their
vocabulary.
Announcement of News headlines alert and generate global awareness.
Ms. Madhulika Agarwal, Coordinator Sr. Secondary Section, on behalf
of the school fraternity welcomed and introduced Dr. Subhash Kumar,
Principal and Master Avinash, senior student presented a bouquet.
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The assembly closed with everyone enthusiastically singing the school
song.
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Good Teaching And Better Learning = Collaborative Learning
A programme was organized on Sunday, 12th June 2016 to welcome old
and new staff members (academic and administration) in preparation for
reopening of the school on 14th June, 2016. Dr. Subhash Kumar, Principal,
in his welcome address said “For any break through, a break is needed.
Now that the break is over, it is time for a break through.” The program was
followed by a sumptuous lunch on the lawns of the academic block in
honour of the new staff joining and a warm welcome to the rest.

Primary Section Opening Day Assembly 14th June 2016
"Coming together is a beginning, staying together is a progress and working
together is success."

The Primary assembly was a great opportunity to welcome back all
the students. The assembly was lead by Ms. Anupa and her team. The
assembly started off with a prayer. Then one student from each grade
was invited to put a flower in the vase and Mrs. Sujata invited to pour water
in the vase. This activity symbolized Taurian as a family where flowers
represented students and water as teachers who keep the flowers alive
and keep the fragrance spreading. This was followed by a hymn sung with
great zeal and enthusiasm.
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Intra School Yoga Competition 2016
21st June, is celebrated as International Yoga Day. On this auspicious day we organized an Intra-school Yoga Competition. For the students, there were
two categories, (1) Grade II to V in one category & (2) Grade VI to XII. Teachers/Admin Staff also participated.
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Visit To Governor's House
Dr. Subhash Kumar, Principal, and the seven students, had a unique opportunity and were greatly honoured to share their learning experience with
Her Excellency, Droupadi Murmu, the Honourable Governor of Jharkhand, at Raj Bhavan, after their return from an action packed 10 day educational
tour to NASA’s Kennedy Space Centre, and other exciting places in the East Coast USA.
The Principal and students enjoyed their interactive session and photo opportunity with Her Excellency, Droupadi Murmu, the Honourable Governor
of Jharkhand. They left her office deeply encouraged and inspired by her words and blessing:
-

“ Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world”

-

“Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at 20 or 80. Anyone who keeps learning stays young”.

Taurian World School organizes such international and national educational tours yearly during the long summer and puja vacations. These tours expose
our students to cross cultural awareness and ignites their young minds to the myriad number of possibilities and motivates them to believe and thrive
to achieve their dreams and aspirations, all of which form an important element of holistic education the premise on which the institution has been built.
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Investiture Ceremony 29th June 2016
The Investiture Ceremony held on 29th June 2016, ignited a flame of unity and rejuvenated the spirit of belief that we can reach out and touch the stars.
The Student Representative Council (SRC) members took a solemn oath to uphold their office and lead by example. The principal in his motivational
speech said “the journey of a mile starts with a first step” and encouraged all SRC members to learn leadership skills and be an active co-traveller in the
fruitful journey of the school.
The management and staff congratulated all the newly elected SRC Members and wished them all the very best as they prepared to take on their new
roles and responsibilities.
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Student Representative Council (Senior) 2016-17
Sl.No.

DESIGNATION

NAME

1

Head Boy

Avinash Kumar Singh

2

Head Girl

Hritwika Singh

3

Deputy Head Boy

Sayantan Majumder

4

Deputy Head Girl

Nitu Kumari

5

Cultural Captain

Danish Hayat Khan

6

Cultural Captain

Shrestha Soren

7

Deputy Cultural Captain

Sankalp Srijan

8

Deputy Cultural Captain

Anusha Kaushal

9

House Captain Griffin

Akanksha Kumari

10

House Vice Captain Griffin

Sanket Kumar

11

House Captain Unicorn

Saurav Mishra

12

House Vice Captain Unicorn

Aditya Banerjee

13

House Captain Dragon

Abhijit Mandal

14

House Vice Captain Dragon

Antriksh Tekriwal

15

House Captain Phoenix

Devishi Sharma

16

House Vice Captain Phoenix

Satyam Kumar

17

Sports Captain Boys

Rohit Raj

18

Sports Captain Girls

Pragati Giri

19

Prefect

Rida Sanober Rahman

20

Prefect

Prafful Mishra

21

Student Editor

Ashirwad Sharma
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Student Representative Council (Primary) 2016-17
Sl.No.

DESIGNATION

NAME

1

Head Boy Primary

Lakshendra Singh

2

Head Girl Primary

Antara Chawla

3

Deputy Head Boy Primary

Akshat Raj

4

Deputy Head Girl Primary

Suhaani Garg

5

Sports Captain Boys Primary

Saugandh Kumar

6

Sports Captain Girls Primary

Muskan Kumari

7

Deputy Sports Captain Boys Primary

Ashish Kumar

8

Deputy Sports Captain Girls Primary

Vansh Kirti Kujur

9

House Captain Primary Unicorn

Pearl Shreya Paul

10

House Vice Captain Primary Unicorn

Johanna Sneha Bara

11

House Captain Primary Dragon

Aryan Anand

12

House Vice Captain Primary Dragon

Syed Ali Abraham

13

House Captain Primary Phoenix

Siyonah Shyam

14

House Vice Captain Primary Phoenix

Millika Poorvi

15

House Captain Primary Griffin

Ghazanaffar Ali Khan

16

House Vice Captain Primary Griffin

Arindum Agarwal
Get to Know Our Students Representative Council Members

Head Boy : Avinash Kumar Singh – Class XIIB
He likes to play Basketball, and was the best
player last year. He believes in working patiently
and his actions speak louder than words. A very
sincere and dedicated person, who knows all
his duties and executes them with full devotion.
He is the heart throb of the school, and he
knows he has to be conscious for others would
want to emulate him.
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Head Girl : Hritwika Singh - Class XIIA
She plays basketball, read novels, and loves
to make friends. Her ambition is to break the
domains of the mines and to emerge as a
source of ever enchanting light brightened by
her good deeds. As head girl can she become
the angel she wants, we are sure she will.
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Deputy Head Boy : Sayantan Majumdar – Class XIA

Deputy Cultural Captain Girls: Anusha Kaushal – Class XA

He loves music and public speaking. He wants to be an
engineer and to serve the nation till his last breath. Patriotic
young men are the need of the country and we are proud
to produce and nurture them at TWS.

She is an avid reader and has a keen interest in slam poetry,
art and music. She loves public speaking and exploring
new places and has many times exhibited this prowess.
Her ultimate goal in life is to be a professor, writer and to
be immensely successful while being a good human, is a
compelling desire she wants to horn.

Deputy Head Girl: Nitu Kumari – Class XIB
She likes to play tennis. Nitu is hardworking and believes
in giving her best in academics as well as co-curricular
activities. She wants to become an IAS Officer and a
responsible citizen of the country. She begins with horning
her leadership skills from today onwards.

Cultural Captain Boys : Danish Hayat Khan – Class XIIB
Our cultural captain is full of life. He loves playing Basketball
and has represented our school in Clusters. He is a stage
free all round performer and has performed many times
on the stage. His aim in life is to be an IPS Officer and his
hobbies are playing adventure sports and reading books.
His exuberance tells us he will be a man of action.

Cultural Captain Girls : Shreshta Soren – Class XA
She is a confident girl who believes in teamwork. Her
hobbies are reading, public speaking and dancing. Her
ambition in life is to be an educationist. A literate society is
an enlightened society she believes and she wants to be an
integral part of this evolving system.

Deputy Cultural Captain Boys : Sankalp Srijan – Class XB
He is passionate about dance and loves to help others. His
ambition is to be a wonderful doctor who can contribute
towards the wellness of the society. Lending a helping hand
wherever needed has given him a positive personality
accepted everywhere.

Sports Captain Boys : Rohit Raj – Class XIB
He is an all rounder sportsman. He is an exceptionally
accomplished horse rider. He leads the cricket team of
our school and has represented our school a lot of times in
sports activities like Inter-School matches and Clusters. His
juniors look up to him. He loves sports and his ambition is to
be a business man, not of the ordinary kind, with the urge
to kick – start revolutionary business dreams.

Sports Captain Girls: Pragiti Giri – Class XIIB
She is a phenomenal sports person. She was last year’s
basketball captain and rewarded champion of champion’s
trophy in the Under-19 Girls team. She has the ability to
act according to the situation. Her aim in life is to be a
successful lawyer. She is passionate about dance, she is
a jack of all trades and master of many and in fact her
presence of mind has saved many occasions from the
bricks of disaster.

Griffin House Captain: Akansha Kumari - Class XIIA
She is academically a bright student having scored 10 CGPA
in 10th boards. Her hobby is reading novels and motivational
books. She is very passionate about playing basketball. Her
ambition in life is to become a path breaking doctor whom
India and the world will look too.
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Griffin House Vice Captain: Sanket Kumar – Class XA

Phoenix House Captain: Devishi Sharma – Class XIB

He has always wanted to lead. He would like to serve the
nation by joining or becoming an Officer or IFS. He is a
sports lover who plays cricket and football. He was selected
in Raipur cricket team in Under 19 category – An officer
with love for sports is what our system needs today.

She is an all rounder girl who has represented the school
in various activities. She was awarded with Best Basketball
Player (Girls). She shows excellence in dance as well!!
Ultimately her aim is to become a lawyer.

Unicorn House Captain: Saurav Mishra – Class XIIB

Phoenix House Vice Captain: Satyam Kumar – Class XIB

He is a dedicated and hardworking student who believes in
himself and knows what he wants in life. He is passionate
about football and tennis. With his happy-go-lucky
demeanor he mixes with people easily. The ultimate aim of
his life is to become a business tycoon, geared under the
inspiring stalwarts of the game like the TATA’S, BIRLA’S &
AMBANI’S

His ambition is to become a business man and his hobbies
are reading novels and car driving.

Unicorn House Vice Captain: Aditya Banerjee – Class XA
He has a great sense of humor and is well disciplined. He
wants to become so many things; a Journalist, Producer
Writer, Public Speaker and a marketing genius. He loves
playing basketball and is also passionate about dancing,
singing, speaking, writing and reading. With so many
attributes, life is a merry journey on which he will reach with
care. He was selected for Under 17 State Trials.

Dragon House Captain: Abhijeet Mandal – Class XIIA
He has an artist’s inclination to make his surroundings
beautiful and playing tennis to relax. He wants to become
a cardiologist, to serve humanity in a world complaining of
rising heart problem cases and cure a lot of people.

Dragon House Vice Captain: Antriksh Takriwal – Class XIB
He was last year’s best cricketer and an extraordinary
table tennis player. He has worked and supported his
house accomplishing much for the benefit of his house. He
is very sincere and dedicated towards everything he does.
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Prefect: Rida Sanober Rehman – Class XA
She likes to collect coins and stamps and also loves to sing.
She wants to become an aeronautical engineer as well
as an IAS Officer. She is very good in sports and has won
many medals.

Prefect: Prafful Mishra – Class XB
He wants to crack IIT and be a software engineer or an
IAS Officer. His hobbies are to collect coins, solve tricky
math problems when free, and collect information about
mysterious activities happening all around the world. He
loves to play basketball.

Student Editor: Ashirwad Sharma – Class XA
His hobbies are to learn new things and he has deep
interest in language and novels. His ambition is to become
a doctor and improve the health condition of India.
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Head Boy Speech : Avinash Kumar Singh

Head Girl Speech : Hritwika Singh

“The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality and the last is to say
Thank you”.

Honorable Principal Sir, respected Coordinators, all Teachers and my worthy
mates and friends, I’m Humbled and honored to have been considered
worthy for the responsibility of Head Girl, and I promise to carry out my
responsibility to the best of my ability. Punctuality and discipline will be the
first call in my line of duty. I promise to inculcate these quality into those
that I am the given to head.

Good morning, respected Principal sir, Coordinator’s all teachers and my
worthy mates and friends.
Today seems like a day of gratitude, I mean it when I say that we are at one
of the best schools in the country. It clearly is the result of the superlative
vision that leads to the name that this school has acquired.
Thank you Principal Sir and teachers, for seeing in me someone who can
carry the privilege of being Taurian World School’s Head Boy.
I am honored to be bestowed with such a huge responsibility. On behalf of
the Student Representative Council (SRC) Members who have been elected
to shoulder different responsibilities. I will work with them and assure you
that the school will always be our first priority. The pride and honor of Taurian
has been placed in our hands and because of the trust you have placed in
us, in all humanity we pledge to bring the school to a new high.

I will inject the principles of honesty and integrity into all my activities and
promise to be a leader that all will emulate.
Thank you Principal, all the Teachers, Wardens, Medical staff and coaches
for believing in qualities that I didn’t know existed in me, but today I promise
to utilize these qualities for the benefit of the school raising it to a pedestal
it deserves.
I would end with saying “Dreams are like stars, you may not touch them,
but if you follow them they will guide you to your destiny”
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Head Girl (Primary Section)
‘’ YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE
BUT IF YOU DO IT RIGHT ONCE IS ENOUGH”
Good morning Principal Sir, Coordinators, Teachers and my dear friends. It
is indeed a great honour and privilege to be the head girl of Taurian World
School, Primary Section.
I would like to convey my sincere gratitude to the Principal Sir, coordinators
and staff for having faith in me that I’m capable of taking up this role. I know
it will be the most challenging and remarkable year for me. It is a well known
fact that being a head girl is not an easy task. It requires a lot of sacrifice,
hard work, tolerance and gratitude. With the help of both the teachers
and the students, I assure you that I will successfully be able to fulfil my
responsibilities.
“Start where you are, Use what you have, Do what you can”.
Once again I’d like to thank the management and the teachers for their
support
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Head Boy (Primary Section)
“BELIEVE YOU CAN AND YOU WILL”
I would like to begin by conveying my heartfelt gratitude to the Principal,
coordinators and teachers, for believing in me and selecting me for such a
responsible role.
I’m honoured to have the opportunity to work and learn as a head boy of
Taurian World School, Primary Section. I remember the very first day of my
school here in L.K.G. It is full of wonderful memories, friendship and learning.
It has been a journey which has had a hiccup here and there, yet I have loved
it all. It has transformed me into the young man who stands before you
today. The same young man who seven years ago stepped into L.K.G. is now
ready to take up the responsibilities of the primary section. The school is like
a second home that has been a wonderful, loving environment to grow up in.
I extend my gratitude to the Principal Sir, coordinators and staff for giving
me an opportunity to work and learn as a head boy of Taurian World
School, Primary section.
Looking forward for your support, care and love to take up the challenge.

“Believe in yourself And the World will believe in you”.
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Independence Day Celebration
Independence day was celebrated with great pride and vigor and hoisting of the Indian Tri colour flag. The Principal, Dr. Subhash Kumar in his speech paid
tribute to the indomitable spirit of our great freedom fighters who sacrificed their lives for our Independence. Dr. Subhash said while celebrating our 70th
Independence, let us remember with great pride that Independent India has against all odds progressed and made strides in areas such as the strategic
and geo political affairs, social and economic advancement and are today at the fore front of science and technology. Each one of us, as individuals and
together as an institution can contribute towards the challenges ahead which will culminate into greater fruits for an even greater and more glorious and
vibrant India.
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Raksha Bandhan Celebration
Was celebrated with great joy during the one hour special assembly led by students
of grade VII. The ceremony began with an opening prayer followed by tying of
Rakhi by Junior Student Representative Council (SRC) Members to the Senior SRC
members, and by students and teachers. The word of the day “Saugat “ and
thought of the day “ Jeevan ek kadwa vriksha hai, jiske do hi phal meethe hai –
meethi vaani aur sajjano ki sangati“ was befitting to the occasion as was the poem
“Raksha Bandhan“ and speeches titled “Raksha bandhan ki pauranik katha“ and
the historical speech on“ Karnwati and Humayun“. The melodious songs “Phoolon ka
taron ka“ by the school choir, “Ye daulat bhi le lo “ by Ms. Urvashi Tripathi and “Meri
behnaa ye rakhi ki laaj“ by our own Music Teacher Mr. Basant Kumar Yadav, touched
a chord in everyone’s heart.
Dr. Subhash Kumar, Principal, wished everyone a very Happy Raksha Bandhan and thanked the students of grade VII and teachers who participated for
putting together such an excellent symbolic learning program. In his concluding message he said “Children who attended this special program got the full
advantage to see and feel the true spirit and essence of celebrating the festival of Rakhi with the entire Taurian family. Such festive celebrations are also
one way for us to connect with a harmonious blend of togetherness”.

Janmastami Celebrations
In the evening students and staff spent a wonderful time participating
in Shram Daan and Srikrishna Bhajan Sandhya celebrating Janmastami
together on campus.
The wonderful performance by Mr Basant , Mr Kevin and other accompanists
on Kartal, Majeera and Dholak rejuvenated spirits and was a sheer delight

to see. The feeling and energy of being a home away from home was
truly the hallmark of the program.
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British Council Reading Challenge
The British Council Reading Challenge successfully concluded on 3rd September, 2016. The workshop was scheduled under two subheads – Writng Skills
and Speaking Skills with students of Grade 1-8 divided into eight different groups.
DAY 1 : 1st September
Group one started with their writing skills session conducted by Ms. Ruby. The children were engaged in lively hands-on activities. They were divided into
groups and given words four words two nouns and two adjectives to unscramble and asked to develop a short story based on the given words.
Group two was engrossed with their session on Speaking Skills with Ms. Mini. The students were asked to pick on one of their favourite characters they
read about in their reading challenge and write a few descriptive lines and sketch a picture. This was followed by a hearty discussion on each of their
chosen character.
They also learnt about the concept of Limerick, a short funny non sensical poem of five lines. The children came up with rather interesting and hilarious
poems. They wrote great stories with beautiful illustrations. They also performed a group activity based on a story they wrote using one of the characters
from their reading challenge theme - Mythical Maze.
DAY 2 : 2nd September
The children were engaged in development of their writing skills. They started with ‘Acrostic Poems’. They thoroughly enjoyed compiling their own stories
in groups drawing from one of the main characters they came across during their reading challenge. The introduction, the setting, a problem, a positive
trait and a negative trait of the character and ultimately the conclusion was the outline given for their story. Children came up with wonderfully illustrated
short stories
DAY 3 : 3rd September
The last day of the workshop was an extension of enhancing competence. Active participation in expressing of ideas and discussion was observed.
Skillfully designed activities based on Limerick and story writing were interestingly put forth.
Our sincere thanks to Ms. Megha Roy, Executive Library and Informtaion Service from British Council( East India ). Ms.Ruby Bose and Ms. Mini Joseph,
facilitators-British Council for making it such a wonderful and memorable experience for our students.
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Teacher’s Day Celebration 2016
Was celebrated on 5th September, 2015 by paying homage to Dr. Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan, a great scholar and teacher who later in life went on to become the
Vice President and then the President of India. The program was a student led one
and all Teachers and staff members of the Taurian family thanks and congratulate
the students for putting together such a wonderful, heartwarming, entertaining and
enjoyable program. The Head Boy, Master Avinash Kumar Singh, in his appreciation
message to the Teachers and staff members struck a cord, when he said “A Teacher
is a person with proper vision, knowledge and experience” and went on to quote
Madan Mohan Malavia “It lies largely in his Teacher’s hand to mould the mind of the
child. He can produce a race of patriotic men and women who would religiously place
the country above the community and national gain above communal advantage.”
They play a great role in building up the characters of students and shaping them to
become ideal citizens of the country.
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It was a joyous occasion in which the Taurian fraternity (Parents, students and staff)
welcomed and celebrated the start of the festive season.
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CULTURAL ART
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A

rt is the expression or application of human skills and imagination. To enhance this skill in students, we teach them art in a way that suits each
individuals capacity and potential to express Students learn about arts from different states and cultures like Warli from Maharashtra, Madhubani
from Bihar, and also different art techniques from outside India. Apart from learning the basic art techniques like shading, sketching, giving tone and
shape, students also learn special art techniques like batik art, origami, tie-and-dye, lamp making and envelope making. This year students have explored
crafts from a range of cultures such as clay modelling, jewellery making, pot designing, sculpture, sewing and rangoli making.
Students learn techniques such as how to use perspective, proportion, colour mixing/blending and composition in still life and landscape drawings. During
our annual art exhibition children get to display their creative art works. Parents usually buy the pieces and the money goes to our
Community Outreach Programme to help the underprivileged children of the nearby village.
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Western Music
In the Western music class, singing is taught to all the children and all songs are especially composed (tailor made) to match the mood of the song taught.
The children are taught an instrument of their choice, such as the Guitar, Harmonica, Flute, Piano and vocals. They are also taught rhythm using shakers
and instead of counting “1-2, 3-4” they use the words “mum-my, Dad-dy” they have a lot of fun because there are a lot of variations of the same count.

Indian Classical Music
In Indian classical music the children are taught how to sing in tune by first
learning to sing the “Alankar”. Basic ragas, taan, sargam, to improve their
voices. Students are taught also how to play different instruments of their
choice. The instruments taught are, Harmonium, Table, Bongo, Congo,
Dholak and Tuned Bells.
They are taught to sing in rhythm and tune. They learn to maintain a
correct pitch, and singing style.
They are also taught the different Gharanas of Indian classical music.
For regular school activities songs like, devotional, patriotic, and folk songs
are rendered.
Below are some pictures of an orchestra in rehearsal, with their teacher
Mr. Basant Kumar Yadav who is a disciple of India’s renowned musician,
Bharat Ratan Pandit Bhimsen Jhoshi, A. T. Kanan.
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Patriotic Singing Competition
The Patriotic Singing Competition held on 13th August 2016 was a grand success. We were honoured to have with us Mr. Rohan Deo Pathak, a National
Award Winner and Playback singer of Bollywood as one of the three judges. The second judge was Ms. Kumari Anshula, a National Level winner and our
very own teacher, Mrs Sujata Singh as the third judge.
The four houses were taught six songs for the competition. Two were for entertainment, and the other four were for the competition. For the competition
two lotteries were held one to pick the order of performance and the second to pick the song.
Phoenix house bagged the first prize with 282 points by singing the song "AISA DES HAI MERA".
Unicorn house bagged the second prize with 274.5 by singing the song "DIL DIYA HAI JAAN BHI DENGE"
The competition was a challenging one and Dragon House who sang "DES RANGEELA" and Griffin House who sang "HAI PREET JAHAN KI REET SADA"
tied at third place with 225.5 points.
Senior’s Group Performance

Junior’s Group Performance

1st

Dragon House

Griffin House

2nd Phoenix House

Unicorn House

3rd

Phoenix House

Unicorn House

Solo Singing Competition
The long awaited Inter House Solo Singing competition 2016 was held on 5th September, 2016.
The criteria for the solo singing competition was Musical Hits of the 70’s. The singing was divided into three groups:
- Grades 3 to 5 the Junior School Group
- Grades 6 to 8 the Middle School Group and
- Grades 9 to 12 the Senior School Group
It was a lively and closely contested competition which included Teachers participation.
The program came to a close with Mr. Kevin David, our Western Music Teacher singing “Eye of the Tiger”.
Senior’s Solo Performance
1st

Shrestha Soren

Junior’s Solo Performance
Griffin House

Bhavya Choudhari Unicorn House

2nd Devishi

Phoenix House

Aarav Budhiya

Dragon House

3rd

Unicorn House

Tehreem Rabbani

Griffin House

Pragati
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Inter House Solo And Group Dance Competition
The Junior School Inter-house Dance Competition was held on 1st July 2016 and the
Senior School on 2nd July 2016. Both the occasions were graced by our Principal,
coordinators and all the teachers.
The judges for the Jr. School were Ms. Chandramukhi Singh, Ms Shweta Chopra and
Ms. Harinder Kaur. The theme for the Jr. School solo was Folk and the group was
Festivals.
The judges for the Sr. School were Ms. Shweta Chopra, Ms. Anupa and Mr. Basant
Yadav. The theme for the Sr. school solo was the Prop round and for the group round
was based on Inspirational melodies.
The competition was of very high standards and it was very difficult for the judges
to pick the winners.

Result for Jr. Solo

Result For Sr. Solo

Name

House

Position

Points

Name

House

Position

Points

Shrilina Dey

Unicorn

1st

175

Bhavya Choudhary

Unicorn

1st

187

Ghazanffar

Griffin

2nd

167

Amleshwar

Griffin

2nd

172

Siyonah

Phoenix

3rd

150

Aarav Budhia

Dragon

3rd

165

Result for Jr. Group
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Result for Sr. Group

Name of House

Position

Points

Name of House

Position

Points

Dragon

1st

250

Phoenix

1st

235

Unicorn

2nd

228

Griffin

2nd

220

Griffin

3rd

217

Dragon

3rd
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Fancy Dress Competition
On 25th April 2016 students of Classes LKG to II had a Fancy Dress Competition. The day
kicked off with unmatched excitement. The assembly hall was all set with different hues and
displayed bold captions of the event.
Soon the moment arrived where the anchors welcomed the audience. Each tiny tot of
LKG and UKG came on to the stage and entertained the audience with their performance.
Grade 1 and 2 created a jovial mood for all by their dialogue delivery. The cheering crowd
boosted their confidence in return.
The results were announced in Group 1 (LKG-UKG) the first position was bagged by Abhigyan
Agarwal, second by Hannah Sarah Bage and Aiden Singh stood third.
In Group 2 (Grade 1 & 2), the first position was bagged by Biprojeet Das of Unicorn House,
Saksham Malak of Griffin House came second, and Shrilina Dey of Unicorn House stood
third.
The fun filled event added another moment of joy in the Taurian Calendar and yet another
opportunity for the kids to learn and discover more of themselves.
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Inter House Hindi And English Handwriting & Essay Writing Competition
Studies show that handwriting can change how children learn and their
brains develop. Good handwriting can mean better grades as studies
also indicate that the same mediocre paper is graded much higher if the
handwriting is neat.
Essay writing serves as a tool to measure critical thinking and understanding
skills. It also enhances student's writing skills and teaches them to be a
team player in the professional world.
With this in mind students of grade 6-8 had a handwriting competition to
drive home the importance of having good handwriting and students of
classes 9-12 had to express their views through an essay on any one of the
following topics:
Topic for Class VI-XII (Hindi)

Topic for Class VI-VIII (English)

Pragati Ki Ore Bharat ke
Bhadate Kadam

Badalte Zamane
Mein Shiksha ka
Mahatva.

Class VI

: An Unpleasant Dream

Class VII

: What I Wish To Be
When I Grow Up

Class VIII : Tolerance Is Essential
For Peace And harmony

Results of the Inter House English Essay Writing Competition 2016-17
Sl. No. NAME
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CLASS SECTION POSITION

Sl. No. NAME

Bhavya Choudhary

VI

A

1ST

UNICORN

2

Sneha Lohia &
Advayay Kumar

VI

A

2ND

GRIFFIN &
DRAGON

3

Akshat Jaiswal

VI

A

3RD

GRIFFIN

4

Tehreem Rabbani

VI

B

1ST

GRIFFIN

5

Kunal Singh

VI

B

2ND

GRIFFIN

6

Gauri Archita

VI

B

3RD

PHOENIX

HOUSE

1

Saanvi Jain

VII

A

1ST

GRIFFIN

2

Bhavya Rai

VII

A

2ND

PHOENIX

3

Arghajit Mitra

VII

A

3RD

GRIFFINS

4

Aryaveer P.Singh

VII

B

1ST

UNICORN

5

Siddhant Dhanuka

VII

B

2ND

PHOENIX

6

Joshua Bara

VII

B

3RD

GRIFFIN

7

Sd.Umar

VII

B

3RD

DRAGON

Sl. No. NAME

CLASS SECTION POSITION

HOUSE

1

Shreya Rai

VIII

A

1ST

GRIFFINS

2

Sakshi & Gunnica
Kumari Arya

VIII

A

2ND

UNICORN
&
GRIFFINS

3

Pratyush Pawan

VIII

A

3RD

DRAGON

4

Soumeshwar Samanth

VIII

B

1ST

DRAGON

5

Sourabh Shrivastava

VIII

B

2ND

UNICORN

6

Chaitanya Prakash
Singh

VIII

B

3RD

PHOENIX

HOUSE

1

CLASS SECTION POSITION
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Inter House Debate Competition 2016
Was conducted on Saturday, 3rd September, 2016. The topic “Examinations should be abolished, if we want all students to be achievers” was hotly
contested by four speakers For the motion (Satyam Kumar XI Phoenix House, Shreshta Soren X Griffin House, Pranav Atul Hirawat XI Unicorn house and
Abdullah Amit IX Dragon house) and another four speakers against the motion (Nitu Kumari XI Phoenix house, Ashirwad Sharma X Griffin House, Anusha
Kaushal X Unicorn house and Praful Mishra X Dragon house).
The debate was Chaired by Master Shobhit Kumar, of class XI , the secretary was Ms. Devishi Sharma of class XI and Master of Ceremony was Master
Sanket Kumar of class X. It was an honour to have as members of the jury Ms. Indira Bhattacharya, English Professor from Yogada University, Ms Rekha
Mishra, former EnglishTeacher at DPS Ranchi and TWS Ranchi, and Mr. John Prabal, Teaching English at St. Xaviers College. The best speaker for the motion
was Master Satyam Kumar and Master Ashirwad Sharma was declared as the best speaker against the motion. The proposing side won the debate.
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Inter House Social Science Quiz
The Inter House Social Science quiz for students from classes IX to XII was held on 13th August, 2016. Students and teachers from classes VI – XII were
in attendance and enjoyed the program.
The 1st position was bagged by Phoenix house with 100 points, followed by Griffins House in the 2nd position with 85 points and the 3rd position went to
Unicorn House with 50 points.
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Dox Inter School Co-Curricular Competition
17 students participated in the DOX Inter School Co-Curricular Competition, at St. Xaviers, Doranda, Ranchi on 30th August, 2016 along with 750 students
from 26 schools.
The efforts of our young dancers and Dance Teacher, Mr. Vivek received a lot of spontaneous applause from the audience. The Rangoli by Rahul Kumar
Bhagat of class VII also received great appreciation.
We specially congratulate Divyanshi Birwa of Class V for winning the 3rd prize in English Spelling and Aditya Banerjee of class X for winning the 3rd prize
in English Elocution. We also congratulate all students for the high quality presentations which gave the other participants a tough competition.
Sl. No. Name Of The Participant

Class

Event

1

Adarsh Kumar Singh

III

Spelling(Hindi)

2

Ghazanaffar Ali Khan

IV

Story Telling(Hindi)

3

Johanna Sneha Bara

IV

Story Telling(English)

4

Aarjav Vijay Choudhary

V

Ad Making

5

Divyansh Birwa

V

Spelling(English)

6

Aarav Budhia

VI-A

Fusion Dance

7

Amleshwar Prasad

VI-A

Fusion Dance

8

Harsh Tejasvi

VI-B

Fusion Dance

9

Siddhant Dhanuka

VII-B

Fusion Dance

10

Sourabh Shrivastava

VIII-B

Fusion Dance

11

Pratyush Pawan

VIII-A

Debate(English)

12

Harshit Saxena

VIII-A

Elocution(English)

13

Sukrit Katriar

IX-B

Elocution(Hindi)

14

Anusha Kaushal

X-A

Debate(English)

15

Sankalp Srijan

X-B

Debate(Hindi)

16

Aditya Banerjee

X-A

Elocution(English)

17

Rahul Kumar Bhagat

VII-A

Rangoli Making

Our sincere thanks to Mr. Ashok, Mr.Vivek, Ms. Sweta and Ms.Harinder
for preparing our students to compete in this competition and for
motivating and keeping their spirits high.
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SPORTS
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"Sports ideally teach discipline and commitment. They challenge you and build character for everything you do in life."
- Howie Long (American NFL player & Actor)

S

hould it be compulsory for every child to take part in some sport or game? Well over the years this has
become a big question every parent has to tackle. With most parents expecting their children to excel in
academics there is the fear that taking part in sports and games could cause distractions in achieving that
goal. However, this is not the case. There have been multiple studies over the last several decades that there
is a positive effect of participating in interscholastic sport. We know that games & sports play a fundamental
role in overall development, thereby enabling children to have ‘A Sound Mind in a Sound Body’. This will directly
empower them to be successful in all walks of life.

Can I become a Champion in sports if I train and work hard? This is surely possible. We do know that to become
a legend it requires a combination of in-born talent, dedicated training and hard work. “Hard work beats talent, when talent fails
to work hard.” Therefore identifying your talents and working on developing them with commitment and devotion is essential
to be a successful sports person.
Here at Taurian World School we look to encourage students to take part in sports & games actively, thereby enabling them
to have a wholesome development. We at the same time look to identify their talents and nurture them with proper planning
and training so that they may achieve their highest performance possible. We also create opportunities for them to participate
in various district, state & national level tournaments where they get to display their talent and gain remarkable experiences.
Over the last year, we have seen our students improve in leaps and bounds. This year we had the honour of hosting the C.B.S.E
East Zone Swimming Championship 2016. Our students performed extremely well bagging 16 gold, 4 silver, 3 bronze medals and
our very own Master Nishant Raj of class VIII won the Under 14 Individual Championship with 25 points. Some other champions
who led us to triumph this year were:
Ms. Anouksha Sarkar of Class IX who won gold in both the Individual & Team Under-17 Girls category in the C.B.S.E Table Tennis
Cluster III along with Ms. Shrestha Soren of Class X.
Master Rajveer Pratap Singh of Class VII and Master Gautam Agarwal became State champions in Squash in the Under 12 &
17 boys’ category respectively.
Master Himraj of Class IX represented the State of Jharkhand in the School Sports Promotion Foundation Cricket tournament,
at the National level, and reached the semi-finals.
We are also very proud of our Basketball Boys Team who performed extremely well by reaching the quarters at C.B.S.E Basketball
Cluster III and lost to the eventual winner by just one basket.
I take this opportunity to congratulate all the students and coaches who have achieved and brought laurels to the school
throughout this year.
Joel Deepak Raj
Sports Coordinator
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7th ANNUAL SPORTS DAY
Dr. S.P. Singh, former Vice Chancellor, Bir Kuwar Singh University, Ara, Bihar, was Chief Guest. It was also a joy and
privilege to have our Chairman, Mr. Amith Bajla and parents present with us on this special occasion.
Our students took centre stage and mesmerized all present with the brilliant display of military precision march past
headed by our school band. The magnificent and majestic horse riding, inter locking formations, horse jumping, tent
packing by our secondary students and the horse balance exercise by our primary students. This was followed by
the mass drill, get ready for school, three legged race, marble & spoon race, Kangaroo race and 50 M race by our
primary students. Then loud cheers of students in support of their house buddies as they sprinted their way through
the 100 M line and raced around the sports field in the 200 and 400 M individual race and 4 x 100 M relay across to
the finishing line.
Parents too, got to show their sporting skills and spirit in a challenge of Tug-of-War. Parents were divided into two
teams, Team A & Team B. The field resonded in raptures of loud cheering as Team A tugged their way to the victory line.
The management takes this opportunity to thank Dr. S.P. Singh, for gracing this occasion as Chief Guest. Also to
congratulate and thank all students for putting in their best performance and to parents in attendance for making it
an exciting and memorable day. Last but not the least all staff for their unstinted support for successfully organizing
this function in such a grand scale.
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Griffin House was the winners of the March past, and Unicorn House was the winners of the 7th Annual Sports Meet.
The following are the Individual Champions;
Under 19 Boys
Under 19 Girls
Under 15 Boys
Under 15 Girls
Under 12 Boys
Under 12 Girls

-

Saurav Gandhi [Class XII]
Pragati Giri [Class XI]
Shubham Ghiriya [Class IX]
Shreya Rai [Class VII]
Saurav Kumar [Class VII]
Manali Marandi [Class VI]

EVENT: 100 M
CATEGORY: U-15 GIRLS

CATEGORY: U-19 BOYS

Class

House

Points

Sakshi Kumari

VII

Griffin

10

2nd

Shreya Rai

VII

Griffin

7

5

3rd

Rakshita Raj

VIII

Phoenix

5

3

4th

Zeba Khatoon

VIII

Dragon

3

Position

Name

10

1st

Dragon

7

X

Unicorn

IX

Phoenix

Class

House

Points

Saurav Gandhi

XII

Dragon

2nd

Ankit Ray

X

3rd

Rohit Raj

4th

Ammi Sumeet

Position

Name

1st

CATEGORY: U-12 BOYS

CATEGORY: U-19 GIRLS

10

1st

Saurav Kumar

VII

Dragon

10

Dragon

7

2nd

Yuvraj Prithvi Singh

V

Dragon

7

X

Dragon

5

3rd

Sumit Marandi

VII

Griffin

5

XI

Griffin

3

4th

Rahul Kumar Bhagat

VI

Griffin

3

Points

Pragati Giri

XI

Unicorn

2nd

Shreshtha A. Bara

X

3rd

Garima Singh

4th

Sambhavi Thakur

1st

CATEGORY: U-15 BOYS

CATEGORY: U-12 GIRLS
Class

House

Points

Shubham Kumar

VII

Dragon

2nd

Kunal Kumar

VIII

3rd

Aditya Raj

4th

Adarsh

Position

Name

1st

Points

Name

House

Name

Class House

Position

Class

Position

Class House

Points

Position

Name

10

1st

Manali Marandi

VI

Unicorn

10

Griffin

7

2nd

Arushi Singh

VI

Unicorn

7

VIII

Unicorn

5

3rd

Sumehra Parween

V

Phoenix

5

VIII

Phoenix

3

4th

-

-

-

3
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EVENT: 200 M
CATEGORY: U-19 BOYS

CATEGORY: U-19 GIRLS
Class

House

Points

Saurav Gandhi

XII

Dragon

Ankit Ray

X

Position

Name

1st
2nd
3rd

Avinish Ekka

4th

Shanu

IX
IX

Position

Name

Class

House

10

1st

Pragati Giri

7

2nd

Hritwika Singh

Unicorn
Dragon

10

Dragon

XI-B
XI-A

*ULIÀn

5

3rd

Ritika Raj

XI-A

Unicorn

5

Phoenix

3

4th

Nupur Kumari

XII-A

Phoenix

3

CATEGORY: U-15 BOYS
House

Points

Arpan Bara

VIII

Dragon

2nd

Shubham Kumar

VII

3rd

Aditya Raj

4th

Kunal Kumar

VIII
VIII

Name

1st

7

CATEGORY: U-19 GIRLS
Class

Position

Points

Position

Name

10

1st

Devishi Sharma

X

Phoenix

10

Dragon

7

2nd

Isha Rani

X

Unicorn

7

Unicorn

5

3rd

Ritika Raj

XI

Unicorn

5

Griffin

3

4th

Kumari Anjali

IX

Dargon

3

CATEGORY: U-15 GIRLS

Class House

Points

CATEGORY: U-15 BOYS
Class

House

Points

Position

Name

Shreya Rai

VII

Griffin

10

1st

Bashist Rana

IX

Unicorn

10

Rakshita Raj

VIII

Phoenix

7

2nd

Shubham Ghiriya

IX

Unicorn

7

3rd

Anusha Kaushal

IX

Unicorn

5

3rd

Ankit Raj

VIII

Griffin

5

4th

Anouksha Sarkar

VIII

Griffin

3

4th

Nishant Raj

VII

Griffin

3

Position

Name

1st
2nd

Class House

Points

CATEGORY: U-15 GIRLS

CATEGORY: U-12 BOYS

Position

Name

10

1st

Zeba Khatoon

VIII

Dragon

10

Unicorn

7

2nd

Astha Mittal

VIII

Griffin

7

V

Unicorn

5

3rd

Samridhi

Dragon

5

VII

Griffin

3

4th

Saumya Rakesh

Phoenix

3

Position

Name

Class House

1st

Saurabh Kumar

VII

Dragon

2nd

Bishal Hazra

VI

3rd

Harsh Tejashwi

4th

Sunit Marandi

Points

Class House

VIII

Points
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EVENT: 400 M
CATEGORY: U-19 BOYS

CATEGORY: U-12 BOYS
Position

Name

10

1st

Yuvraj Prithvi Singh

V

Dragon

10

Dragon

7

2nd

Sweat Kumar

V

Dragon

7

XII

Griffin

5

3rd

Atul Raj

VI

Griffin

5

IX

Phoenix

3

4th

Yashswi

VI

Unicorn

3

Position

Name

Class House

1st

Kartikey Vats

X

Griffin

2nd

Rishab Raj

XI

3rd

Yash Agarwal

4th

Shanu

Points

EVENT: 800 M

CATEGORY: U-19 GIRLS
Position

Name

Class

House

Points

1st

Devishi Sharma

X

Phoenix

10

2nd

Isha Rani

X

Unicorn

7

3rd

Hrithwika Singh

XI

Dragon

5

4th

Akanksha

XI

Griffin

3

CATEGORY: U-15 BOYS
Position

Name

Class

House

Points

1st

Shubham Ghiriya

IX

Unicorn

10

2nd

Ankit Raj

VIII

Griffin

7

3rd

Gaurav Singh

IX

Unicorn

5

4th

Nishant Raj

VII

Griffin

3

CATEGORY: U-15 GIRLS
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Position

Name

Class House

Points

1st

Sakshi Kumari

VII

Griffin

10

2nd

Astha Mittal

VIII

Griffin

7

3rd

Saumya Rakesh

VIII

Phoenix

5

4th

Neha Adarsh

VIII

Dragon

3

Class House

Points
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EVENT: LONG JUMP
CATEGORY: U-19 BOYS

CATEGORY: U-12 BOYS

Position

Name

Class House

Distance Points

1st

Saurav Gandhi

XII

Dragon

5.21 M

2nd

Yash Agarwal

XII

Griffin

3rd

Ankit Ray

X

4th

Md. Sharzeel Ahmed

X

Class

House

Saurabh Kumar

VII

Dragon

3.85 M

10

2nd

Yuvraj Prithvi Singh

V

Dragon

3.60 M

7

5

3rd

Harsh Tejashwi

V

Unicorn

3.50 M

5

3

4th

Bishal Hazra

VI

Unicorn

3.50 M

3

Class

House

Distance

Points

Position

Name

10

1st

4.87 M

7

Dragon

4.73 M

Unicorn

4.40 M

CATEGORY: U-12 BOYS

CATEGORY: U-19 GIRLS

Name

10

1st

Manali Marandi

VI

Unicorn

3.23 M

10

2.78 M

7

2nd

Rajnandani

V

Unicorn

2.09 M

7

Dragon

2.55 M

5

3rd

Muskan Kumari

IV

Phoenix

2.04 M

5

Unicorn

2.35 M

3

4th

Khyati Raj

V

Griffin

2.03 M

3

Class

House

Distance Points

Distance

Points

XII

Phoenix

3.02 M

Hriwthika Singh

XI

Dragon

3rd

Garima Singh

X

4th

Ritika Raj

XI

Name

1st

Yamini Singh

2nd

Class

Position

House

Position

Distance Points

EVENT: HIGH JUMP
CATEGORY: U-19 BOYS

CATEGORY: U-15 BOYS
Class

House

Distance Points

Position

Name

Shubham Ghiriya

IX

Unicorn

4.42 M

10

1st

Farhan Jabbar

X

Phoenix

1.43 M

10

2nd

Ankit Raj

VIII

Griffin

4.25 M

7

2nd

Abhisek Kr. Singh

IX

Dragon

1.43 M

7

3rd

Kunal Kumar

VIII

Griffin

4.12 M

5

3rd

Avinish Ekka

IX

Griffin

1.14 M

5

4th

Shubham Kumar

VII

Dragons

4.10 M

3

4th

Ankit Ray

X

Dragon

1.38 M

3

Class

House

Distance Points

Position

Name

1st

CATEGORY: U-19 GIRLS

CATEGORY: U-15 GIRLS

Position

Name

10

1st

Ishita Diwedy

X

Phoenix

0.98 M

10

2.54 M

7

2nd

Ritika Raj

XI

Unicorn

0.95 M

7

Phoenix

2.54 M

5

3rd

Yamini Singh

XII

Phoenix

0.92 M

5

Dragon

2.21 M

3

4th

Humaira Khalid

VIII

Griffin

0.89 M

3

Class

House

Distance Points

Shreya Rai

VII

Griffin

2.72 M

2nd

Anusha Kaushal

IX

Unicorn

3rd

Rakshita Raj

VIII

4th

Zeba Khatoon

VIII

Position

Name

1st
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CATEGORY: U-15 BOYS
Position

Class

House

Distance Points

VIII

Griffin

1.28 M

10

1st

Name
Kunal Kumar

2nd

Sujal Asim Lakra

VIII

Phoenix

1.25 M

7

3rd

Shubham Ghiriya

IX

Unicorn

1.23 M

5

4th

Ankit Raj

VIII

Griffin

1.20 M

3

Class

House

Distance Points

VIII

Phoenix

0.93 M

10

CATEGORY: U-15 GIRLS
Position
1st

Name
Rakshita Raj

2nd

Shreya Rai

VII

Griffin

0.88 M

7

3rd

Samridhi Raj

IX

Dragon

0.83 M

5

4th

Neha Adarsh

VIII

Dragon

0.78 M

3

Class

House

Distance Points

CATEGORY: U-12 BOYS
Position

Name

1st

Saurabh Kumar

VII

Dragon

1.06 M

10

2nd

Yuvraj Prithvi Singh

V

Dragon

1.03 M

7

3rd

Badal Aryan Kachhap

V

Phoenix

1.00 M

5

4th

Amleshwar Prasad

V

Griffin

0.95 M

3

Class

House

Distance

Points

CATEGORY: U-12 GIRLS
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Position

Name

1st

Manali Marandi

VI

Unicorn

0.89 M

10

2nd

Khyati Raj

V

Griffin

0.86 M

7

3rd

Tehreem Rabbani

V

Griffin

0.83 M

5

4th

Rajnandani

V

Unicorn

0.83 M

3
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EVENT: SHOTPUT

EVENT: DISCUS THROW

CATEGORY: U-19 BOYS

CATEGORY: U-19 BOYS
Class

House

Distance

Points

Kumar Gaurav

X

Unicorn

10.09 M

2nd

Kartikay Vats

X

Griffin

3rd

Mritunjay Pathak

XII

4th

Satyam Singh

X

Position

Name

1st

Class

House

Distance Points

Saurav Gandhi

XII

Dragon

30.50 M

10

2nd

Kumar Gaurav

X

Unicorn

26.76 M

7

5

3rd

Kartikay Vats

X

Griffin

22.51 M

5

3

4th

Sameer Vardhan

X

Griffin

22.04 M

3

Class

House

Distance Points

Position

Name

10

1st

8.60 M

7

Unicorn

8.54 M

Dargon

7.68 M

CATEGORY: U-19 GIRLS
Position

Name

1st

CATEGORY: U-19 GIRLS
Class

House

Distance Points

Position

Name

Prity Thakur

XII

Griffin

5.92 M

10

1st

Irene Banerjee

XII

Dragon

13.80 M

10

2nd

Pragati Giri

XI

Unicorn

5.50 M

7

2nd

Devishi Sharma

X

Phoenix

12.48 M

7

3rd

Irene Banerjee

XII

Dragon

5.34 M

5

3rd

Pragati Giri

XI

Unicorn

10.90 M

5

4th

Devishi Sharma

X

Phoenix

5.00 M

3

4th

Isha Rani

X

Unicorn

8.90 M

3

Class

House

Distance Points

Dragon

21.78 M

10

CATEGORY: U-15 BOYS
Position

Name

CATEGORY: U-15 BOYS
Class

House

Distance Points

Unicorn

8.79 M

10

1st

Shubahm Kumar

VII

Position

Name

1st

Aditya Raj

VIII

2nd

Nihal Gupta

VIII

Phoenix

7.69 M

7

2nd

Aditya Raj

VIII

Unicorn

19.38 M

7

3rd

Nishant Raj

VII

Griffin

7.46 M

5

3rd

Somya Vardhan

VIII

Dragon

18.18 M

5

4th

Rahul Singh

X

Griffin

7.45 M

3

4th

Gaurav Singh

IX

Unicorn

18.13 M

3

Class

House

Distance Points

CATEGORY: U-15 GIRLS

CATEGORY: U-15 GIRLS
House

Distance

Points

VIII

Phoenix

5.47 M

Rida Sanober Rahman

IX

Griffin

3rd

Ahona Ayan Adhya

VIII

4th

Reeham Zaman

IX

Position

Name

1st

Tejaswini Saraswati

2nd

Class

Position

Name

10

1st

Rida Sanober Rahman

IX

Griffin

13.31

10

5.03 M

7

2nd

Ahona Ayan Adhya

VIII

Unicorn

10.09 M

7

Unicorn

4.86 M

5

3rd

Tejaswini Saraswati

VIII

Phoenix

9.79 M

5

Dragon

4.46 M

3

4th

Arushee Sharon

IX

Unicorn

9.06 M

3
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PRIMARY SECTION (L.K.G & U.K.G)

GRADE I

EVENT: 30 M

EVENT: 30 M

Position

Name

Class

Position

Name

1st

Shivani Singh

UKG

1st

Jai Arya

I

2nd

Biprojeet Das

UKG

2nd

Alankrit Aakash Minz

I

3rd

Satyam Kr. Ghiriya

UKG

3rd

Aaditya Singh

I

4th

Shaurya Singh

LKG

4th

Nishant Ashish Subarno

I

EVENT: BISCUIT RACE

EVENT: OBSTACLE RACE

Position

Name

Class

Position

Name

1st

Falakh Ansari

UKG

1st

Alankrit Aakash Subarno

I

2nd

Aliya

UKG

2nd

Aaditya Singh

I

3rd

Satyam Kr. Ghiriya

UKG

3rd

Shagun Pandey

I

4th

Shivani Singh

UKG

4th

Rajveer Pajiyar

I

EVENT: ALPHABET RACE

Class

EVENT: PICKING CONES

Position

Name

Class

Position

Name

1st

Aliya

UKG

1st

Nishant Ashish Subarno

I

2nd

Satyam Kr. Ghiriya

UKG

2nd

Rishav V. Lohot

I

3rd

Uttpal Sharma

UKG

3rd

Aaditya Singh

I

4th

Yahvi Barnwal

UKG

4th

Pratap Jai Shankar

I

EVENT: GET READY FOR SCHOOL

Class

EVENT: THREE LEGGED RACE

Position

Name

Class

Position

Name

1st

Shivani Singh

UKG

1st

Archit Choudhary & Jai Arya

I

2nd

Uttpal Sharma

UKG

2nd

Aarush Mehta & Pratap Jai Shankar

I

3rd

Yahvi Barnwal

UKG

3rd

Abhinav & Rishav V. Lohot

I

Biprojeet Das

UKG

4th

Aaditya Singh & Nishant Ashish Subarno

I

4th
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GRADE II
EVENT: TENNIS BALL THROW [GIRLS]

EVENT: 30 M [GIRLS]
Class

Position Name

Class

Position

name

1st

Jyoti Kumari

II

1st

Garima Shankar

II

2nd

Afrin Sultana

II

2nd

Afrin Sultana

II

3rd

Vidhi Jain

II

3rd

Vidhi Jain

II

4th

Rajnandini

II

4th

Jyoti Kumari

II

EVENT: TENNIS BALL THROW [BOYS]

EVENT: 50 M [BOYS]

Position

Name

II

1st

Akshat Kumar

II

Krishiv Pathak

II

2nd

Anurag Anand

II

3rd

Piyush Kumar

II

3rd

Piyush Kumar

II

4th

Anurag Anand

II

4th

Aditya Pratap

II

Position

Name

1st

Aryan Anand

2nd

Class

Class

EVENT: MARBLE & SPOON [GIRLS]

EVENT: LONG JUMP [GIRLS]

Position

Name

II

1st

Afrin Sultana

II

Vidhi Jain

II

2nd

Vidhi Jain

II

3rd

Afrin Sultana

II

3rd

Jyoti Kumari

II

4th

Rajnandini

II

4th

Paridhi Bhandari

II

Position

Name

1st

Jyoti Kumari

2nd

Class

EVENT: KANGAROO RACE [BOYS]

EVENT: LONG JUMP [BOYS]
Position Name

Class

Class

Position

Name

Class

1st

Aryan Anand

II

1st

Aryan Anand

II

2nd

Anurag Anand

II

2nd

Anurag Anand

II

3rd

Krishiv Pathak

II

3rd

Krishiv Pathak

II

4th

Aditya Raj

II

4th

Piyush Kumar

II
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GRADE III
EVENT: 50 M [GIRLS]
Position Name

EVENT: TENNIS BALL [GIRLS]
Class

Class

1st

Pihoo Mishra

III

1st

Pihoo Mishra

III

2nd

Pearl Shreya Paul

III

2nd

Ipshita Singh

III

3rd

Siyonah Shyam

III

3rd

Pearl Shreya Paul

III

4th

Srishti Aanchal Keretta

III

4th

Siyonah Shyam

III

EVENT: 50 M [BOYS]

EVENT: CRICKET BALL THROW [BOYS]

Position

Name

Class

1st

Shivam Kumar

III

1st

Shivam Kumar

III

2nd

Aryan Anand

III

2nd

Animesh Kumar

III

3rd

Garv Ekka

III

3rd

Ghazanaffar Ali Khan

III

4th

Ghazanaffar Ali Khan

III

4th

Kshitiz Arya

III

EVENT: LONG JUMP [GIRLS]

Position Name

Class

EVENT: MARBLE & SPOON [GIRLS]
Class

Position

Name

1st

Pihoo Mishra

III

1st

Pearl Shreya Paul

III

2nd

Siyonah Shyam

III

2nd

Srishti Aanchal Kerketta

III

3rd

Ipshita Singh

III

3rd

Millika Poorvi

III

4th

Srishti Aanchal Kerketta

III

4th

Siyonah Shyam

III

EVENT: LONG JUMP [BOYS]
Position Name
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Position Name

Position Name

Class

EVENT: KANGAROO RACE [BOYS]
Class

Position Name

Class

1st

Ghazanaffar Ali Khan

III

1st

Garv Ekka

III

2nd

Shivam Kumar

III

2nd

Shivam Kumar

III

3rd

Garv Ekka

III

3rd

Aaditya Lohia

III

4th

Aryan Anand

III

4th

Syed Ali Abraham

III
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TWS Acquires 3 New Horses

HORSE NO.1 : A 4 year old Chestnut colt (Male),
born on March 10, 2012.
Pedigree: China
visit[USA]/Sea of Grace, foaled at Usha by
Greentree Stud & Agricultural Farm.
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HORSE NO.2 : A 6 year old Chestnut gelding
(Male), born on February 10, 2010. Pedigree :
Bahamian Bounty, Zellers [GB] foaled at Nanoli
by Five Stars Shipping Co.Pvt.Ltd.

HORSE NO.3 : A 8 year old Dark Bay Gelding
(Male), born on January 24, 2008. Pedigree:
Alnasr Alwasheek [GB] / Si Senorita foaled at
Poona by Poona Stud Farm (Pvt) Ltd.
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20th All India Inter-School & Yoga Club Championship 2016
Yoga helps develop the body and mind bringing in a lot of health benefits.
With this in mind students have an opportunity to practice yoga and a
platform to show case their talent in International, National, State and
District level competitions.
The 20th All India Inter-School and Club Yoga Championship 2016 was
organized by the Ranchi Yoga Culture, Jharkhand in Ranchi in April 2016.
11 of our students participated in the tournament. The total participation
was around 1000 students from various parts of the country, and 3 of our
students ranked in the top 10 positions and 1 got consolation position.
Listed below are the positions secure by our students:
Sl. No.

Name

Class

Position Secured

1

Arti Kumari

VI

Consolation

2

Vishal Kumar

V

Participated

3

Pearl Shreya Paul

IV

9th

4

Anurag Anand

III

9th

5

Amleshwar Prasad

VI

Participated

6

Krishiv Pathak

III

10th

7

Kunal Singh

VI

Participated

8

Harshit Kumar

IV

Participated

9

Muskan Kumari

V

Participated

10

Jyoti Kumari

III

Participated

11

Adarsh Kumar

III

Participated

We congratulate the students and are sure they will be able to bring more
laurels to the school in the future.
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Inter House Squash Championship 2016-17
The Squash Championship started on 11th July 2016 for 4 age categories
and the total number of participants was 56.
Results of Under 13 Boys:
Name

Results of Under Open Girls:
Grade

House

Position Secured

Atul Raj

7

Griffin

1st

Harsh Tejaswi

6

Unicorn

Satyam Kumar

7

Aarav Budhia

6

Grade

House

Akanksha Kumari

12

Griffin

1st

2nd

Zeba Khatoon

9

Dragon

2nd

Phoenix

3rd

Pragati Giri

12

Unicorn

3rd

Dragon

4th

Sumehra Parween

6

Phoenix

4th

Grade

House

Position Secured

Vineet Kumar

10

Phoenix

1st

Piyush Kumar Jha

9

Griffin

2nd

Somya Vardhan

9

Dragon

3rd

Saurav Shrivastava

8

Unicorn

4th

Results of Under Open Boys:
Name

142

Position Secured

Winning the match in a championship is not the most important part, but how
much we are learning from it to improve our performance is.

Results of Under 15 Boys:
Name

Name

Grade

House

Position Secured

Vineet Kumar

10

Phoenix

1st

Gautam Agarwal

10

Griffin

2nd

Shoumil Chandra

11

Dragon

3rd

Bashisht Rana

10

Unicorn

4th
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Inter House Football Tournament
The Inter House Football Tournament began on 26th August, 2016 and we were honoured to have Mr. Ajay Singh, former International Soccer player as
Chief Guest along with his wife Mrs. Angela Singh, former International Archer, and Mr. Ashish Bose, Football Secretary, Ranchi District Association of
Sports. Their presence was a source of great inspiration for our young aspiring soccer players. We were also honoured to have with us our Chairman,
Mr. Amith Bajla.
1st Match was played between Griffin House vs Unicorn House in which Master Ranjan Hansda and Master Harsha Deo scored 2 goals each and Master
Pritam Oraon scored 1 goal to give their team Griffin House the lead by 5 – 0.
2nd Match was played between Phoenix House Vs Dragon House which after a tie breaker round which was won by Phoenix House 3-2. Master Anshul
Anand, Shanu Sharma and Sujal Asim Lakra of Phoenix house scored 1 goal each. From Dragon House Master Shoumil Chandra and Shubham Kumar
scored 1 goal each.
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Inter House Sports Quiz 2016
We, successfully organized the Inter House Sports Quiz 2016 in memory of “Major Dhyan Chand”, a
Hockey Legend, and one of the greatest Sportsman that represented India, whose birthday (29th
August) is celebrated as National Sports Day in India.
“You are undoubtedly aware that I am a common man first and then a soldier. It has been my training from
my very childhood to avoid any limelight and publicity” – Dhyan Chand

There were 8 rounds in the Quiz in which all four houses viz. Dragon, Griffins, Phoenix and Unicorn
competed each represented by 3 participants
It was a very exciting program in which Griffin House put up an intense fight to secure the first position
followed closely by Dragon House in the second position and Phoenix House in the third position.
Congratulations to Mr Deepak Joel and his team for organizing such a high quality programme. The
choice of questions from different Sports were excellent.
Congratulations to Griffin House in particular for being the winner and others for participating
wholeheartedly and for making it such a memorable and educative event.
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Final Inter House Football Tournament 2016
We were honoured to have Mr. Sushil Kumar Verma, Director Sports Authority of India (SAI) and Mr. Aashish Kumar Bose, Secretary District Sports
Association Ranchi, as Chief Guests on the occasion of the Final match of the Inter house Football Tournament 2016-17. The Principal, Dr. Subhash
Kumar was also present on this occasion to encourage and motivate the children.
After a wonderful game Phoenix House won the Champions Trophy 2016 by defeating Griffin House with a score of 3-1. Master Ranjan, Shanu and Sujal
Asim Lakra scored 1 goal each for Phoenix house and Master Adarsh scored 1 goal for Griffin house.
Unicorn House won the third position by defeating Dragon House with a score of 3-0. Master Gaurav Singh scored 2 goals and Shubham Ghiriya

Primary Inter House Football Match 2016-17
The Primary Inter House Football Match was successfully completed on 3rd October, 2016. It was a marvelous finish, with Phoenix winning the final match
with a margin of 3-2 goals against Unicorn. Dragon House came in 3rd position.
Congratulations to all our young football teams for putting up an exciting and fine display of talent over the week. Special thanks Mr. Basudeb, Das, the
Coach and the Sports department for encouraging our little ones.

Ŝ:KHQ\RXZLQ\RXGRQŚWJHWFDUULHGDZD\%XWLI\RXJRVWHSE\VWHSZLWKFRQŽGHQFH\RXFDQJRIDUŝ
Diego Armando Maradona Franco
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INTER SCHOOL LEVEL ACHIEVEMENTS
Inter School Ranchi District Basketball Tournament 2016
Sport is an integral part of life at Taurian World School and from the very beginning of the session our students have the opportunity to participate in the
Inter School Basketball Tournament (District Level) organized by J.V.M. Shyamali, Ranchi.

10 schools participated in the boys and girls categories. Both our boys and
girls team participated. They were the youngest team that took part in this
tournament with most of the students from class 6 - 8 participating in the
open category. Overall the performance of the team was satisfactory, and
students were able to gain valuable experience. The boy’s team won the Best
Disciplined Team Trophy. The students had shown a positive attitude and many
other schools were impressed by their game.
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Inter School Swimming Competition 2016
Our students made a big splash at the Inter school Swimming Competition organized by Sapphire International School, Ranchi on 13th August 2016. Three
of our swimmers bagged 3 Gold, 2 Silver and 1 Bronze medal.
Results of Under-12 Boys
Sl.No
1.

Name

Event

Position Secured

Vishal Kumar

25 MT Freestyle

3rd (Bronze Medal)

25 MT Back Stroke

2nd (Silver Medal)

Name

Event

Position Secured

Shubham Kumar

25 MT Freestyle

1st (Gold Medal)

25 MT Back Stroke

2nd (Silver Medal)

25 MT Freestyle

1st (Gold Medal)

25 MT Back Stroke

1st (Gold Medal)

Results of Under-15 Boys
SL.No
1.

2.

Nishant Raj

m7KHZDWHULV\RXUIULHQG\RXGRQťWKDYHWRŽJKWZLWKZDWHUMXVWVKDUHWKHVDPHVSLULWDVWKHZDWHUDQGLWZLOOKHOS\RXPRYHz
$OH[DQGU3RSRY
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Squash Tournament Held At Sapphire International School, Ranchi
9 of our students took part in the Inter School Meet 2016-17, organized by “Sapphire International
School, Ranchi” on 14th August 2016. There were 2 categories i.e. Grade VI to VIII and Grade IX to
X.
The results of the students who participated are listed in the table below :
Grade VI to VIII
SL.No
1.

Name

Class

Category

Results

Arghajit Mitra

VII

Grade VI to VIII

Advanced to Quarter
Finals

Score
11-5, 11-7
5-11, 6-11

2.

Atul Raj

VII

Grade VI to VIII

Won The First Round

11-8, 11-4

Won Quarter finals

11-9, 11-5

Lost in Semifinals

2-11, 6-11

Grade IX to X
SL.No
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Name

Class

Category

Results

Score

1.

Piyush Jha

IX

Grade IX to X

Advanced to Quarter
Finals

11-13, 9-11

2.

Gautam Agarwal

X

Grade IX to X

Won Quarter finals

11-5, 11-3

Won Semifinals

11-2, 11-0

Won Final

11-5, 11-9
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STATE LEVEL ACHIEVEMENTS
7th Open Jharkhand State Tennis Championship-2016
6 students participated in the 7th Open Jharkhand State Tennis
Championship 2016 organised by Jharkhand Tennis Association in
February 2016 at J.S.C.A. International Stadium, Dhurwa, Ranchi. There
were approximately 50 participants from different Schools of Dhanbad,
Jamshedpur and Ranchi. Participants also included men and women who
practice tennis in the Tennis Academies and Clubs.
Boys Under-16 Singles and Boys Under-19 Singles category.
Sl. No.

NAME

CLASS

Category

1.

Abhijit Mandal

XI

Under-19

2.

Ketan Priyadarshi

X

Under-19

3.

Harshal Aman

VII

Under-16

4.

Mihir Sagar

VIII

Under- 16

5.

Syed Umar

VI

Under-16

6.

Ayush Kumar

VI

Under-16

Result/Performance of our students in the tournament:
Sl. No. NAME

Category

Pre Qtr. Best of 11 Games

Qtr. Final Best of 11 Games

1.

Abhijit Mandal

Under-19

Bye

Lost against Ketan(Score 0-6 )

2.

Ketan Priyadarshi

Under-19

Beat Nabil Ashraf (Score 6-2)

Beat Abijit Mandal (Score 6-0)

3.

Harshal Aman

Under-16

Bye

Lost against Mihir Sagar (Score 1-6)

4.

Mihir Sagar

Under- 16

Bye

Beat Harshal Aman ( Score 6-1)

5.

Syed Umar

Under-16

Bye

Lost against Sahil Amin (Score 0-6)

6.

Ayush Kumar

Under-16

Lost against Nishant (Score 1-6)

Semi Final Best of 11/17 Games

Lost Against Nishant Kumar (Score 1-8)

Lost against Asish s. Sinha (Score 1-6)
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1St Jharkhand State Ranking Table Tennis Championship 2016
6 students took part in the 1st Jharkhand State Ranking Table Tennis
Championship 2016 organized by Hazaribag District Table Tennis Association
in July 2016 at St. Xavier’s School, Hazaribag. The total participation at this
competition was around 300 students from various part of the state.
Listed below are names the students who participated in the above
competition:
Sl.No

Name

Class

1.

Barkha Rai

IV - A

2.

Muskan Kumari

V-A

3.

Anouksha Sarkar

IX - A

4.

Aman Kumar

IX - B

5.

Somya Vardhan

IX - B

6.

Antriksh Tekriwal

XI - C

We congratulate all the students for taking part in this competition.
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Himraj Represented Jharkhand State U-15 Cricket Team For
National Level School Sports Promotion Foundation Tournament
At Taurian everyone is encouraged to dream big.
Keeping a our view towards the future, Master Soumya Vardhan & Master
Himraj of Class IX trained and coached by our Cricket coaches, Mr. Deepak
Kumar Singh and Mr. Zeeshan Bin Wasi, were selected in the 30 player
provisional camp for Ranchi District in the National Talent- Search &
Nurture - Cricket tournament organised by School Sports Promotion
Foundation (SSPF) in association with Sports Authority of India (SAI).
Himraj was selected to represent the Ranchi District team at the State
Level Cricket Tournament in July, 2016.
The management and Taurian fraternity are extremely proud and
congratulate him on his accomplishments.
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State Level Squash Championship 2016
14 students and Mr. Subhash Singh Munda, our Squash
Coach were selected by the State Squash Federation,
Ranchi to participate at Sapphire International School,
Ranchi from 28th September 2016 to 1st October 2016
Sl.No.
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Student Name

Class

1

Atul Raj

VII

2

Harsh Tejaswi

VI

3

Rajveer Singh

VII

4

Ayuesh Poddar

VI

5

Piyush Jha

IX

6

Vineet Kumar

X

7

Prashant Paul Bhengra

V

8

Ghazanaffar

IV

9

Ashish Kumar

V

10

Gautam Agarwal

X

11

Aarav Budhia

VI

12

Harsh Sundi

VII

13

Tamojit Parihari

XI

14

Arghajit Mitra

VII

15

Subhash Singh Munda

Coach
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CBSE SPORTS & GAMES
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CBSE EAST ZONE SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIP 2016
We are thrilled to announce that Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE), New Delhi, entrusted us to host the CBSE East Zone Swimming
Championship 2016 from 23rd – 25th September, 2016.
During this period we were host to approx. 400+ participants from 30+ participating schools covering Bihar & Jharkhand and Allahabad region (Lucknow,
Bareilly, Varanasi, Faizabad, Kanpur, Etawah, Vinmrakhand). 30 Students from Taurian World School competed in this Championship.

Gearing up for the CBSE Swimming Championship 2016 : 22nd Sept 2016
It was a pleasant day and we were thrilled and pulsating with enthusiasm as the teams started arriving. The Management and Taurian Fraternity extended
a very warm welcome to all participating teams and wished each one all the best as they prepared to compete in this mega event. Such competitions are
critical to the development of sport and having it in TWS provided an opportunity for Ranchi to come together to witness great sporting action and cheer.
Having the opportunity to host some of the east zone's best athletes, coaches and officials, gave us a platform to exchange best practices and learn from
our visiting guests. For our young swimmers, it was a perfect opportunity to learn from each other. For our coaches and officials, the competition also
presented a very valuable experience to network and to learn from the swimming fraternity. These opportunities go a long way in building the sporting
spirit and helping us achieve our vision of a world class school.
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Grand Opening Ceremony of the CBSE Swimming Championship : 23rd Sept 2016
Taurian World School, Ranchi was greatly honored and privileged to have Mr. Ram Balak
Singh, an Ex-Army man, a 1970 Asian Games Silver Medalists and former Chairman of
Jharkhand Swimming Association, as Guest of Honor at the Opening Ceremony of The
CBSE East Zone Swimming Championship 2016 today. Taurian was also privileged to
have the following dignitaries who share a passion for the same sport at this mega event.
1. Mr. Raj Kumar, Vice President, Swimming Federation of India. Mr. Kumar is also an
International Swimming Referee and serves on the CBSE Committee as Observer
Technical Committee.
2. Mr. Kamlesh Nanavati, General Secretary, Swimming Federation of India,
Ahmedabad and
3. Mr. Ajay Punj, General Manager, Radisson Blu, Ranchi
Mr. Ram Balak Singh, the Guest of Honor hoisted the CBSE Sports & Games flag and
declared the CBSE East Zone Swimming Championship 2016 open. A solemn oath was
taken by all sportspersons. Mr. Ram Balak Singh, released a white dove as a symbol of
peace and harmony and to set the tone of the games to be played with a spirit of true
sportsmanship.
The championship began to the loud shouts and cheering of teams.
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Making Waves at the CBSE East Zone Swimming Championship 2016
On day 2 with the weather God shinning, spirits ran high as the CBSE East Zone Swimming Championship 2016 continued and came to an exciting end.
We are extremely proud of the outstanding performance of our students who picked up 9 Gold and 2 Silver medals.
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Closing Ceremony of CBSE East Zone Swimming Championship :
25th September, 2016
Taurian World School, Ranchi was fortunate and honoured to have Mr.
Sushil Choudhary, Federation Internationale De Natation (FINA) Official,
Ex member, Indian Triathlon Federation & Honourary Secretary, Delhi
Triathlon Federation and Competition Director at 12th South Asian Games,
as Chief Guest at the Closing Ceremony of The CBSE East Zone Swimming
Championship 2016 today. Master Nishant Raj, of TWS who won the
Under 14 Individual Championship 2016 with 4 gold, 1 silver and 1 bronze
presented the bouquet to Mr. Sushil Choudhary
Taurian was also privileged to have Mr. Raj Kumar, Vice President,
Swimming Federation of India and an International Swimming Referee, as
CBSE Technical Committee Observer (Swimming) to grace this occasion.
Master Atul Raj also of TWS who won 3 gold and 1 silver presented the
bouquet to Mr. Raj Kumar.
Mr. Sushil Choudhary and Mr. Raj Kumar felicitated the referees and
handed over the Prizes and Certificates. The CBSE Sports & Games flag
was then lowered and the CBSE East Zone Swimming Championship 2016
declared closed.
In his closing address, Dr. Subhash Kumar, Principal, on behalf of the
Management and Taurian fraternity conveyed our deep sense of
appreciation and thanked CBSE for entrusting us with the responsibility of
hosting the CBSE East Zone Swimming Championship 2016.
Dr. Subhash further thanked all special guests, coaches, and referees for
gracing the occasion and demonstrating their commitment to the sport
and providing encouragement. He thanked the members of the press for
giving an excellent coverage and promoting the sport in the state and
nation at large.
He thanked and congratulated the winners and all participants for their
sportsmanship. He wished all teams a safe and comfortable journey home
and in a closing note aptly quoted Bill Bowerman “Victory is in having done
your best. If you’ve done your best, you’ve won”.
He finally expressed his gratitude to the entire Taurian fraternity for the perfect
logistic support, guidance and willingness to take on the completion of tasks
beyond their comfort zones towards making this event a memorable one.
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TAURIAN STUDENTS WON 16 GOLD, 4 SILVER & 3 BRONZE
What an event, what a team effort ! The Management and Taurian fraternity congratulate our wonderful team that successfully competed in the CBSE
East Zone Swimming Championship 2016 meet.
TWS ranked 5th with 115 points in the overall Championship and picked up 16 Gold, 4 Silver and 3 Bronze medals bringing the overall medal tally to 23.
Nishant Raj, won the Individual Championship Trophy (Boys - Under 14 category). It is by no means an easy feat and is a testament to all the hard work
that he put in over this past season.
It was the best run Championship and we congratulate the entire team (Coaches and Swimmers) who worked hard all through this season.
Overall Championship Points
RANK

SCHOOL NAME

5th

Taurian World School, Ranchi

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

TOTAL

45

57

13

115

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

TOTAL

16

4

3

23

Medal Tally
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RANK

SCHOOL NAME

5th

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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TAURIAN MEDALISTS AT C.B.S.E. EAST ZONE SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIP 2016
UNDER 11 BOYS:
Rank Event

Name of The Swimmer

Time

1st

Event No - 43 4X50 Mt Medley Relay U-11 Boys

Vishal Kumar, Prashast Paul Bhengra, Harshit Kumar, Sanath Singh, Garv Ekka

03:59:39

1st

Event No - 41 4X50 Mt Free Style Relay U-11 Boys

Vishal Kumar, Prashast Paul Bhengra, Harshit Kumar, Sanath Singh, Saugandh

3:15:28

Rank Event

Name of The Swimmer

Time

1st

Event No -34 100Mt Freestyle U-11 Girls

Sonali Kumari

2:46:94

1st

Event No - 44 4X50 Mt Medley Relay U-11 Girls

Jyoti Singh, Sonali Kumari, Siyonah Shyam, Muskan Kumari, Barkha Rai

05:27:01

2nd

Event No -26 50Mt Freestyle U-11 Girls

Sonali Kumari

0:58:37

1st

Event No - 42 4X50 Mt Free Style Relay U-11 Girls

Jyoti Singh, Sonali Kumari, Siyonah Shyam, Muskan Kumari, Barkha Rai

4:51:41

UNDER 11 GIRLS:

UNDER 14 BOYS:
Rank Event

Name of The Swimmer

Time

1st

Event No - 11 50 Mt Breast Stroke U-14 Boys

Atul Raj

00:46:06

1st

Event No - 23 50 Mt Butterfly Stroke U-14 Boys

Nishant Raj

00:40:06

1st

Event No -27 100Mt Freestyle U-14 Boys

Nishant Raj

01:14:41

2nd

Event No - 41 4X100 Mt Medley Relay U-14 Boys

Shubham Kumar, Harsh Tejaswi, Atul Raj, Nishant Raj, Ananya Prakash Singh

07:00:03

1st

Event No -15 100Mt Butterfly Stroke U-14 Boys

Nishant Raj

01:47:44

1st

Event No -21 50Mt Freestyle U-14 Boys

Shubham Kumar

00:33:37

1st

Event No - 43 4X100 Mt Free Style Relay U-14 Boys

Shubham Kumar, Harsh Tejaswi, Atul Raj, Nishant Raj, Harshal Aman

05:21:15

3rd

Event No -7 200Mt Individual Medley U-14 Boys

Nishant Raj

03:40:56

1st

Event No -13 100Mt Breast Stroke U-14 Boys

Atul Raj

1:36:38
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UNDER 17 GIRLS:
Rank

Event

Name of The Swimmer

1st

Event No -4 100 Mt Back Stroke U-17 Girls

Zeba Khatoon

1st

Event No - 22 50 Mt Butterfly Stroke U-17 Girls

Shreya Rai

1:11:75

2nd

Event No -30 100Mt Freestyle U-17 Girls

Shreya Rai

2:12:84

1st

Event No - 40

Sakshi Kumari, Shreya Rai, Zeba Khatoon, Ashwita Singh, Arti Kumari

14:22:03

3rd

Event No -28 50Mt Freestyle U-17 Girls

Shreya Rai

0:49:72

3rd

Event No -36 50Mt Back Stroke U-17 Girls

Zeba Khatoon

1st

Event No - 46

Sakshi Kumari, Shreya Rai, Zeba Khatoon, Ashwita Singh, Arti Kumari

10:14:25

2nd

Event No -6 200Mt Free Style Stroke U-17 Girls

Shreya Rai

6:06:03

4X100 Mt Medley Relay U-17 Girls

4X100 Mt Free Style Relay U-17 Girls

Time

3:03:18

1:13:16

CBSE EAST AND FAR EAST ZONE LAWN TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP 2016-17
For the first time 7 of our students took part in the C.B.S.E. East Zone & Far East Zone Lawn Tennis Championship 2016-17. Schools from 6 different
States (Jharkhand, Oddisa, Chhattisgarh, Assam, West Bengal and Bihar) participated.
The championship was hosted by D.A.V. Public School, Garage Chhack, Puri Road, Bhubaneswar, Oddisa from 30th September 2016 to 2nd October 2016.
All the matches were conducted in Kalinga Stadium, Bhubaneswar on Synthetic Court.
Our students took part in two age categories viz (a) Boys Under-14 in which 9 Schools participated and (b) Boys Under-19 in which 11 Schools participated.
Boys under – 14 Team
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1.

Syed Umar ( Captain)

Class- VII

2.

Aayush Kumar

Class- VII

3.

Malav Ranpara

Class- VIII

Boys under – 19 Team
1. Abijit Mandal (Captain)
2. Rishabh Raj
3. Ishan Purohit
4. Abhishek Nagvekar

Class- XII
Class- XII
Class- IX
Class- XII

Category

Taurian Students Name

Game

Opponent School

Opponent Student Name

Boys U- 19

Abijit Mandal

Best of 13

DPS Golaghat Aasam

Shivam Gousami

3-7

Boys U- 19

Rishabh Raj

Best of 13

DPS Golaghat Aasam

Satyam Gousami

0-7

Boys U- 14

Syed Umar

Best of 13

DPS Golaghat Aasam

Siddhant

1-7

Boys U- 14

Aayush Kumar

Best of 13

DPS Golaghat Aasam

Mannan Nath

3-7

Match Score
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C.B.S.E CLUSTER III TABLE TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP 2016-1
The Championship was held at Guru Nanak Higher Sec. School, Ranchi from the 1st to 3rd October, 2016. 7 students participated and played well.
Congratulations to all the participants and special congratulations to our Under 17 Girls’ Anouksha Sarkar who bagged both the Individual Championship Trophy as well as the Team Championship Trophy along with Shrestha Soren..
The participation details are as follows:
Sl. No.

NAME

CLASS

CATEGORY

POSITION

1

Muskan Kumari

V

U-14 Girls

-

2

Barkha Rai

IV

U-14 Girls

-

3

Shrestha Soren

X

U-17 Girls

Winner (Team)

4

Anouksha Sarkar

IX

U-17 Girls

Winner (Team
Individual)

5

Aman Kumar

IX

U-17 Boys

-

6

Somya Vardhan

IX

U-17 Boys

-

7

Antriskh Tekriwal

XI

U-17 Boys

-

&
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TOURS
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INTERNATIONAL TOURS

Students with astronaut Don Thomas

T

he school organizes educational tours specially designed to encompass educational aspects, activities, and workshops. It is an opportunity for students
to gain exposure to global awareness, social networking, academic success, greater cultural awareness and future educational prospects. During
academic session 2015-16 students went on the following tours :
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Dubai With Atlantis & Abu Dhabi Tour 7th - 12th October 2016
A group of students accompanied by Mr. Vijay Paul, Secondary Academic Coordinator, went on 4 night/5 day action packed educational tour to Desert
Paradise, Dubai with Atlantis & Abu Dhabi during Dussehra vacations. All have returned home safe with a lot to share with family and friends.
On 7th October, 2016 they set out on their journey from Ranchi at 1300 hours via Delhi to Dubai. It was the first international experience for the students
going on this tour. All quickly learned as they transferred from the domestic to the international terminal and filled in the immigration papers independently.
On day 2 the group visited Atlantis (Aquaventure Park) situated on the last wing of The Palm Island. It is the best Water Park in Europe and Middle East.
The children enjoyed the thrilling and breath taking water rides like Leap of Faith, The Plunge, The Stinger, Pasidon’s Revenge which brought out shouts and
screams and also instilled courage, determination and confidence within them. The group then went shopping for family and friends to Dubai City Mall.
Later they went on the Dhow Cruise, enjoyed the ‘Tanura’ a traditional Arabian dance form and had a sumptuous dinner on board the floating restaurant.
On day 3 the group visited DPS Dubai School. They were warmly received at a special assembly during which and our children learned about the
educational system, the history and culture and reasons for the rapid growth of UAE and Dubai. Our students also had an interactive session and spoke
very confidently. Zeba Khatoon, our student sang a song as a Vote of Thanks. This touched the hearts of the DPS fraternity. It was an excellent exposure
for our students who learned to expand their horizons and also tied friendship bands.
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USA Nasa East Coast Adventure 17Th – 27Th May 2016
Seven students accompanied by Mr. Kundan Singh, Physics Teacher embarked on a 10 day action packed East Coast Adventure to the United States
of America (USA). Highlight of the tour was their visit to the famous NASA’s Kennedy Space Center, where they met, had lunch and a photo opp with
astronaut Don Thomas. This was followed by a magnificent presentation on shuttle Atlantis post and later basking at the Cocoa Beach.
The students enjoyed the thrills of the best roller coaster and water rides, Harry Potter, Spiderman and lots of other fun activities at the Universal Studios
and Disney Land’s magic kingdom.
They took a fascinating ride in the "Maid of the Mist" and soaked in the mist at one of the finest natural wonders of the world, "Niagara Falls". They went
up close to the falls to feel its power and magnitude.
They visited the commercial and financial capital of USA, New York. They climbed the Empire State Building for a breathtaking view of New York city, visited
the Statue of Liberty and enjoyed a city tour with a break at Times Square.
They also shopped to their hearts content at Walmart and dined at an Indian and Italian restaurant.
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Dubai With Atlantis & Abu Dhabi Tour 7th - 12th October 2016
A group of students accompanied by Mr. Vijay Paul, Secondary Academic Coordinator, went on 4 night/5 day action packed educational tour to Desert
Paradise, Dubai with Atlantis & Abu Dhabi during Dussehra vacations. All have returned home safe with a lot to share with family and friends.
On 7th October, 2016 they set out on their journey from Ranchi at 1300 hours via Delhi to Dubai. It was the first international experience for the students
going on this tour. All quickly learned as they transferred from the domestic to the international terminal and filled in the immigration papers independently.
On day 2 the group visited Atlantis (Aquaventure Park) situated on the last wing of The Palm Island. It is the best Water Park in Europe and Middle East.
The children enjoyed the thrilling and breath taking water rides like Leap of Faith, The Plunge, The Stinger, Pasidon’s Revenge which brought out shouts and
screams and also instilled courage, determination and confidence within them. The group then went shopping for family and friends to Dubai City Mall.
Later they went on the Dhow Cruise, enjoyed the ‘Tanura’ a traditional Arabian dance form and had a sumptuous dinner on board the floating restaurant.
On day 3 the group visited DPS Dubai School. They were warmly received at a special assembly during which and our children learned about the
educational system, the history and culture and reasons for the rapid growth of UAE and Dubai. Our students also had an interactive session and spoke
very confidently. Zeba Khatoon, our student sang a song as a Vote of Thanks. This touched the hearts of the DPS fraternity. It was an excellent exposure
for our students who learned to expand their horizons and also tied friendship bands.
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The group then went to Marco Polo for lunch and returned to the hotel for rest. All rested the group then set out in SUVs for an adventurous desert
safari. On the way they also throttled the Quad Bikes over the sand dunes of Habab Desert and played in the silky sand. After sometime of topsy turvy
drive in the SUVs they reached a camp in the middle of the desert where they enjoyed the fire dance, clicked photos in Arabian outfit, saw the belly dance,
snacked and dinned on tasty Arabian cuisine. The children learned a lot about the climatic conditions and vegetation of the desert.
On day 4 the group visited the Grand Sheikh Zayed Mosque of Abu Dhabi. The mosque is made of pure white marble enriched with Arabian art forms and
calligraphy. It has the world’s largest chandeliers and carpet which is more than 5000 sq.m in size and weighs approximately 47 tons.
The group went around the city of Abu Dhabi and saw the palaces of the Sheikhs, the Supreme Court and other important buildings. They also visited
Ferrari World and posed next to the breath taking super Ferrari cars. This was followed by lunch in a restaurant in Ferrari World. Later in the afternoon
they went to Dubai Mall and saw the fascinating 10-million litre Dubai Aquarium tank, located on the Ground Level. It is one of the largest suspended
aquariums in the world and houses thousands of aquatic animals, comprising over 140 species. They also saw the ice skating rink and thoroughly enjoyed
the water fountain light and sound show.
Before returning to the hotel, they visited the Burj Khalifa, the tallest tower in the world (828m). The elevators go at 10 meters per second and are among
the fastest in the world. It took the group approximately one minute to reach the observation deck on the 124th floor from where they had a magnificent
view of the city of Dubai. The day ended with thrills, adventure and a lot of learning on architecture and facts.
Day 5 the last day of the Dubai Tour was just as exciting as the first. The students went on a tour of Dubai City. They were awestruck by the Burj Al Arab,
the only 7 star hotel in the world and an explicit example of modern architecture. They enjoyed the splendid view of the blue water of the Arabian Sea at
the Persian Gulf. They visited the Dubai Museum where they learned about Pearl diving and date trading done by Arabians in the past. The learnt about
the history of UAE and the struggles faced by the country in those days.
They then went to a Mall and had lunch in a Punjabi Restaurant. From there the group went to Sun City to buy some goodies for their family, friends and
relatives. The shopkeepers were happy to see our students and the uniqueness of the Taurian House T-shirts caught their attention and increased their
curiosity. They enquired more about Taurian and in which part of India it is located.
As the sun touched the horizon the group headed to the airport to fly back home carrying with them all the exciting and memorable experiences captured
in the pictures.
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STUDENTS'
REFLECTIONS &
ARTICLES
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Dandiya Night

MY WONDERLAND

Dandiya night was a great success and an amazing event.
In Dandiya night we played dandiya the whole time and
forgot about food and everything else and just had a
lot of fun. It was an unforgettable moment for me. Our
parents were also invited and they provided very tasty
and amazing food. On that same day primary students
had their Parent Teachers meeting.
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Sitting with a pen and paper in my hand to write something
for the school’s year book, but what to write? How should
I begin? There is so much to say. Suddenly my mind goes
back down memory lane – MY FIRST DAY AT SCHOOL.
It is still so fresh and clear in my mind. Papa and mama
dropped me at school in the car. Unlike others, they did
not escort me to my new class room. I was left all alone,
by myself in the vast ocean of new faces. I was very scared. Thank God!!!
I could see one familiar face, my neighbour. At that very moment, she
seemed to me as an oasis in the desert. She guided me to my classroom
– UKG. I could not see any more familiar faces, but after a few days, I
managed to become friends with all my class mates. Oh! What a relief! I
was so happy to be in a good environment.
The journey that began with more of play, and less study in the beginning,
then changed into less play and more study with the passage of time. My
journey in my school till now has been like ‘ALICE IN WONDERLAND’.

Annual Day

Saanvi Jain, Class VII-A.

Annual Day is an amazing event that is celebrated in our school during
winters. It is an event in which we have many programs such as Western
and Eastern dance, religious and festive songs and drama. Students of
class LKG to XII participate and it is enjoyed by parents. Every year the
Annual Day has a different theme and the food is always very delicious.
Taurian has the best Annual Day in whole of Ranchi.
According to me this school is the best because it has all the facilities such
as studies, art, games, horse riding, computer lab, biology lab, language
lab, physics lab, science lab, and a good canteen.
Bhavya Choudhary
Class VI A

0<+$33,(67020(17,17$85,$1:25/'6&+22/
This is my first time in boarding and in the six months that
I have been in Taurian World School I am enjoying a lot.
When I joined, I thought I would not be able to survive but
after some time I realized that I was wrong. I enjoy myself
a lot. Hostel is my favourite place where sometimes I cry
but not more than five minutes because my friends are
there all the time to help me. A place like Taurian World School can’t be
found in the whole world.
Sayantan Arya, Class VI B
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My Mother

My Pet Nessie

My mother is a loving caring and a kind
lady. When I was born and opened my
eyes I saw one lady smiling at me it was
my mother. She is lovely and always
smiles even when she is worried. She
never beats me, always treats me with
love and care. When I am sick she stays
awake whole night and takes care of me , she also
takes care of every family member. I know how much
she loves me and I also love her very much. She is the
best mother of the world.
Aakriti Agarwal, Class VIII A

I have a pet Nessie
Who plays football like Messie,
It started raining
But the match was entertaining
Everybody cheered for Nessis,
And everybody Said
“Messie, Messie, Messie”!!
One day Nessie had gone
For the practice But the coach said
“Do you have Tactics”
Pratham Singhee, Class VIII A

My Happy Moments in School
EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO NASA
I was very fortunate to get an opportunity to visit NASA
Kennedy’s Space Centre, USA. Thanks to Taurian World
School who organized this trip. I was very excited as
it was once in a like time visit to NASA. There were 7
students accompanied by our School Physics Teacher.
The day we arrived there was like magic. It was a very
fun and educational place. We learnt a lot of things about
space, space shuttles, satellites, astronauts, food etc. We also had an
opportunity to meet and have lunch with Don Thomas, an astronaut who
actually went into space. It was a wonderful trip and I hope I could visit
NASA again.
Harsha, Class VIII B

The favorite moment in our school was the Annual Day.
It was one of the most fantastic moments I’ve ever had.
We had practiced it for many weeks and it all ended up
very well. All our hard work had been purely shown. My
parents were all happy because of my hard work. They
really appreciated my work.
Joshua Bara, Class VII B

I have been in Taurian for almost 2 years and I have never
missed home. My teachers are very supportive they never
ever discourage me whenever I am unable to solve my
sum or questions they always help me. I wish I had come
to this school earlier. I always thought my teachers were
very strict but in Taurian they are too good. I started to
like my teachers, this developed a good relation between me and my
teachers. My basketball coach Mr. Santosh, saw my capability and love
for sports and helped me a lot. All teachers support me very much.
Bhaskar Thakur, Class VI B
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Riddles

ALONE
I had been all alone
Waiting in the silence zone
I was alone, inspite of love

1. What is it that was given to you , belongs to you and yet
your friends use it more than you do?
2. What occurs once in every minute, twice in every moment
but never in a thousand years?
3. 2 mothers and 2 daughters go shopping, they have
Rs.21/- which is split equally between them. How is it
possible?

Nothing seemed to go my way
No chum no fun no game no play
Even when the window creak
Would make me shriek
Situation you might have known
And all I loved , I loved alone

4. What is more useful when broken ?
5. What can you return but never borrow?
6. What becomes long when you remove 3 letters from it?

Then one day a ray of light
Came up slowly in my sight
Then came a lovely being

Answers

Living life I always dreamed

1. Your Name

It taught me the vital fact

2. The letter M
3. One of the mother is a daughter also , because there is a
grandmother, a mother and a daughter, each of them gets
Rs. 7/-.

The more you give
The more you get.
Gunnica Arya, Class VIII A

4. An Egg
5. Thank You
6. Longest
Sneha Lohia, Class VI A
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THE TAURIAN EXPERIENCE

I, Vikas Kumar of class IX-A joined Taurian World School in 2016. This
is my second boarding school. Prior to this, I was in Dehradun, in the
Asian School. I joined Taurian to complete my class IX & X. Taurian
has very good sports facilities and coaches. The teachers too are
supportive. I like the hostel facilities, the students and the warden.
They support me and are very friendly. I have many friends who help
me. Classes are good and the students who come from the city (day
boarders) are also friendly and good. I am enjoying my life in Taurian.

I, Vikas Kumar of class IX-A joined Taurian World School
in 2016. This is my second boarding school. Prior to this, I
was in Dehradun, in the Asian School. I joined Taurian to
complete my class IX & X. Taurian has very good sports
facilities and coaches. The teachers too are supportive.
I like the hostel facilities, the students and the warden.
They support me and are very friendly. I have many
friends who help me. Classes are good and the students
who come from the city (day boarders) are also friendly
and good. I am enjoying my life in Taurian.
Vikas Kumar, Class IX, Adm.No. 1186, Hostel G

Vikas Kumar, Class IX, Hostel G

Boarding at Taurian is really an amazing experience. Though I have been in different boarding
schools in the country, the exposure and experiences I get at Taurian is really an exception. The
foremost concern of a student is always academics and here at Taurian, we get the best of the
academic facility. A very low student-teacher ratio with highly qualified and friendly teachers who
keep no stone unturned to make sure that we give our best performance and achieve great results.
In today’s world a student should not only be good in academics, but also well trained in sports
and other co-curricular activities and we are fortunate that the lush green campus helps us
to master in it. With the world class infrastructure and sports facilities, we are trained by the
best coaches. While we practice rigorously, sometimes we get injured, but our medical team
immediately attends to us. They take good care of us and makes sure that we are safe.
The best part is of course the boarding with well furnished dormitories and very caring wardens
we are always taken care of. Whenever we need support they always come forward to help
us in solving our problems. My peers are also very caring and loving and we friends are always
there for each other today, tomorrow and forever. I am sure that the exposure that we get here
will make us stand out in the crowd.
Gyanesh Kumar, Class XI B, Hostel G
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It is said that home is sweet and Taurian
is home away from home. I have learnt
a lot here. The most important thing
staying in the hostel has taught me is how
to assess people’s nature. I have come
across all kinds of people and now I can
proudly say I understand the difference
between geniuses and deception. I have
become more confident and responsible. I
have learnt to make my own bed, keep my
valuables safely, tidy my table periodically,
compromise on my sleep to increase my
study hours and a lot more. It is said that it
is easy to misuse your freedom when you’re
away from home without the watchful eyes
of your parents, but here at Taurian, I learned
how to use my freedom wisely under the
care and supervision of Rosy Ma’am.
Pragiti Giri, Class XII B, Hostel A
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This is Prithvi from standard XI-A Science stream. I am
a new student enjoying my self by having a very good
experience in this school. I have made many friends
who always support me in my studies. I also have a
good sports experience with the cooperative coaches
who always help me whenever I require assistance in
my particular sport. Taurian has all the sports facilities
and star coaches/trainers. They teach us how to play
and maintain discipline. In Taurian the mess facility
is wonderful and I enjoy all the nutritious food served
which is essential for our health. The medical facility is
also very good. The medical staff always take care of all
the children. The hostel facility is also very good and my
warden takes very good care of all the children. When I
make a mistake, he corrects and makes me understand
the right.
Prithvi, Class XI, Hostel G

When I was younger I saw the movie “Tare Zami Par” which created a horrifying
image of boarding schools in which students are scolded at and discriminated
against. But my picture of boarding and my life completely changed since the time I
stepped into Taurian World School and entered the dormitory. I have come across
people who have had such a big impact on everything I do.
Here at Taurian, all the students, teachers and staff are very kind and helpful.
The time table followed keeps me in check. I have grown healthy and fit, and also
learned some sports. Along with sports my academics has also improved as we
have prep every day. The food is great and fresh. I visited the school’s dairy farm
and organic farm where the vegetables and fruits grow.
Boarding at Taurian has given me opportunities to open up and take part in extra
– curricular activities. All my friends have been supportive and motivating, creating
a healthy environment.
Talking about health, our school has a very good medical department which cares
for students just like our parents to make sure we are always healthy and well.
After boarding at Taurian, I feel empty from the inside at home and long to return.
Taurian is now an important part of my life and I will always cherish these memories…
Pranav Atul Hirawat, Class XI, Hostel G

I am very happy to be in Taurian. It has proved to be
better than my previous school. When I came here, the
initial days were difficult as prior to joining Taurian, I was
not taught to arrange my clothes. With the help of my
warden and friends I quickly learned how to arrange my
clothes. I play cricket because it is my favorite game, but
I have also learned to play new games such as table
tennis, squash and lawn tennis. Unlike my previous school
where we played different games in one field, here each
sport has its own play area so it is very good to play
here. The teachers are very friendly. They teach us well
and I am able to understand nicely. I am very happy and
proud to be a Taurian.
Seraj Verma, Class XI, Hostel G

I always thought boarding was a difficult way of living. Honestly, I never wanted
to be a boarder. When I was about to become a boarder, my friends back home
told me stories about boarding school which scared me. I was apprehensive and
wondered, what would boarding life be all about? When I entered Taurian my
entire life changed. Whatever misconception I had about boarding proved to be
wrong. I enjoy boarding life because all the staff working here are very kind to me.
Compared to my earlier school, everyone working at Taurian treat me with love
and respect. Here I even get time for sports and the coaches help me learn the
games.
After boarding during vacations at home I feel sad and miss boarding life. All the
boarding students are very helpful and playful. Now I feel like boarding is a vital
part of my life.
Shivam Raj, Class XI, Hostel G
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Hostels are no new place for me, but my experience at Taurian is a
totally different and a better one.
As I entered the charming world of Taurian World School and as far as
the eye could see it was the Taurian campus in all its glory
Taurian has treated me how my parents treat me back at home.
Everyone here students and staff have been very kind to me. Due to
all this love and care I have been able to grow into a better person I
have been able to achieve new heights in academics.
I have been able to make good friends and our bond is stronger than blood.
The food is organic and so fresh. The sports has enabled us to maintain
our physic. I have also learned new sports and mastered the old ones.
My experience at Taurian has left an everlasting mark on me.

This is my first boarding experience, and it is a really great and amazing
one. As I walked through the gate, I got a calm and smooth experience
of the natural environment of Taurian. I have never experienced such an
environment in my life till date. As it was my first boarding experience,
I felt a little nervous and could feel the blood rushing through my veins.
It was a very emotional time as my parents left me, but as I entered
my hostel, everything changed. Everyone was friendly, especially the
warden, he is a very nice person. He treated me like my own parents
do. Everybody in the hostel has become my friend.
The sports facilities and coaches are very good. The sportsmanship
in each child is really very nice to see. Every need is taken care of by
the school and life in the boarding is one of the best parts of my life.
Tamojit Parihari, Class XI, Hostel G

Shobhit Kumar, Class XI, Hostel - G

It was a bright sunny day in April, one week before the summer vacation, when I stepped in the huge white gates of Taurian. I was eager to come to
Taurian, as I had heard a lot about this enchanting school, set in the beautiful natural green surrounded by forest. As we entered the administration
block, it was beautifully decorated with flowers and the school and house flags.
Next when I left my parents hand, teachers held my hand. I was a bit scared and upset, but the affectionate hand of the teacher gave me strength.
When we crossed the academic block, it was a whole new world. Circular buildings, trees, white buildings and more trees. I thought which hostel would
be mine. The teacher took me to the white building, the boy’s hostel and left me with my warden “Vikrant Sir”. He then took up responsibility for me,
briefed me and showed me my bed and cupboard.
Next day, the bell rang at 5:30am for morning PT. We left at 6:00am after refreshing ourselves which is indeed good for our health. Being boarders,
we get many opportunities and again in the evening after school we had sports. The food served at four meals are all over good. Sometimes, I don’t
like some dishes, but many like it. However, I find quality food served at every meal.
During the weekends, sometimes we are taken to watch films at theaters, which I like a lot as rarely at home we go to the theaters.
Study time is utilized properly, as we have supervised prep. Boarders benefit more especially during examination time as teachers come to the
hostel in the morning and evening to support us with our studies.
Oh! I forgot to tell the readers about my wonderful and home alike dorm. It is the most soothing place in school. With my bed at the second place, it
is the most enlightening place apart from my place in the academic block where I am in most studious mood.
I enjoy and feel lucky living at such a lovable place called Taurian World School.
Sukrit Katriar, Class IX, Hostel G.
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It was a clear sky on a summer day when I first set foot into a very different world – Taurian
World School. I was in tears because for the first time in I was going to live without my parents. My
teachers happily welcomed me with open arms, especially my dear warden, Mrs. Rossetta David
who nurtured me through a challenging and wonderful journey for 6 years, to a place I took as my
own home. After 3 years, I completed my 10th Board examination and left school. But the place
where I had been showered with so much love and care could not be forgotten so easily. So the
love of Taurian brought me back. Now I am in grade 12. Looking back, I can say I have learnt a lot.
The school is brilliant for nurturing children in every aspect of life, be it co-curricular activities or
academics. A student can develop here to his/her full potential.
Now that I have just few months left to spend in this homely place, I will miss all the happy as well
as sad moments where my elders and teachers were always there to support and show me the
right path.
‘DARE TO DREAM AND DARE TO FULFILL IT’ is what I have learnt here.
Akanksha Kumari, Class XII, Hostel A
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I am a new student and this is my first experience of a Boarding
school. On very first day I was feeling so nervous but now I feel very
good and wonderful. I have so many friends here. The thing I like
most here is the better education, discipline and facilities of various
type of sports.
Wardens in the school are very supportive & sweet – natured.
Sometimes I feel very bad here because my parents are not here
but our Teachers, Warden and friends are so good that I never feel
alone. They guide and support me in all situations to make my future
bright.
I also like the foods of this school, it is balanced and healthy.
Priyanshu Kumar Class VII B, Hostel – F

I have spent more than two years in this school and feel very much
special here. The best thing about this school is its academics followed
by sports. We do a lot of fun while playing sports and even during
learning our academics. Through Activities in classes we understand
the topics practically.
We also have well equipped Music and Arts Department to enrich
our skills. Horse – riding and Swimming Pool are the major attractions
of the school.
The food quality is very nice – healthy and nutritious. There are so
many varieties in Mess Menu. Milk, vegetables & fruits are directly
supplied from our own Farms.
I love my hostel where all my friends and classmates stay together
happily though we all are from different places, different culture and
different backgrounds.
We also go for outing on regular intervals to watch inspiring Movies
or for Educational Tours. We also enjoy Hostel Party every month
where Hostel Awards are also given.
I am really glad to stay in such a wonderful and amazing campus.
Kunal Singh, Class VI B, Hostel- F
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I have spent more than 2 years in Taurian World School as a boarder.
Before coming to this school I used to think that hostel life is not good
but it was not true. Here I feel “a home away from home”. I have got
many good friends here. I love to spend my time in reading books and
with friends. Here we get best facilities. I never felt bad by staying in
hostel. Here we get additional classes during whole session. We have
co-curricular activities happening whole year and by staying in the
hostel we become self-dependent. So I like boarding life in Taurian.
Anshu Ranjan Class VI B, Hostel- F
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Report on TWS : Winner of
Mehwalal Challenge Trophy 201516 (Football) :
Congratulations sir! Keep it up We
are proud to put our ward in your
school. Mr. Risha Pandey, Father of
Ronit Raj, Adm. No 820, class 5B.
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Good job! Mr. Mansoor Ahmed,
Father of Syed Ali Abraham, Adm.
No. 952, Class 3A



Wish all the students best of luck for their
exams...Mrs. Sweta Jain, Mother of Samik
Ajmera, Adm. No. 628, class 10 and Shashwat Ajmera, Adm. No. 979, class 7A.



Greetings! This is to inform you, my son
Ayushman Sinha is student of grade of 1 in
your esteem institution. Due to our plan for
relocation to another state we would want
to withdraw our son. At this juncture we
would also like to appreciate the leadership
with which the institution is being guided, the
wonderful faculty which is nurturing these
small kids. We are happy with the progress
but as we are relocating hence we have to
leave the wonderful institution.Thanks for
your support and cooperation .Regards
Gunjan Bihari, parents of Ayushman Sinha,
Adm. No. 1077 Class 1A.



My son Rishabh Lohot joined the school in
second quarter of the academic year 201516. During his initial schooling which was carried out in Giridih, he was reluctant to go to
school due to stressful studies and attitude
of teachers. After joining the TWS we are
observing a drastic change in Rishabh. This
is because the way you are dealing with children. You have infuse great confidence in
my son by involving him in various activities

Very Good. Initiative. Mr.
Rajiv Bagaria, Father of
Anuj Bagaria, Adm. No.
746, Class 9A.
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Wish you all the Best. Our Duaa to Allah and
his blessings to all the students . We do appreciate the school crew to bless them in
such traditional way. Mr. Sayed Mohammad
TariqueAnwar, Father of Sayed Umar, Adm.
No.1024, class 6B.

Report On Grade X : Online
Mathematics Assessment
Activity :

Report on Grade 3 - Unit on Money :

Report on S
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like participation in every school activities
and sports which is appreciable. Teaching
and training in extra curricular activities are
highly appreciable. He received two medals during sports and a certificate for spell
bee competition which has boosted his confidence. Our only concern is What food our
children are eating at school? So we expect
little feedback from school regarding the
eating habit and little information regarding
the menu. School could provide little understanding regarding the syllabus and let the
parents know what the kids are to be taught
during weekends. We expect the same trend
from TWS in future. With Regards, Dr. Vaibhav D. Lohot & Smitha, Parents of Rishabh
Lohot, Adm. No. 1142 class 2A.
Response to Requisition
Physiotherapist :
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providing

Thank you so much mam for responding to
my prayer. I hope and trust this school will go
a long way for giving an Integrated concept
of schooling for all kinds of children under the
dynamic leadership of Sri D.R. Singh.
Navneet Kumar father of Shivay Narayan, Adm.
No.1134 Class 2A.
Report on Daily HW and FA1 Test Schedule
(Classes 6 to 8) :
It’s a great change that you have made in the
new year and this even help us as a parents of
term borders. The early information of home
work, tests and exams. Help us to enforce on
our boards while speaking to them on weekly
bases. Kindly keep it up. Mr. Sayed Mohammad
Tarique Anwar, Father of Sayed Umar, Adm.
No. 1024, class 7B.

Report on Introductory Message from the
Principal’s Desk:
Dear Dr.Subhash Kumar, Welcome to the
Family of Taurian World School. We sincerely
hope that your experience and knowledge will
enlighten our children’s future. We extend our
full co-operation. Hope to meet you soon.
Regards. Mr. Abhay Kumar Kanth, Father of
Apurv Kanth, Adm. No. 1178, Class 1A
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e goals :
Report on How to set and achiev
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Unique flowers we rarely see- wel
come note to parents and
students :
Respected sir, First of all,please acc
ept my welcome to this world.
Sir, I appreciate your gesture sending
us rare and loveliest flowers
I have never seen. I personally believe
that overall development of
child is a team work where all stak
eholders are important. I hope
we all will contribute our sincere effo
rt for the betterment of our
children and your able and visionar y
guidance will give a new heights
to our efforts.
As and when I get opportunity, I wou
ld like to meet you. Ms. Shobha
Kerketta, Mother of Kriti Toppo, clas
s 6B
Respected sir, Thank you very muc
h from the core of my heart
for the beautiful flowers. Really thes
e flowers are very rare. I am
a practicing chartered accountant
by profession and i am ready
to address student of any class ...
Regards, Mr. Vivek Choudhary,
Father of Shourya Choudhary, Adm
. No. 1176, Class 7B
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Coffee with the Principal :
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Congrats team Taurian for
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BOARDING LIFE &
EVENTS
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Message

TWS boarding is based on the core principles of discipline and family living;
home away from home. A boarding school environment stretches the
students academically as they get to spend extra time on the campus
which is well structured and supervised. Living away from home students
learn to cope better with the challenges of life. Feeling of sharing and
helping is inculcated while living in a community where their peers are
going through the same experience. A positive attitude is reinforced
through various activities through a collaborative effort involving faculty,
students and parents. All the available time allows boarders to take part
in many sporting and cultural activities. At the end of the action packed
day, boarders flop into the bed exhausted but are up with enthusiasm and
excitement. The next morning marks a fresh beginning. Taurian boarding
aims at improving the agility, strength and fitness of the students rather
than just general education.
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Taurian provides clean and safe living and working space where the students
learn to be self dependent and self responsible which is almost impossible
to have at home. Boarding at Taurian is all about developing and nurturing
the individual talents in a well disciplined and monitored environment.
“Believe you can and act on that belief” this brings out the best of every
boarder at TWS.” Knowledge is not worth until it is implemented”. Based
on this principle, boarding at TWS strives to bring all around development
in the students and more importantly helps them to become responsible
citizens. Commitment is our passion.
Mr. Rajeev Ranjan
Boarding Incharge
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WARDEN'S REFLECTION

Mrs. Rosetta David

Ms. Sutapa Giri

Mr. Rajesh Ranjan

Mr. Samuel Michael

I have been a warden in this
school since its inception. I
would like to share with you
a few precious moments we
spend here with the kids. Firstly
I make it a home away from
home experience for them.
They get up early morning
every day and go for morning
exercise. Then it’s dress up and
off to school. On weekends it’s
time for some grooming, this
time I taught them how to hold
a spoon and fork and put food
in their mouths.

I, take care of the students
in the age group of 9 – 12
years in hostel I. My day
begins at 5:00am and ends
at 10:00pm at light time off.
As a parent of the hostel I, I
always try to ensure that the
children maintain discipline,
respect one another and
live happily together. The
children are always ready
to share their feelings and
activities with me. This is a
big plus as there are times
when children argue and
it helps me resolve the
problem by discussing the
matter with the children.
The love they give me is
inexplicable, this gives me
immense satisfaction and
makes my work enjoyable.

I am highly indebted to the Almighty
for providing me the opportunity to
be a part of Taurian World School
and also for his continued guidance
in nurturing the institution into a
blossoming and fragrant flower.

Taurian is one of the
best schools I have
worked in. Being a
warden here has been
an incredibly rewarding
experience for me. All
the staff here work
extremely hard to make
sure that every child is
well looked after and I
am honoured to be a
part of this. My goal as
a warden is to make
sure that every child
under my care gets my
full attention so that
they can have the best
possible experience at
Taurian.

Then there is also time for
recreation I painted their faces
and taught them mime dancing.
All the children long to get
back to the hostel after their
vacations as they have so much
more to do and learn here.
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In my capacity as a Warden, I’m
committed to provide utmost care
for a comfortable (homely) stay
coupled with desirable ambience
for academic, cultural, extracurricular and overall personality
development of the students.
Our children have earned laurels
for themselves in various avenues
of life and I feel proud of their
achievements.
I wish children to grow up with
strong roots of Indian culture and
values with an excellent academic
exposure, so that they become
strong pillars of the Nation.
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Mr. Vikrant Bharti

Mr. Keith David

It is a great pleasure for me to learn that, the
hostel life of the students is a very important part
of life where students live away from parents,
experience a new independence life, make new
friends, expand their horizon of activities and
learn to make his own decisions. I believe that,
throughout life students remember the time they
spent in hostels.

“Do not train a child to learn by force but
direct them to it by what amuses their minds,
so that you may be better able to discover
with accuracy the peculiar bent of the genius
of each child” quoted by Plato is an inspiration
which inspires me to work with our students. A
home away from home atmosphere helps the
Taurian boarding school to rejuvenate positivity
and co scholastic development in the students.
My personal bonding with the students is that
of a family which not only shares the success
of his children but also motivates each child to
bring out the hidden qualities in them. Each child
is equally valuable and is attended to with care
and affection keeping in mind that they inculcate
the values of self discipline, self confidence,
time management and brotherhood. Boarding
at Taurian is all about developing and nurturing
the individual talents in a well disciplined and
monitored environment. I am fortunate to be
a part of the Taurian family and wish to see
good citizens graduating out from Taurian world
school.

Many students who have lived in G hostels are now
well known for their time management, grooming,
discipline, dining etiquettes, leadership and leading
in their areas of activities; for many students
hostels are the breeding grounds for many of their
creative extracurricular activities and learning that
helps in shaping their overall personality.
In order to help students in their new endeavors
I make every effort to provide a hostel life where
students do not feel home sickness and full of
activities. These all things where the students are
achieved I fill happy and same I accept there is
24x7 duty but it’s give me lots of learning as well
as happiness in life that’s why love my job.
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The boarding students enjoy their weekend activities together with the hostel wardens and staff members living on campus. Like the previous year, they
continued with the Best Hostel Award & Best Student Award Ceremony. Also the exciting House Parties and DJ Nites hosted by Phoenix, Unicorn, Dragon
and Griffins house in rotation.
This year a Welcome Party was organized by the older boarders on 9th April, 2016 to welcome and encourage the new students to connect and settle
in as part of the Taurian family.
Students also visited the War Memorial in Dipatoli, Ranchi, and saw the beautiful Light and Sound Show. They spent weekends playing games, going out
to the city for movies, picnics and celebrating festivals (Holi, Eid, Iftar, Teej, Rath Yatra ) together.
The boarding students enjoy their weekend activities together with the hostel wardens and staff members living on campus. Like the previous year, they
continued with the Best Hostel Award & Best Student Award Ceremony. Also the exciting House Parties and DJ Nites hosted by Phoenix, Unicorn, Dragon
and Griffins house in rotation.
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GROUP PHOTOGRAPHS
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Class L.K.G.
1st row (top): Ms. Sima Das (Class Teacher), Dr. Subhash Kumar
(Principal), Ms. Swati Sarkar (Primary Section Coordinator)
2nd row (bottom): Jaykant Bhogta, Yuvraj Singh, Hannah Sarah
Bage, Sasha Angel Bharti, Lawsen Bhogta

Class U.K.G.
1st row (top): Ms. Anupa Kerketta (Class teacher), Dr. Subhash Kumar
(Principal), Ms. Swati Sarkar (Primary Section Coordinator)
2nd row (bottom): Virat Singh, Monika Kumari, Aashvi Kashyap,
Abhigyan Agarwal, Vaneesha Jaiswal, Ramdhan Sarawgi, Aiden
Ewan Singh, Naman Bansal
Absent: Ansh Prashar
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Class I
1st row (left to right) : Apurv Kanth, Shwet Raj, Ms. Neetu Rai (Assistant
Teacher), Ms. Sujata Singh (Homeroom Teacher), Dr. Subhash Kumar
(Principal), Ms. Swati Sarkar (Primary Section Coordinator), Shivani
Singh, Aarvi Priya.
2nd row (left to right) : Satyam Kumar Ghiriya, Shaun Marl’o David,
Samrat Singh, Uttpal Sharma, Aryan Choudhary, Shaurya Singh, Yahvi
Barnawal.

Class II
1st row (top) : Aarush Mehta, Krish Vaibhav, Saksham Agarwal, Aishwary,
Jai Arya, Archit Choudhary, Nishant Ashish Subarno, Alankrit A. Minz
2nd row (middle) : Ms. Nirmala Bhagat (Homeroom Teacher), Rajveer
Panjiyar, Pratap Jay Shankar, Malak Hasan Khan, Aashvi Modi, Sonali
Kumari, Shagun Pandey, Shrilina Dey, Rishabh V. Lohot, Aditya Singh,
Ms. Heba Butool (Assistant Teacher)
3rd row (bottom) : Dhruvansh Kumar, Ms. Renu Kumar (Teacher),
Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Ms. Swati Sarkar (Primary Section
Coordinator), Ms. Urvashi Tripathy (SEN Teacher), Akshita Roy
Absent : Dhruvansh Kumar
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Class III
1st row (top) : Srivatsa Pathak, Adarsh Kumar, Akshat Sharma, Aryan
Anand, Akshat Kumar, Aditya Pratap, Harsh Mishra, Shivam Agrawal.
2nd row (middle) : Garima Shankar, Rajnandini, Paridhi Bhandari, Jyoti
Singh, Sonal Jaiswal, Avni Kejriwal.
3rd row (bottom) : Sunand Rathi, Ms. Richa Chaudhary (Homeroom
Teacher), Dr. Subash kumar (Principal), Swati Sarkar(Primary Academic
Coordinator), Lily Sinha (Assistant teacher), Piyush Kumar.

Grade IV
1st row (top) : Chirag Kumar, Aryan Anand, Kshitz Arya, Harshit Kumar,
Ratnam Dakshinamurthi,Garv Ekka.
2nd row (top) : Sadiq Irfan Siddique, Arindum Agarwal, Syed Ali
Abraham, Ghazanaffar Ali Khan, Md. Hayat Mallick, Aaditya Lohia.
3rd row (top) : Pearl Shreya Paul, Millika Poorvi, Barkha Rai,Shilpi Jaiswal,
Pramila Kumari, Namita Kumari, Soni Kumari, Vaishnawi Sinha, Johanna
Sneha Bara, Srishti Kerketta.
4th row (bottom) : Siyonah Shyam, Ms.Heena kumari Singh (Home
Room Teacher), Mr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Ms. Swati Sarkar
(Primary Coordinator), Ms. Farhat Nasim (Teacher), Ipshita Singh.
Absent : Animesh Kumar
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Class V A
1st row (top) : Sanath Singh, Aryaman Singh, Aniket Singh, Kshitij Kumar,
Saugandh Kumar.
2nd row (middle): Kushagra Jain, Aarjav Vijay Choudhary, Vishal Kumar,
Shubham Choudhary, Akshat Raj.
3rd row (middle) : Mr. Rajesh (Teacher), Aditya Andrew Solomon,
Shiddhani Shandilya, Aprajita Singh, Aahika Jain, Vansh Kirti Kujur, Aadya
Sharma, Muskan Kumari, Divyansh Birwa, Mr. Pratik Sangam (French
Teacher)
4th row ( bottom) : Mrs. Swati Paul (Hindi Teacher), Mrs. Sunita Sinha
(Hindi Teacher), Ms.Taniya Ghosh (Homeroom Teacher), Dr. Subhash
Kumar (Principal), Ms. Swati Sarkar (Primary Section Coordinator), Ms.
Sumaiya Ambreen (Co-teacher), Mrs Sadaf Rahman (Co-teacher), Mrs.
Urvashi Tripathi (SEN Teacher).

Class V B
1st row (top) : Lakshendra Singh, Arsh Anant, Aarav Chawla, Prashast
Paul Bhengra, Aayan Khalid, Rudransh Ashwin, Joshua Bage, Sibtain
Khan
2nd row (middle) : Mr. Rajesh (Teacher), Jai Singhee, Ashish Kumar,
Nishant Kumar, Antara Chawla, Suhaani Garg, Priyanshi Vishakha, Tejas
Choudhary, Amrit Singh, Pratik Sangam (French Teacher)
3rd row (bottom) : Mrs. Swati Paul (Hindi Teacher), Mrs. Sunita Sinha
(Hindi Teacher), Ms. Taniya Ghosh (Homeroom Teacher), Dr. Subhash
Kumar (Principal), Ms. Swati Sarkar (Primary Section Co-ordinator),
Ms. Sumaiya Ambreen (Co-teacher), Mrs Sadaf Rahman (Co-teacher).
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Class VI A
Standing 1st row (top left to right) : Ishan Diwedy, Shweat Kumar, Badal
Kachhap, Advay Kumar Aarav Budhia
Standing 2nd row (left to right) : Amleshwar Prasad, Arti Kumari,
Bhavya Chowdhary, Ayush Poddar
Sitting (left to right) : Akshat Jaiswal, Mr. Vijay A. Paul (Middle School
Academic Co-ordinator), Dr. Subash Kumar (Principal), Mrs. Sugita
Mukhopadhyay (Class Teacher), Atal Anmol
Absent: Sneha Lohia

Class VI B
Standing 1st row (left to right) : Sayantan Arya, Bhaskar Thakur,
Sandeep Kumar, Anshu Ranjan, Harsh Tejaswi, Kunal Singh, Kanishka
Singh.
Standing 2nd row (left to right) : Harsh Sandhu, Kriti Toppo, Tehreem
Rabbani, Sumehra Parween, Gauri Archita, Anmol Singh.
Standing 3rd row (left to right) : Krrish Aditya, Mr. Vijay A. Paul (Middle
School Academic Coordinator), Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Pooja
Rai (Class Teacher), Ashish Srivastava
Absent: Shristy Ranjan
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Class VII A
Standing 1st row (left to right) : Rakshat Kumar, Keshav Agarwal,
Samarthya Shandilya, Sambhav Jha, Rahul Kr. Bhagat, Aman Singh,
Saksham Raj, Kartik Rai, Rameek Singh
Standing 2nd row (left to right): Harsh Kumar, Arushi Singh, Attreyee
Ghosh, Bhavya Rai, Aksha Parween, Saanvi Jain, Khushi Choubey, Aayush
Singh.
Standing 3rd row (left to right): Arghajit Mitra, Aditya Tiwari, Bela Prasad
(Class Teacher), Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Mr. Vijay A. Paul (Middle
School Academic Coordinator), Vibhu Agarwal, Shaan Ahmad

Class VII B
Standing 1st row (left to right): Aryaveer Pratap Singh, Pradat Nelson
Bhengra, Suprateek Shivam, Aayush Singh, Sayeed Umar, Vibhu,
Rajveer Pratap Singh
Standing 2nd row (left to right): Joshua Bara, Priyanshu Kumar,
Naman Tekriwal, Md.Yasir Zahir, Siddhant Dhanuka, Harsh Sundi,
Satyam Kumar, Shourya Chaudhury
Standing 3rd row (left to right): Abhishek Kumar, Mr. Vijay A. Paul
(Middle School Academic Coordinator), Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal),
Arunangshu Chaudhury, Atul Raj
Absent: Maaz O. Rahman
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Class VIII A
Standing 1st row (left to right) : Rohit S. Kujur, Harshal Aman, Harshit
Saxena, Shriyansh Shahdeo, Atik Khan
Standing 2nd row (left to right) : Shashank Tiriya, Pratyush Pawan,
Adarsh Mittal, Malav Ranpara, Shivam Sharma, Pratham Singhee
Standing 3rd row (left to right) : Sakshi Kumari, Aanchal Maroo, Shreya
Rai, Gunnica Arya, Aakriti Agarwal
Sitting (left to right) : Akash Singh, Mr.Vijay A. Paul (Middle School
Academic Coordinator), Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal) Miss Madhu
Chhanda Mazumdar (Class Teacher), Apoorv Ansh

Class VIII B
Standing 1st row (left to right) : Mohammad Sahil, Yogendra Nath Hui,
Akash Ranjan, Yash Singh, Sparsh Kamal
Standing 2nd row (left to right) : Harsh Patel, Royal Priyanshu, Ananya
Prakash Singh, Chaitanya Prakash Singh, Harsha Deo, Ansh Anmol
Standing 3rd row (left to right) : Sushant Kumar, Amit Kumar Bhogta,
Vineet Kumar, Md. Rustam, Kumar Hritik Thakur, Someshwar Samant
Sitting (left to right): Nishant Raj, Mr. Vijay Paul (Middle School Academic
Co-ordinator) Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Mrs. Caroline O’ Connor
(Class teacher), Shubham Kumar
Absent: Saurav Srivastava
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Class IX A
Standing 1st row (left to right): Saumya Masih, Abhinav Das, Subham
Kumar, Ishan Purohit, Andrew Jude O’Conner, Ankit Kumar Gorai.
Standing 2nd row: Anuj Bagaria, Anoushka Sarkar, Astha Mittal, Tejaswini
Saraswati, Simram Shahdeo, Kashish Naaz, Sujal Asim Lakra.
Standing 3rd row: Simone, Humaira Khalid, Saumya Rakesh, Rakshita
Raj, Pallavi Singh.
Sitting (left to right): Vikash Kumar, Abdullah Ahmed, Mrs. Madhulika
Agarwal (Sr. Sec. Academic Coordinator), Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal),
Mr. Subhojeet Banerjee (Class Teacher), Kshitiz Singh, Aman Kumar

Class IX B
Standing 1st row (left to right): Arpan Bara, Kunal Kumar, Somya
Vardhan, Satyam Kumar, Himraj, Adarsh
Standing middle row : Soumyabrata Basu, Joyce Michael, Zeba
Khatoon, Shalini Shah, Arshneet Kaur, Richa Ranjan, Sukrit Katriar
Sitting (left to right) : Prateek Raj Kullu, Mrs.Madhulika Agarwal
(Sr. Secondary Academic Coordinator), Dr Subhash Kumar (Principal),
Mr. Himanshu Gupta (Class Teacher), Piyush Kumar Jha
Absent : Rahul Raj, Aditya Raj, Mayank Raj, Harsh Vardhan
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Class XA
Standing 1st row (left to right) : Abdullah Suleman, Sanket Kumar, Prafful
Mishra, Abhishek Kr. Singh, Ashirwad Sharma, Bashisht Kr. Rana
2nd row (left to right) : Reeham Zaman, Arushee Sharon, Yogesh Kumar,
Hitesh Kr. Dubey, Tanishq Gohil, Harsh Kashyap, Nancy, Puja Kumari,
Sanjana Choudhary
3rd row (Left to right) : Mr. Bal Vikas Tiwari (Teacher Mathematics), Mr.
Himanshu Gupta (Teacher Science), Kumari Anjali, Yuktashree Hui, Anushal
Kaushal, Prachi, Shrestha Soren, Ashwita Singh, Mr. Subhojeet Banerjee
(Teacher Geography)
Sitting (Left to right) : Ms. Puja Singh (Teacher Economics), Ms.
Chandramukhi Singh (Teacher English), Mrs. Madhulika Agarwal
(Sr. Sec. Academic Coordinator), Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Ms.
Sugita Mukhopadhyay (Teacher History/Civics), Ms. Sutapa Dey (Teacher
French), Mr. Yogesh Popat (Teacher Physics)
Absent: Rida Sanober Rahman, Gautam Kr. Agarwal, Mrs. Nibha Singh
(Class Teacher, Hindi)

Class XB
Standing 1st row (left to right): Moin Haider Khan, Amit Jha, Pritam
Oraon, Ranjan Hansda
2nd row (left to right): Sankalp Srijan, Shanu Sharma, Anshul Anand,
Shubham Kumar Ghiriya, Priyanshu Saurabh, Gaurav Kumar, Harsh
Kumar Singh, Vinit Kumar
3rd row (Left to right): Mr. Bal Vikas Tiwari (Teacher Mathematics),
Mr. Arvind Sharma (Teacher Sanskrit), Prince Kumar Gupta, Pratyush
Choubey, Gaurav Singh, Garv Kumar, Mr. Himanshu Gupta (Teacher
Chemistry), Mr. Yogesh Poppat (Teacher Physics)
Sitting (Left to right): Ms Puja Singh (Teacher Economics), Mrs.
Chandramukhi Singh (Teacher English), Ms Priyanka Shukla (Class
Teacher, Biology), Mr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Mrs. Madhulika
Agarwal (Sr. Sec. Academic Coordinator), Mrs. Sugita Mukhopadhyay
(Teacher History/civics), Mr. Subhajeet Banerjee (Teacher Geography)
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Class XI A
Standing (left to right) : Shivam Raj , Dhananjay Kumar , Shobhit Kumar ,
Prithvi , Shoumil Chandra , Rohit Kr. Singh , Tamojit Parihari
Sitting (left to right): Sayantan Majumder, Mrs. Madhulika Agarwal
(Sr. Sec. Academic Coordinator), Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Mr. Bal
Vikas Tiwari (Class Teacher), Ashutosh Kumar

Class XI-B
Standing 1st row (left to right) : Gyanesh Kumar, Seraj Verma, Pranav
Atul Hirawat, Keith Soy Murum, Kumar Praful
Standing 2nd row : Nitu Kumari, Antariksh Tekriwal, Satyam Kumar,
Rishu Raj, Savar Kapoor, Devishi Sharma
Sitting (left to right) : Mr.Pradeep Kumar (Class Teacher), Dr. Subhash
Kumar (Principal), Ms. Madhulika Agarwal (Sr. Sec. Academic
Coordinator), Ms. Sharmila Chatterjee (Teacher SEN Dept.)
Absent : Rohit Raj
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Class XII A
Standing 1st row (left to right): Mr. Avinish Kr. Tripathy (Teacher PHE),
Hrithwika Singh, Shambhavi Thakur, Rishabh Raj, Abijit Mandal, Piyush
Pratik, Akansha Kumari, Ritika Raj, Mr. Yogesh Popat (Teacher Physics)
Sitting (left to right): Miss Priyanka Shukla (Teacher Biology), Ms.
Chandramukhi Singh (Class Teacher, English), Ms. Madhulika Agrawal
(Sr. Sec. Academic Coordinator), Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal),
Mr. Shyamji Choubey (Teacher Chemistry), Ms. Manju S. Prasad (Teacher
Mathematics), Mr. Bal Vikas Tiwari (Teacher Physics)
Absent: Abhishek Nagvekar

Class XII-B
Standing 1st row (left to right): Arpana Sinha , Danish Hayat Khan,
Avinash Kumar Singh, Siddhant Jaiswal, Saurav Mishra, Pragati Giri.
Sitting (left to right): Mr.Avinesh Kr. Tripathy (Teacher PHE), Ms.Jaya
Mishra (Teacher B. St.), Ms.Puja Singh (Class Teacher, Economics),
Dr. Shubhash Kumar (Principal), Ms. Madhulika Agarwal (Sr. Sec.
Academic Coordinator), Ms. Chandramukhi Singh (Teacher English),
Mr. Pradeep Kumar (Teacher Accountancy)
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Admin Group Picture
Sitting 1st row (left to right) : Mr.Pankaj Sinha, Mr. Ashish Agarwal, Dr. Subhash
Kumar, Mr. Laxman Jha, Mr. Amar Kumar
Standing 2nd row (left to right) : Mr. Manoj Lakra, Ms. Rachna Bharadwaj,
Mrs. Rimil Tamba, Mrs. Leslie Ann Kwan, Mrs. Silvina Kim David, Mrs. Sunita
Pathak, Mr. Gagan Kumar
Standing 3rd row (left to right) : Mr. Mantosh Kumar Paswan, Mr. Sanjay
Lohra, Mr. Rinku Ohdar, Mr. Ajay Roy, Mr. Rajiv Kumar Ranjan, Mr. Prahlaad
Kachhap, Mr. Sumit Suman
Standing 4th row (left to right) : Mr. Dusmanta Kumar Dalei, Mr. Sunil,
Mr. Ramji Prasad, Mr. Prasenjit Ghosh, Mr. Arvind Tiwary, Mr. Jayesh Maru,
Mr. Narendra Mohan Mitra

Hostel Wardens
Standing 1st row (left to right): Keith David, Vikrant Bharti, Samuel
Micheal, Adarsh Kumar, Rajesh Ranjan
Sitting (left to right): Rosetta David, Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Mr.
Rajeev Ranjan, Sutapa Giri
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Bagpipe Band
1st row (left to right) : Himraj, Shubham Kumar, Sahil Khan, Atul Raj, Nishant
Raj, Soumya Vardhan
2nd row (left to right) : Vibhu Agarwal, Ayush Singh, Harsh Patel, Harsha
Deo, Arghajit Mitra, Keshav Agarwal
3rd row (left to right): Harsh Tejashwi, Amleshwar Prasad, Hritwik Thakur,
Md. Rustam, Sweat Kumar, Arti Kumari, Harsh Singh, Aniket Singh
4th row (left to right) : Siddhant Dhanuka, Muskan Kumari, Barkha Rai,
Ashish Kumar, Harshit Kumar, Kshitz Kumar, Namita Kumari, Soni Kumari,
Pearl Shreya Paul, Rahul Bhagat
5th row (left to right) : Mr. Wilshan Kullu (Band Instructor), D.R Subhash
Kumar (Principal), Mr. Joel Deepak Raj (Sports Coordinator)

Basketball Team [Secondary]
1st row (left to right) : Shobhit Kumar, Abdullah, Abhishek Kr. Singh,
Avinash Kr. Singh, Ashutosh Kumar, Danish Hayat Khan, Aditya Banerjee
2nd row (left to right) : Harsh Sandhu, Arghajit Mitra, Md. Rustam, Rishu
Raj, Abhinav Das, Aniket Singh, Hrithik Thakur, Sushant Kumar, Sashank
Kr. Tiriya, Priyanshu Kumar
3rd row (left to right) : Ashwita Singh, Hritwika Singh, Akanksha Kumari,
Shalini Shah, Tahreem Rabbani, Sumehra Parween, Yuktashree Hui
4th row (left to right) : Sneha Lohia, Bhavya Choudhary, Shreya Rai,
Devishi Kumari, Reeham Zaman, Arti Kumari, Pragati Giri
5th row (left to right) : Mr. Santosh Kumar Singh (Basketball Coach),
Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Mr. Joel Deepak Raj (Sports Coordinator)
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Cricket Team
Standing 1st row (left to right): Shanu Sharma, Sanket Kumar , Somya
Vardhan, Prithvi , Seraj Verma, Dhananjay Kumar, Himraj,
2nd row (left to right) : Prince Kumar Gupta, Royal Priyanshu, Vinit Kumar,
Sparsh Kamal, Harsh Kashyap, Harsh Patel, Aman Kuamr,
3rd row (left to right) : Abhishek Kumar, Ayush Singh, Rahul Kumar Bhagat,
Antriksh Tekriwal, Siddhant Dhanuka, Aman Singh, Keshav Aggarwal,
4th row (left to right) : Satyam Kumar, Harsh Kumar, Sandeep Kumar, Shwet
Kumar, Kanish Singh, Md.Yasir Zaheer, Amleshwer Kumar,
5th row (left to right) : Mr. Zeeshan Bin Wasi (Cricket Coach),Dr. Subhash
Kumar (Principal), Mr. Joel Deepak Raj (Sports Coordinator), Mr. Deepak
Kumar Singh (Cricket Coach)

Basketball Team [Primary]
1st row (left to right): Kushagra Jain,Akshat Raj, Aryaman Singh, Aniket
Singh, Shubham Choudhary, Syed Ali Abraham, Akshat
2nd row (left to right) : Aaditya Lohia, Sadiq Irfan, Siyonah Shyam,
Aprajita Singh,Pramila Kumari,Shilpi Jaiswal, Johanna Sneha Bara,
Ghazanaffar Ali Khan,Md. Hayat Mallick.
3rd row (left to right) : Pearl Shreya Paul, Srishti Aanchal Kerketta,
Ipshita Singh, Paridhi Bhandari, Millika Poorvi, Rajnandani, Garima
Shankar, Avani Kejriwal
4th row (left to right) : Santosh Kumar Singh, Dr. Subhash Kumar, Joel
Deepak Raj
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Lawn Tennis Team
1st row (left to right) : Anshu Ranjan, Syed Omar, Rishab Raj, Abhijit Mandal,
Sukrit Katriar, Malav Ranpara, Ayush Kumar
2nd row (left to right) : Shivam Agarwal, Aryan Anand, Lakshendra Singh,
Shrestha Soren, Joyce Michael, Richa Ranjan, Arindum Agarwal, Piyush
Jha, Adarsh Kumar
3rd row (left to right) : Siddhani Shandilya, Priyanshi Vishakha, Antara
Chawla, Vansh Kriti Kujur, Suhaani Garg, Aahika Jain, Aadhya Sharma,
Vidhi Vikash Jain
4th row (left to right) : Mr. Sujeet Kr. Singh (Lawn Tennis Coach),
Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Mr. Joel Deepak Raj (Sports Coordinator)

Squash Team
1st row (left to right) : Rajveer P Singh,Vinit Kumar, Shivam Kumar,
Pranav Atul Hirawat, Piyush Jha, Tamojit Parihaari, Atal Anmol
2nd row (left to right) : Ayush Poddar, Aarav Bhudiya, Arya Veer
P Singh, Harsh Tejaswi, Harsh Paul Sundi, Ishan Diwedy, Shwet Raj,
3rd row (left to right) : Nishant Kumar, Aryan Anand, Kshitij Kumar,
Sibtain Khan, Amrit Singh, Ghazanaffar Ali Khan, Ashish Kumar, Aditya
Andrew Soleman.
4th row (left to right) : Mr. Subhash Singh Munda (Squash Coach),
Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Joel Deepak Raj (Sports Coordinator)
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Swimming Team
1st row (left to right) : Shubham Kumar, Shanu Sharma, Abhishek Singh,
Ashirwad Sharma, Nishant Raj, Sahil Khan
2nd row (left to right) : Harsh Tejaswi, Vibhu Agrawal, Sakshi Kumari, Tejaswani
Saraswati, Zeba Khatoon, Atul Raj, Harshal Aman
3rd row (left to right) : Siyonah Shayam, Jyoti Singh, Saugandh Kumar,
Prashast Paul Bhengra, Harshit Kumar, Sanath Singh, Vishal Kumar, Namita
Kumari, Soni Kumari
4th row (left to right) : Pearl Shreya Paul, Vaishnawi Sinha, Muskan Kumari,
Sonali Kumari, Barkha Rai, Sonal Jaiswal
Sitting (left to right) : Mr. Biswajit Pramanik (Life Guard), Mr. Abhijeet Chauhan
(Swimming Coach), Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Mr. Joel Deepak Raj
(Sports Coordinator), Mr. Amrendra Chauhan (Assistant Swimming Coach)

Table Tennis Team
Standing (left to right) : Pallavi Singh, Shrestha Soren, Pranav Atul
Hirawat, Somya Vardhan, Aman Kumar, Antriksh Tekriwal, Nitu Kumari,
Anouksha Sarkar.
Sitting (left to right) : Muskan Kumari, Mr. Krishnendu Pramanick, Dr.
Subhash Kumar (Principal), Mr. Joel Deepak Raj (Sports Coordinator),
Barkha Rai
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Football Team (Primary):
Standing 1st row (left to right): Aditya Pratap, Saugandh Kumar, Joshua
Bage, Aarav Chawla, Harshit Kumar, Ratnam Dakshinamurti.
Standing 2nd Row (left to right): Shrivatsa Pathak, Divyansh Birwa,
Arindum Agarwal, Sunand Rathi, Chirag Kumar, Garv Kumar Ekka.
Sitting 3rd row (left to right): Mr. Basudev Das (Football Coach),
Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Mr. Joel Deepak Raj (Sports Coordinator)

Football Team (Senior)
Standing 1st row (left to right) : Siddhant Jaiswal, Shanu, Moin Haider
Khan, Ashirwad Sharma, Ranjan Hansda, Pritam Oroan, Bashist Kumar
Rana, Shubham Ghiriya
Standing 2nd row (left to right) : Sujal Asim Lakra, Harsha Deo, Gaurav
Singh, Sahil Khan, Anshul Anand, Yogendar Nath Hui, Saurav Mishra,
Vikas Kumar, Gyanesh Kumar
Sitting 3rd row (left to right) : Mr. Basudev Das, Dr. Subhash Kumar
(Principal), Mr. Joel Deepak Raj (Sports Coordinator)
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Horse Riding Team
Sitting on the Horse (left to right): Sankalp Srijan, Ayush Poddar, Shourya Singh, Kunal Singh, Sayantan Arya, Sayantan Majumdar,
Kartik Rai, Shubham
Standing with Horse (left to right) : Vishal Kumar, Shrivatsa Pathak, Pearl Shreya Paul, Mr. Deepak Singh (Horse Riding Trainer),
Garv Kumar Ekka, Kriti Toppo, Mr. S.N. Singh (Nursing Vet. Assistant), Aniket Singh, Dr. Subhash Kumar (Principal), Jyoti Kumari,
Mr. Laxman Jha (Manager Admin), Aditya Andrew Soloman, Sukrit Katririar, Krish Aditya, Mr. Joel Deepak Raj (Sports Coordinator),
Anmol Singh, Sonal Jaiswal.
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